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Abstract

The detectability of the various Higgs bosons of the Minimal Supersymmetric

Standard Model (MSSM) at future supercolliders is investigated. Regions in the

MSSM parameter space in which the well-known signals H ~ z-z». z-z» ~ 4£

(£ = e or J.L) and H ~ II should be observable at the LHC hadron supercollider are

delineated. Regions excluded by the LEP e+e- collider along with those that can

be probed using the upgraded LEP II collider are also mapped out. It is concluded

that there is a 'hole' in the MSSM parameter space for higher values of tan,S and

100GeV ;S m n, ;S 250 GeV in which a Higgs boson will be detectable neither at the

LHC nor at LEP II.

The sensitivity of this result to other MSSM input parameters, especially those

affecting the masses of the charginos and neutralinos is examined. When Higgs boson

decays to charginos and neutralinos are kinematically accessible, the rates for the

signals mentioned above are reduced. However, new signal modes from Higgs bosons

decaying into sparticles are found. The decay channel Hp , Hi, ~ Z2Z2 ~ 4£ + lh
seems particularly promising. This signal along with other possible signals are

studied to determine whether or not they might be able to fill in all or part of

the 'hole.' Also described is the potential of these new signals, when added to the

well-established signals previously noted, to enable the observation of two or more

Higgs bosons for a given set of MSSM input parameters. Detection of more than

one type of Higgs boson would clearly establish the existence of an extended Higgs

sector as required by supersymmetry.
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Pithy Quote

There is a theory which states that if ever anyone

discovers exactly what the Universe is for and why it is

here, it will instantly disappear and be replaced by

something even more bizarre and inexplicable.

There is another which states that this has already

happened.

Douglas Adams,

The Restaurant at the End

of the Universe [1]

XVI



Chapter 0

he story so far [1}:

In the beginning the Universe was created.

This has made a lot of people very angry

and been widely regarded as a bad move.

Many races believe that it was created by some sort

of god, though the Jatravartid people of Viltvodle VI

believe that the Universe was in fact sneezed out of

the nose of a being called the Great Green Arkleseizure.

The Jatravartids, who live in perpetual fear of the time

they call the Coming of the Great White Handkerchief,

are small blue creatures with more than fifty arms each,

who are therefore unique in being the only race in

history to have invented the aerosol deodorant before

the wheel.

However, the Great Green Arkleseizure Theory is

not widely accepted outside Viltvodle VI and so, the

Universe being the puzzling place it is, other explana

tions are constantly being sought.

This work purports to examine one small element

which will hopefully someday be incorporated into an

alternative theory. Whether this alternative theory,

or some other theory not compatible with this work,

or the Great Green Arkleseizure Theory is in fact

the correct description of how and why the Universe

works the way it does remains to be seen.

But we should have fun trying to find out!!! Q

o
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Chapter 1

Introduction
... skipping ahead a bit

The symmetry-breaking sector of modern gauge theories is probably the least

understood, and therefore perhaps the most interesting facet of these models which

heuristically at least describe the current experimental situation so very well. In

the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow model [2,3,4], electroweak symmetry breaking results

in the spontaneous breakdown of SU(2)£ x U(l)y into the U(l)em symmetry group

of electrodynamics, with the concommitant acquisition of mass by the W± and ZO

gauge bosons of the weak force. This is most parsimoniously facilitated by the

introduction of a single SU(2)£ doublet of complex spin zero fields which acquires a

non-zero vacuum expectation value. The tell-tale residue of this so-called Standard

Model (SM) dynamical mechanism is the existence of a single elementary spin-zero

particle, since dubbed the Higgs boson, in the physical spectrum. The existence of

a Higgs boson or of multiple Higgs bosons or of something that can perform the

same function as Higgs bosons is essential in the formulation of an acceptable gauge

theory of high energy physics. The search to discover such a particle or particles,

and thus unravel the mystery that currently shrouds the symmetry-breaking sector,

has become the high energy equivalent to the quest for the Holy Grail.

Thus, in the footsteps of such intrepid explorers as Monty Python and Indiana

Jones, high energy physicists have embarked upon the planning and construction

of supercollider accelerators which will hopefully provide us with the information

needed to determine the components of the symmetry-breaking sector. Arguments

from unitarity and perturbation theory [5,6] indicate that the SM Higgs boson must

have a mass ~ 1 TeV. By demanding that the running Higgs boson self-coupling

remains perturbative all the way up to the GUT scale, the Higgs boson mass can

be even further restricted to m« ;S 220 GeV [7,8]. Thus a hadron supercollider
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with. a CMS energy in the tens of TeV might be expected to be able to provide

conclusive evidence for the existence or non-existence of a Higgs boson if distinctive

enough signatures for a Higgs boson can be found. The same is true for a e+e

supercollider with a CMS energy of rv1 TeV. In fact, the latter machine would

probably be superior to a hadron supercollider, but plans for an e+e- supercollider

are much more sketchy and the ability to meet the technological requirements far

less certain (see [9] for more information). It is the purpose of this work to evaluate

the potential of a hadron supercollider, or, more specifically, the ...;s = 14 GeV LHC

machine which is proposed for construction at CERN, to discover the Higgs bosons

of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM).

An aspect of the 8M Higgs sector which is disagreeable to many theorists is the

need for fine-tuning. The radiative correction (8mh) to the mass squared of the

8M Higgs boson is quadradically divergent at the one-loop level as the internal

momentum within the loop goes to infinity. This is in contrast to spin-t and

spin-I particles whose masses are protected from such disastrously large corrections

by chiral and gauge symmetries, respectively. There is no such symmetry known

that protects the mass of a spin-O Higgs boson, and thus a correction of order

8mh rv 92A2 should be expected. Here 9 is a dimensionless coupling constant which

is extispiciously taken as 92 rv O(1) to avoid introducing a hierarchy among the

dimensionless constants in the theory, and A is the energy scale at which the the

loop momenta should be cut off due to the expression beyond this point of salient

additional degrees of freedom or form factors not predicted by the SM. Thus, to

lowest order in perturbation theory, the mass of a Higgs boson is expected to be

(1.1)

where ma is the bare Higgs boson mass parameter in the Lagrangian. In grand

unified models, A rv O(MGUT ~ 1015 GeV), the scale at which GUT boson exchanges

become significant, and in all reasonable models A < O(MPlanck ~ 1019 GeV),

since at this scale gravitational interactions not incorporated into the 8M become

comparable in strength to the SM gauge interactions. If we take A rv MGUT , then

to get mH .:S 1TeV as is needed for agreement with the measured electroweak scale,
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ma must be adjusted such that the two terms in Eqn. (1.1) cancel to within

,....., 10-24 %. This shocking cancellation must continue order by order in pertur

bation theory, While this exquisitely precise counter-balancing is not theoretically

forbidden, it is generally regarded as a repellant feature of the SM picture of the

electroweak symmetry-breaking sector, and a strong motivation to consider models

with more elaborate symmetry-breaking mechanisms.

Several general avenues have been investigated for escaping the fine-tuning prob

lem of the SM. It could be that perturbative expansion breaks down because the

symmetry-breaking sector becomes strongly coupled at A ;S 1 TeV. This may lead

to the formation of resonance states at the TeV scale of new elementary fields added

to the Lagrangian. Ideas like Technicolor [10,l1J proceed from this supposition; how

ever, to date it has not been possible to generate a satisfactory, phenomenologically

acceptable model by this means. The other principal option considered to escape

the SM fine-tuning dilemma is to keep the symmetry-breaking sector weakly-coupled

but add new particles to the loops which offset the offensive SM contributions. The

only known realization of a weakly-coupled electroweak symmetry-breaking sector

without fine-tuning problems is weak scale low energy supersymmetry (reviewed in

Refs. [12,13,14,15]) which will now be considered.

The proposed solution of supersymmetry (SUSY) to the fine-tuning problem is

that for each SM boson (or fermion) contributing to a quadradically-divergent loop

diagram there is a new fermion (or boson), the supersymmetric partner of the SM

particle, which contributes in an opposing fashion. This is conceivable since bosonic

and fermionic loops contribute to om'k with opposite signs. To attain the required

cancellation in a plausible way, the masses and couplings of the SM fermions (bosons)

and their boson (fermion) partners - known as sparticles - must be related. Such

a symmetry is called a supersymmetry and differs from all other known symmetries,

such as Lorentz space-time invariance or gauge invariances, which do not relate the

properties of fermions to those of bosons in any way. In exact, unbroken SUSY, the

particle and sparticle masses and couplings are exactly equal (aside from Clebsch

Gordon factors). This is immediately ruled out on phenomenological grounds by,
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say, the failure to observe a boson with the same mass and other characteristics as

an electron. However, SUSY need not remain unbroken to relieve the fine-tuning

difficulty; all that is required is that the mass gap between the SM particles and

their sparticle superpartners remain smaIl enough so that 8m'JI :s (1 TeV)2; i.e.,

m;particle - m~Mparticle :s (1 TeV)2 (1.2)

Thus if SUSY is the answer to the fine-tuning dilemma, then sparticle masses are

expected to be at or below the TeV scale, and within the range of the proposed

supercolliders. The ways in which supersymmetry can be broken to produce this

mass gap are restricted by requirements of gauge invariance and renormalizability.

These are compiled in Ref. (16] and include chiral scalar mass terms (inputs are

squark and slepton masses, mIL and mk)' gaugino mass terms (inputs are soft

SUSY-breaking gaugino masses, J.tt, J.t2, J.t3), and trilinear sfermionic interactions

(inputs are the A-terms). From a phenomenological point of view, these terms

are introduced ad hoc into the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)

Lagrangian; the justification for this residing with some more encompassing theory

manifest at a much higher energy scale (such as the GUT scale).

The MSSM is the simplest possible supersymmetric extension of the SM. For

each SM chiral fermion (left- and right-handed quarks and leptons), ii, there is a

bosonic superpartner, h, with the same internal quantum numbers, except for the

R-parity quantum number. Since all known spin-1 fundamental particles are force

propagating gauged bosons, it is preferable to make the superpartner sfermions

(squarks and sleptons) have spin-O. The SM spin-1 gauge bosons have spin-~

Majorana fermion superpartners. For the color SU(3)c octet gluons, g-;", there are

eight gluinos, 9'S; for the SU(2)L and U(1)y gauge fields, W~ and B'"', respectively,...
there are also corresponding spin-~ gauginos, X= (Xt, X2) 3) and Xo, respectively.

(And presumably for the spin-2 graviton there is a spin-~ gravitino though this

will not be used in this work.) Again, all the sparticles listed have exactly the

same internal quantum numbers as their SM partners save for the quantum number

associated with R-parity. The full complement of particles comprising the MSSM

particle spectrum is illustrated in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1:

Particle Content of the

Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SM Particles Superpartner Sparticles
with

El-V Symmetry Breaking

leptons

(;~ )L,e~,

(;~ )L'IL~'
(;: )L,T;

quarks

(~)L,UR' dR'
(:)L,CR' SR,
(:\,' t R , bR

slepions

( VeL) --e;:- ,eR ,

(
V f.J L ) --ILL - ,ILR ,

(
V TL ) --__ ,TR

T L

acquire mass

VIa

Yukawa interactions

with Higgs bosons"

1r-----------,
I I

: charginos I

I _±_±
: WI 'W2
I
I
I
I
I

:neutralinos
I

:Zl' Z2' Z3, Z4:
I I
I I
L .J

j

break
SU(2)LXU(1)y

to U(l)em

gaugznos

Ao }X= (XI, A2,A3) >--------------,

gluino = 9 (octet)
(spin-~ gravitino)

higgsinos

(~:)L(!rep) }
(r,~ )L (!. rep) ~-----------'

gauge bosoms

~f.J = (Wi, Wf, Wf) }>-------,-~:=-,-..,..~"------------+){ W±~ Zo

gluon = g (octet)
( spin-2 graviton )

Higgs scalars

(h+) }H= 0 {h L (!rep) H±, Hp

H' = ( ~~)L(!. rep) >--------------~) Hi, s,

"sfermions also have soft SUSY-breaking mass terms
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R-parity can be defined as a mutiplicative quantum number, R, which is either

+1 or -1. Conservation of R-parity is something akin to conservation of SUSY

ness. A sparticle has the opposite R-parity as its SM partner. All the 8M particles

are assigned R = +1, while all the sparticles are given R = -1. So conservation of

R-parity would forbid a sparticle from decaying into two SM particles, for example.

Thus the SUSY-ness present originally cannot disappear. This has very important

implications since it would mean the lightest R = -1 sparticle must be stable. Such

a particle is known as the "lightest supersymmetric particle", or LSP for short, and

its features will be further elaborated upon in Chapter 2. In the MSSM, R-parity is

conserved. However, it is possible to construct valid supersymmetric theories with

gauge-invariant interactions that do not conserve R-parity, for instance a squark

decaying into two sleptons. Note that such an interaction would violate both baryon

(B) and lepton (L) number conservation. In fact the R-parity of a particle may be

defined as
R = (_1)3B+L+28 (1.3)

where S is the spin of the particle in units of n. Violating baryon or lepton number

conservation often leads to phenomenologically absurd models, where for instance all

the protons in the Universe decay away in a few hours, thus it is easiest simply to add

the extra constraint of R-parity conservation and assume that all such interactions

are absent. Nonetheless, it should be emphasized that is is possible to construct

R-parity violating theories consistent with current experimental constraints.

A way of insuring that the Lagrangian of a SUSY theory obey R-parity conservation

and not allow interaction terms like the one just described is to demand that the

superpotential used to generate the Lagrangian (see Eqn. (A.l) of Appendix A)

contain only terms with an even number of "ordinary" superfields. Somewhat

heuristically, a superfield is a bag into which can be tossed a particle and its

sparticle superpartner, which then act as a unit within the superfield formalism. It

is analogous to treating the proton and neutron together as a nucleon in the strong

isospin formalism. The superpotential, which generates non-gauge interactions in

the Lagrangian, is a function of superfields. An "ordinary" superfield is one whose

fermionic component has R = +1.
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So quark /squark and leptorr/slepton superfields are both "ordinary," thus a quark

slepton-slepton interaction is not allowed. But a Higgs boson-slepton-slepton inter

action is allowed since a Higgs boson/higgsino superfield is not ordinary. But, then,

we already knew that Higgs fields are anything but ordinary!

In addition to enabling electroweak symmetry breaking, in the SM one complex

SU(2)L doublet of Higgs fields with a vacuum expectation value is sufficient to

provide mass terms to all the SM fermions via Yukawa interactions. This is possible

since it is permissible to use the Higgs doublet to generate SU(2)£ and U(1)y

invariant Yukawa interactions for one component of a SM fermion weak isodoublet,

and the complex conjugate of the same Higgs doublet to generate singlet Yukawa

terms for the other component of the weak isodoublet. Thus mass terms for both

the up-type and down-type quarks can be generated with just a single doublet

of Higgs fields. On the contrary, the Yukawa terms in the MSSM Lagrangian

stem from the superpotential (see Eqn. (A.2) of Appendix A) which must be a

function of only left- or right-chiral superfields. So a Higgs doublet superfield and

its complex conjugate, which have opposite chiralities, cannot both be included in

the superpotential to generate all the required Yukawa interaction terms since this

would violate supersymmetry. Therefore, a minimum of two Higgs doublets which

acquire vacuum expectation values are necessary in a SUSY model. The MSSM has

the minimal two Higgs doublets: the Y = +1 doublet H with a vacuum expectation

value (or vev for short) of v gives rise to the mass terms for the up-type quarks, and

the Y = -1 doublet H' whose vev is v' gives rise to the mass terms for the down

type quarks and the charged leptons. After spontaneous electroweak symmetry

breaking, these two doublets also give rise to five physical Higgs particles: two

charged particles, H± == Hch ' and three neutral particles. This is to be compared

with the single physical Higgs particle of the SM.

The following nomenclature is employed for the three neutral Higgs bosons: the

lightest CP-even particle is termed the light Higgs boson, Hi; the heavier CP-even

particle is called the heavy Higgs boson, Hh ; and a CP-odd boson is known as the

pseudoscalar Higgs boson, Hpo The latter is something of a misnomer since, if par-
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ity were conserved, all the MSSM Higgs bosons would have P = +1, with C = +1

for Hi and Hi, while 0 = -1 for Hpo (This last assignment is required for consistency

with the other imaginary components of the original complex Higgs fields. These

other imaginary components go into making up the so-called Goldstone boson which

in turn goes into the longitudinal component of the 0 = -1 ZO gauge boson via

spontaneous symmetry breaking.) When interactions with chiral fermions are added

to the theory, 0 and P are no longer separately conserved; but, OP is to a very

good approximation still a valid quantum number. Thus Hi and Hh are referred to

as 0 P-even particles while Hp is labeled 0 P-odd. The 0 and P quantum numbers

for a fermion-antifermion pair are given by P = (_1)L+1 and 0 = (_1)L+8, thus

OP = (_1)8+1 for the pair. For spin-~ fermions and antifermions, the total spin of

such a pair must be S = 0 or 1. So coupling a fermion-anti-fermion pair to the 0 P

even Hi or Hi, requires S = 1 for the pair, while coupling to the 0 P-odd Hp boson

needs S = 0 for the pair. Since the spins of the Higgs bosons are zero, J = L EB S for

the fermion-antifermion pair must be zero. Since 0 P is assumed to be conserved,

in the case of the OP = +1 Higgs boson coupling the pair must have L = 1, and

thus P = +1 for the pair. For the coupling to the 0 P = -1 Higgs boson, L must

be zero for the pair and thus they must have P = -1. Hence the origin of the

term "pseudoscalar" Higgs boson - it actually acquires its name from the parity

the fermion-antifermion pair.

Put more succinctly, in the MSSM Lagrangian the couplings of the 0 P-even

Higgs bosons to the SM fermions are of the form I!Hi,h = (!L!R + !Rh)Hi,h; this

Dirac bilinear has P = +1 and 0 = +1 yielding 0 P = +1 for the bilinear and thus

OP = +1 for the entire term. The couplings of the OP-odd so-called pseudoscalar

Higgs boson to SM fermions are of the form l,s!Hp = (!L!R - !Rh)Hp ; for the

Dirac bilinear here P = -1 and 0 = +1 yielding 0 P = -1 for the bilinear and

thus OP = +1 for the entire term. The Higgs boson that couples to the P = -1

bilinear is given the name "pseudoscalar." Note that each term in the Lagrangian

has OP = +1 so that this is a conserved quantity.
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The mass spectrum of the MSSM Higgs bosons is worked out in detail ill

Appendix A both at tree-level and including radiative corrections from the third

generation of heavy quarks and their squark superpartners. Figures 1.1 through

1.4 illustrate how the masses of the various Higgs bosons are related, and how they

vary with the both top quark and stop squark masses. Plots are shown for relatively

high (1 TeV) and relatively low (300 GeV) input squark masses. The squark masses,

especially the stop masses, are seen to have a modest effect on mn.; and mHh (recall

mn; is input), and a fairly significant effect on mHl" It is certainly true that these

masses are considerably more sensitive to the top quark mass, as seen in Figure

1.1 (radiative corrections are roughly proportional to mi), than to the stop squark

masses; however, in keeping with what will be a focus of the rest of this work, the

sometimes overlooked dependence on the stop masses is depicted here. (It should

perhaps also be noted that there is a lot more freedom in the choice of squark mass

inputs than there is in adjusting the top quark mass. Hopefully, the CDF and DO

experimenters at Fermilab will further accentuate this situation soon.)
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Figure 1.2: Contours for the mass of the light Higgs boson, mHo in GeV, in the
mHp VB. tan/3 plane; mt = 165GeV for both plots.
For plot a), m g = -p, = 1000GeV ~ mij and for plot b),
m g = -p, = 300 GeV ~ mij' Again, see the captions to Figs. 2.2
and 2.4 for a complete listing of the other MSSM input parameters.
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Figure 1.3: Contours for the mass of the heavy Higgs boson, mH
h

, in GeV, in the
mHp VB.tan /3 plane; rn, = 165 GeV for both plots.
For plot a), m g = -p, = 1000GeV ~ mij and for plot b),
m g = -p, = 300 GeV ~ mij. Again, see the captions to Figs. 2.2
and 2.4 for a complete listing of the other MSSM input parameters.
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Figure 1.4: Contours for the mass of the charged Higgs boson, mHch' in GeV, in the
mHp VS.tan 13 plane; m, = 165 GeV for both plots.
For plot a), my = -/L = 1000GeV ~ mcj and for plot b),
mij = -/L = 300 GeV == mcj' See the captions to Figs. 2.2 and 2.4
for a complete listing of the other MSSM input parameters.

Couplings of the MSSM Higgs bosons to SM particles are related to those of

a SM Higgs by MSSM angle factors consisting of the various combinations of the

angles 13 and a given in Table 1.2, where tan 13 = vlv' is the ratio of the vacuum

expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, and a is the scalar Higgs mixing angle

required to diagonalize the scalar sector Higgs mass matrix (the latter is defined in

Appendix A).

As with the quarks, leptons, and gauge bosons, the Higgs bosons must have

superpartners. These are the spin-t Majorana higgsinos, h+, hO, 'h'-, and hID
(where the charges indicated are those of the left chiral components for the charged

....
Majorana fields). With electroweak symmetry breaking these can mix with the ~

and ~o gauginos having the same electric charge. (The leptons could also participate

in this mixing if lepton numbers were not conserved, as is the case in some R

parity violating models. R-parity conservation and the concommitant requirement

of lepton number conservation is the justification for keeping the leptons out of the
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Table 1.2: MSSM mixing angle factors in the couplings of the Higgs bosons.
Thus for instance the MSSM partial decay widths for the processes
indicated at the top are
IMSSM mixing angle factorf X SM partial decay width

W+ Zo__g_<U,C,: e-,p,-,r-

--g-<w-'zo
<d,S,!

_JL e+ ",,+ r+
u,c,t -, -,

d s,b ,

Hi
cos o sm a

sin(,8 + a)-- --
sin ,8 cos ,8

s, sm o cos o
cos(,8 + a)--- --

sin ,8 cos,8

s, -i"t5 cot,8 -i-ys tan,8 0

blender into which the gauginos and higgsinos are tossed to make the charginos and

newtralinos.) In the MSSM, the SU(2)L and U(I)y gauginos and higgsinos mix to

form chargino, Wi, and neutralino, Zi, mass eigenstates. The mass terms for the

Lagrangian can be obtained by inserting the gaugino and higgsino fields into the

third line Eqn, (A.l) of Appendix A, the general expression for a supersymmetric

Lagrangian, and then adding the higgsino mixing term from the superpotential and

allowable soft supersymmetric breaking gaugino mass terms. For the charged sector

the resulting terms may be written as

(1.4)

where A and Xare Dirac spinors which annihilate particles of definite charge

(Q = -1) composed from the Majorana spinors,

(1.5)
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Here PL (PR) is the chirality operator for the left- (right-) handed states. The

charged mass matrix is given by

Mcharge = [ J.Lz
-gv

-g7)'] ,
2ml

(1.6)

where 2ml is the supersymmetric higgsino mixing term from the superpotential (see

Eqn. (A.2)), and J.L2 is the soft SUSY-breaking SU(2)L gaugino mass. The neutral

gaugino-higgsino sector mass terms can similarly be written as

with the neutral mass matrix given by

0 - 2ml _JJ!!... ~
v'2 v'2

- 2ml 0 ~ -~
Mneutral =

_JJ!!... ~ 0v'2 v'2 J.L2

~ -~ 0 1£1

(1.7)

(1.8)

Here J.Ll is the soft SUSY-breaking U(l)y gaugino mass. The diagonalization of

Mcharge and Mneutral will yield the eigenvectors of the charginos and neutralinos,

respectively, in terms of the gauginos and higgsinos as well as the mass eigenvalues.

(The details of this are left to Appendix B in the section describing the decays of the

Higgs bosons into charginos and neutralinos.) The results are two pairs of physical

charginos, which will be labelled WI ± and W2± (m
W 1

< mw) ' and four physical

neutralinos, denoted by Zi, i = 1-4 (m z;< mZj if i < j ).

Assuming low energy SUSY is embedded within a GUT framework with canon

ical kinetic terms for the gauge fields, the soft SUSY-breaking gaugino masses

generated by radiative corrections may be related to one another by

5 2f)
J.Ll = 3"tan w J.L2 ,

02 Oem
J.L2 = -J.L3 = - . 2f) my ,

03 0ssln w
(1.9)
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where in the second equation above mg == mg(Mzo) = IJL31 is the MS gluino run

ning mass at the momentum scale q = Mzo, and the strong coupling constant,

as == Q:s(Mzo), is also evaluated at the ZO mass. The MS gluino pole mass is

then related to the physical gluino mass via the relations described in Ref. [17].

Thus, assuming a GUT structure, all the soft SUSY-breaking gaugino masses may

be determined from the gluino mass which is then a basic parameter of the theory.

This framework will be assumed throughout the rest of this work.

As previously noted, soft SUSY-breaking squark and slepton masses are also

called for in the model to avoid the phenomenological embarrassment of degen

erate SM particle and sparticle masses. In the least adorned, most economical

supergravity models, SUSY-breaking generates a common mass for the sfermions at

the SUSY-breaking scale. This degeneracy is then broken when these masses are

evolved down to the electroweak-breaking scale. At this lower scale, the sleptons

are expected to be substantially lighter than the squarks if the gluino and squark

masses are fairly close to each other. In terms of the squark and gluino masses, the

slepton masses can be written as (see, e.q., [18] for further discussion):

m t = m~ 0.73mg~ 0.27Mz
2o cos 2/3 ,h q

mj;. = m~ 0.78m~ 0.23Mio cos 2/3 , (1.10)

m 2
_ = m~ 0.73mg~ + 0.5Mz

2o cos 2/3 ,vt. q

where m~ is the squark mass squared averaged over the different squark flavors. The

soft SUSY-breaking slepton masses are seen to remain fairly close to each other.

A similar conclusion is reached for the soft SUSY-breaking squark masses at the

electroweak scale, except perhaps the stop squarks which may be expected to be

somewhat lighter than the other soft SUSY-breaking squark masses due to their

larger Yukawa couplings. Consistent with these supergravity-inspired predictions,

input sfermion parameters for this work will be taken as a common squark mass

for the first two generations, m q (which is then used in Eqns. (1.10) to determine

the slepton masses), the mass of the left stop squark, mt;, (which then fixes the

left bottom squark mass by the SU(2)L invariance), and the mass of the right top

squark, mt~. The sbottom squark masses are taken as m b";. = mr;, and, to simplify
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matters, mb~ = m q• Note that the term "left stop squark," for example, refers to

the superpartner to the left-handed chiral top quark state. The physical sfermion

masses are further altered by intra-flavor mixing as described in the appendices 

this can lead to a significantly lower mass for one of the stop mass eigenstates.

Another necessary input parameter is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values

for the two Higgs doublets, tan/3 = v [u'; defined by Eqn. (A.12). Perturbative limits

on the top-bottom-charged Higgs boson Yukawa couplings along with limits from

b - Sf [19,20J and Bd-Bd mixing [19,20,21J studies restrict tan /3 to

0.4 < tan /3 < 120 (1.11)

If one also assumes a common SUSY-breaking mass scale at the grand-unification

point as predicted by supergravity models, this is further restricted to [22J

mt
1 < tan /3 < - ;S 40

mb
(1.12)

One of the Higgs boson masses, taken here to be the mass of the pseudoscalar

Higgs boson, mHp ' must also be input. Also needed is the supersymmetric higgsino

mixing mass from the superpotential, 2m! == -J-L (note that these two notations are

in common use: this work uses 2m! in equations in. conformity with the notation of

previous work using the same parameter definitions, but J-L when plotting quantites in

agreement with the more common notation from the literature), and the coefficients

of the soft SUSY-breaking trilinear sfermion terms, Aj, as described in Appendix A

(At and Ab, which can be important in determining the physical masses and intra

flavor mixings of the [: and b-squarks, are input but often taken to be zero for

simplicity; the other A-terms are phenomenologically irrelevant). The radiative cor

rections to the masses of the Higgs bosons place restrictions on combinations of At,

2m!, and tan /3 by requiring that the light Higgs boson mass not be driven negative.

And lastly all the input parameters to the SM must be given. Of these inputs two,

mt and as (Mzo ), come associated with a substantial degree of uncertainty.
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Now all the needed ingredients to specify all quantites within the MSSM model

(with the added conditions described above) have been elucidated. A summary of

the input parameters is given in Table 1.3 . The stage is now set to examine the

consequences of the MSSM model framework upon the future experimental studies

at a hadron supercollider.

The outline for the rest of this work is as follows: In Chapter 2 the capabilities

of the e+e- LEP collider are evaluated. Regions of parameter space where a MSSM

Higgs boson should be detectable at both LEP and the soon to be completed LEP

II are mapped out to give an indication of the degree of complementarity of LEP

with a hadron supercollider, as well as to show what regions of parameter space will

be left for the hadron supercollider to probe. Chapter 3 discusses the production

mechanisms and rates for the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons at a hadron supercollider.

Chapter 4 then examines the decays of the Higgs bosons into the SM modes known to

provide viable signatures in a hadron collider environment. Next Chapter 5 examines

the decays of Higgs bosons into sparticles, especially decays into the neutralinos and

charginos. Chapter 6 describes some other proposals for searching for MSSM Higgs

bosons and provides a summary of the overall MSSM parameter space coverage

possible using the signal modes analyzed in the previous chapters. Also included

are two appendices. Appendix A gives a derivation of the MSSM Higgs boson

masses as well as the important Hh-HrHl vertex including radiative corrections

from the third generation of quarks and squarks. This calculation is unique to

this work. Appendix B gives a compendium of the partial decay widths for MSSM

Higgs bosons including all tree-level decay modes and also QCD corrections to the

fermionic decays and numerous important one-loop decays. This is presented in a

consistent notation at the level of sophistication used in generating the figures and

other results given in this work. The formulee presented in Appendix B are not

original to this work.
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Table 1.3: Summary of MSSM input parameters
(using some constraints from GUT & supergravity models)

Symbol Significance

tan;3 = ~ Ratio of vacuum
v

expectation values of
two Higgs doublets

m n; Pseudoscalar
Higgs boson mass

m g Physical gluino mass

J.L = -2m! Supersymmetric
higgsino mixing mass

m q pt & 2nd generation
rms squark mass

m - left stop masstL

mt~ right stop mass

At, Ab A-terms
(coefficients of soft
SUSY-breaking trilinear
sfermionic int!!.'s )

mt top quark mass

rJt------------~------------i
: SM inputs :
: with considerable uncertainty :
LlJ------------~------------J

Q:s(M~) strong int!!. coupling con
stant at ZO mass scale

• masses of MSSM Higgs bosons
• Higgs bosons int!!. couplings
• masses & int!!c's of W's & Z's
• relation M~ = tg2

( V
2 +V ' 2) makes

ratio of vev's the unfixed quantity
rather than the individual vev's

• masses of all MSSM Higgs bosons
fully determined at tree-level by
mHp & tan;3

• determines all other soft
SUSY-breaking gaugino masses

• determines slepton masses in
conjunction with m q & tan;3

• masses & int!!c's of W's & Z's
• involved in Higgs boson masses

via radiative corrections
• masses & int!!.'s of W's & Z's
• intraflavor mixing of sfermions
• masses of sleptons

• m b-;. = m t-;. from SU(2h invariance
• m t-;., m t-;. , m b-;. & m b;. involved

in Higgs boson masses
via. radiative corrections

• intraflavor mixing of sfermions
• involved in Higgs boson masses

via radiative corrections

• very important for radiative
corrections to Higgs boson masses

• important in determining B.R. 's of
Higgs bosons to key decay modes

• important for SM backgrounds
• used along with m g in determining

SUSY-breaking gaugino masses
which in turn are used to determine

• masses & int!!.'s of W's & Z's
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Chapter 2

Higgs Bosons at e+e- Machines

2.1 Introduction

While the subject of this work is MSSM Higgs boson detection at hadron collid

ers rather than at e+e- machines, it is nonetheless crucial to examine the capabilities

of the leptonic machines. It is important to see which areas of the MSSM parameter

space can be mapped out by the LEP and SLC e+e- machines currently operating

in order to find out what regions of this space will already be excluded prior to the

start-up of a hadron supercollider. Only then can the value of a hadron machine's

reach he meaningfully assessed. It is also of interest to see what region of parameter

space may be probed by the LEP II machine scheduled to go into operation at

CERN sometime in the next couple of years. An investigation of the e+e" colliders

will determine to what extent a hadron collider such as the proposed LHC machine

at CERN will complement the attributes of the e+e" machines now or soon-to

be in operation and to what extent a hadron collider will merely duplicate their

capabilities.

This chapter is intended to be a somewhat summary overview, and not an in

depth study of the detection of Higgs bosons at e+e" machines. Only a very brief

discussion ofthe MSSM Higgs boson production at e+e- colliders will be given. (See

Sopczak[23] for a more thorough investigation of MSSM Higgs boson detection at

LEP.) The purpose is only to point out the regions of the MSSM parameter space

excluded hy searches at LEP for Higgs hosons as well as other supersymmetric

particles. The individual proposed MSSM signals will he described and the regions

each excludes delineated. Then these regions will be combined to give the overall

region excluded by LEP which can be superimposed on the event rates from a hadron

supercollider. An indication of the LEP II potential will also be included.
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2.2 Restrictions from Higgs Boson Production

At LEP, a SM Higgs boson may be produced when a ZO decays into a Higgs

boson and an off-shell Zoo, e+e" -t ZO -t HS M ZO". The Zoo will then decay into a

pair offermions (quarks or leptons). This same bremsstrahlung process (also known

as the Bjorken process) can produce the light Higgs boson, Hi, of the MSSM. The

heavy Higgs boson, Hh , is of course too heavy to be produced on-shell, and radiation

of a pseudoscalar Higgs boson, Hp , is forbidden by its OP-odd nature. However,

due to the existence of this CP-odd Higgs boson in the MSSM, decay of a ZO into

a pair of Higgs bosons is allowed, e+e- -t ZO -t HlHp. ( Production of a pair

of CP-even or CP-odd Higgs bosons, HlHl, HhHh , or HpHp is forbidden by Bose

Einstein statistics; and the mass of the heavy Higgs precludes consideration of HhHp

pair production for an on-shell ZO.) Thus in the MSSM, we are left with the two

production mechanisms shown below in Figure 2.1.

The limit on the mass of the SM Higgs boson resulting from the negative search

results of the four experiments at LEP [24],

mHSM > 63.5 GeV (2.1)

can be used to exclude regions of MSSM parameter space due to non-observation of

the bremsstrahlung process, e+e- -t ZO -t u.z«, This is done by taking into

ii,[+ , o
b)

/Hp
e~ /

q, r ,v

-, -,
",Hi e ",Hi

a)

e

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams for MSSM Higgs boson production from ZO decays
a) Bremsstrahlung production of a light Higgs boson
b) Pair production of a light Higgs boson and a pseudoscalar Higgs boson
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account the MSSM angle factors that must be included in the coupling between Hl

and the gauge bosons (see Table 1.2); for mHl = mHSM'

The partial decay width for the production of an HlHp pair is given by

92Mzo 3 ( m'k m'k)r(ZO ~ HlHp ) = cos2 (a + f3) 2(} ,\2" 1, -+,--f
1921rcOS w M zo M zo

__ 2( f3) r(ZO ~ vii) \ ~ (1 m'kl m'kp )

cos a + A 'M2' M2
2 ZO zo

(2.2)

(2.3)

Here ,\( a, b, c) = a2 +b2 +c2 - 2ab - 2bc - 2ac. We see from the MSSM angle factors

in Eqn. (2.2) and Eqn. (2.3) that these two process are roughly complementary.

The non-observation of the decay ZO ~ HpHt in the sample of more than 7 million

ZO events collected by the LEP experiments thus far [25J can be used to set the

branching fraction for this process to be B.F.(ZO ~ HlHp ) < few X 10-6 • The

regions of parameter space excluded by this requirement are found to coincide with

those delineated by requiring mn, + mn, > Mzo.

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the regions of the MSSM parameter space which are

excluded by these restrictions. What is shown is actually curves delineated what

regions of the partameter space would be excluded if the limit on the mass of the SM

Higgs boson had a given value (given by the label next to the curve). Thus some of

the "excluded" regions shown (delineated for example by the mHSM = 65 GeV curve

or the mHSM = 70 GeV curve) are now only potentially excluded regions. For Figure

2.2, the higgsino mixing parameter, /L = -2mb and the squark and gluino masses

have all been made large, so all the sparticle masses are large too. If these parameter

values are lowered, they can affect the Higgs boson masses through the radiative

corrections; this in turn will alter the ZO to Higgs boson branching ratios. Other

sparticles, such as the neutrallnos and charginos may also become light enough for

the ZO to decay into them, which can conceivably also reduce the decay rates into

Higgs bosons. Figure 2.3 shows the regions excluded when the values of these MSSM

input parameters are lowered. The excluded regions grow in size, due mainly to the

lowering of the mass of the light Higgs boson incorporating the radiative corrections.
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Figure 2.2: LEP excluded region from searches for Higgs bosons.
a) B.R.(ZO ~ ZO* Hi) is too large. The number associated with each
curve gives the limit on the mass of a SM Higgs boson used in deriving
that curve. The current limit on mHS M is taken as 63.5 GeV.
b) B.R.(ZO ~ HpHi) ~ 2 X 10-6 ,corresponding to mHp+mHt < Mzo.
For each curve, the region excluded is to the left of that curve.
MSSM input parameters: my = -/L = 1000 GeV == mij (actually, mij is
set 0.35 GeV above my to avoid computational problems - the symbol ==
will be used to signify this), m~-mh = 50 GeV 2

, m~-m~ = 100 GeV 2
,

At = Ab = 0, Mzo = 91.19 GeV, mt = 165GeV, mb = 5 GeV.
(The small steps or wiggles seen in some curves are artifacts of the
generating program.)

Figure 2.3: (see next page) Plots for my = -p = 300 GeV == mij.
All other parameters as in Figure 2.2 .
a) B.R.(ZO ~ ZO*Hi) is too large. b) B.R.(ZO ~ HpHi) ~ 2 X 10-6 •

c) B.R.(ZO ~ ZO* Hi) is too large: more complete plot with insert for
low values of tan {3. If a number appears twice, the excluded region is in
between. For the 57, 59, and 60 GeV curves, the excluded region is to
the left of the curve. For the 63.5, 65, and 70 GeV curves, the excluded
region is below the curve.
d) B.R.(ZO ~ ZO*Hi) is too large: plotted vs. /L for mHp = 250GeV.
All other parameters as in other plots. The region excluded is below each
curve. Thus for this case of lower sparticle masses there is now a region
around tan {3 '" 1 excluded for mHp ::::::: 250 GeV and low to moderate
values of /L.
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Figure 2.3: LEP excluded region from searches for Higgs bosons with low values of
MSSM sparticle input parameters. See last page for more details.
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2.3 Restrictions from Sparticle Production

The MSSM input parameters are further constrained by the failure to detect

any sparticles among the decay products of the ZO's studied at LEP. Since the

masses and couplings of the neutralinos and charginos are fixed by the MSSM input

parameters my, IL, and tan{3, such negative search results place restrictions upon

these parameters.

The negative outcome of the search for charginos at LEP [26], together with the

large value ofthe coupling constant between charginos and the ZO [27-29], essentially

requires that

1
m- > -Mzo

Wl 2 (2.4)

The MSSM parameter region excluded by this restriction is shown in Figure 2.4.

Note that in plot b) where the input gluino and squark masses are set low

m
Wl

< 90 GeV for much of the allowed parameter region.

30 30

20 20
90

0

~10 5 10

l:1 A 50 45 A
~ 5 40 5

4 4
3 3

2 a) 2

1 1
-100 -50 0 50 100 -500 -250 0 250 500

f.L (GeV) f.L (GeV)
Figure 2.4: Mass of the lighter chargino.

MSSM input parameters: m-n; = 250 GeV, m~ - mh = 50 GeV2
,

m~ - m~ = 100GeV2
, At = A b = 0, mt = 165GeV, tru, = 5 GeV,

Mzo = 91.19 GeV, sin2B
w = 0.23, 0::. (Mzo) = 0.118, O::em = 1/128, and

in plot a) my = 1000GeV == mq,

while in plot b) my = 300 GeV == mq'
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Restrictions on neutralino masses are more difficult to set. Explicit mass limits

overall neutralino production

rate by an unsuccessful search

for neutralino events in ZO de-

cays. Based on a sample size

of only around 104 ZO decays,

LEP experimenters concluded

[30-32J that B.F.(ZO - Z1Z2)
+ B.F.(ZO _ Z2Z2) was at

most a few times 10-4
• In

view of the vastly larger sam

ple of reconstructed ZO's avail

able today the requirement:

B.F.(ZO _ ZiZj) < 5 x 10~5

where i and j are not both

equal to one, seems warranted.

For the higher sparticle input

masses used for plot a) of Fig

ure 2.5, any improvement in

the branching ratio bound be

low ~ 10-4 does not notice-

60

200

40o 20
f.L (GeV)

100

f.L (GeV)
o

-20-40
1

20

a

30 rTTr1"'-'--"'r-11rr

20

10
QQ.
Q 7
ro 6

+..:l5
4

3

2

on the heavier neutralinos generally assume that these decay directly to the LSP

(lightest supersymmetric particle), which is taken to be the lightest neutralino,

Z1' ignoring the possibility of more complicated cascade decays. It is more use-

30 ful for our purpose to look at
co
o the restriction placed on the
cicoLP
~~
00

Figure 2.5: B.F.(ZO -+ Z;Zj) with i and j not both one.

a) high sparticle masses as in Fig. 2.4 n)j ably alter the excluded region

and b) lower sparticle masses as in Fig. 2,4 b). at all. For the lower sparticle

input masses of plot b), the excluded region is slightly sensitive to the limit set on

the branching ratio; however, further improvement in the experimental bound will

not significantly increase the amount of parameter space excluded in this case either.
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2.4 Restrictions from Study of the ZO Width

The precise LEP measurements of the ZO total decay width and invisible decay

widths [33J

rzo = 2496.9 ± 3.8 MeV and rZoinvi.ible = 499.4 ± 3.5 MeV, (2.5)

respectively, can be used to set limits on the contributions to these quantities from

as-of-yet undiscovered sparticles once lower bounds from purely 8M channels are

given. The 8M contribution to r ZO will depend on the values used for the top

quark mass, the strong coupling constant, and the 8M Higgs mass (in decreasing

order of importance). This introduces some uncertainty into the 8M lower bounds.

For mH(SM) ~ 1 TeV and a.(Mzo) ~ 0.111, Figure 6 of Ref. [34J yields a lower

bound of rzo(SM) > 2468 MeV for m, ~ 90 GeV. If we take the D0 95% C.L.

lower limit on the top quark mass[35]' 131 GeV, then the lower bound from [34]

becomes rzo(SM) > 2474MeV. And if we consider the tentative CDF measure

ments which fit a top quark mass of 174 ± 10 ~g GeV[36]' then from [34] we

obtain rzo(SM) > 2481 MeV for m, ~ 164GeV and rzo(SM) > 2484MeV for

mt ~ 174 GeV. The LEP measurement together with the 8M lower bound leads

to a 95% C.L. upper bound on the contribution of new particles to the total decay

width of the ZO of

~rzo < 2496.9 MeV + 1.64(3.8 MeV) - 2468 MeV = 35 MeV

for m, ~ 90 o-v, (2.6a)

and ~rzo < 29 MeV for m; ~ 131 GeV, (2.6b)

< 22 MeV for mt ~ 164 GeV, (2.6c)

< 19 MeV for mt ~ 174 GeV. (2.6d)

Schaile [37], for mt ~ 90 GeV, a.(Mzo) ~ 0.117, and mH(SM) ~ 1 TeV, gives an

even stricter limit of ~rzo < 13 MeV. Curves for the limits for the excluded regions

for various values of ~rzo are shown in Figure 2.6. It can be seen that it virtually

does not matter which of the above values is selected for the possible parameter

choices displayed. For definiteness and to be conservative ~rzo < 35 MeV will be
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used hereinafter. Note that according to the figure the amount of parameter space

excluded only increases significantly for .6.rzo 's well below any reasonable curerent

bound selected. It should also be noted that only the standard deviation of the

statistical error for the LEP ZO width measurement was considered in obtaining this

number. Systematic errors were completely neglected. Clearly, when the systematic

errors become comparable or larger than the statistical errors this becomes a very

questionable procedure and a more careful analysis is then necessary.
1l""TT-r-n:-n""'-'-'r-T"t1T'1I""""TT"""""...,...,.--,---r-,---,---, 30

20 b)

-200 -150 -100

Figure 2.6: MSSM parameter region excluded by LEP's ZO total width measurement
& the 8M prediction. Number by each curve is .6.rzo value (in MeV)
used to generate that curve.
Excluded region is region between the two plots shown; i.e., to the right
of a curve in plots a) and c) and to the left of a curve in plots b) and d).
For plots a) and b) m g = 1000GeV == mq; for plots c) and d)
m g = 300 GeV == mq' Other parameters as in Fig. 2.4 .
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Figure 2.7: Excluded region from LEP's ZO invisible decay

width measurement; numbers are LlrZoinvi,ible in MeV.

Excluded region is between two labels of the same value.

a) high sparticle masses as in Fig. 2.4 a)j

and b) lower sparticle masses as in Fig. 2.4 b).

The restriction from the full ZO width measurement limits the allowable pro

duction of all sparticles that couple to the Zo. In contrast to this, a restriction from

the measured partial decay width of the ZO into particles which leave the detector

without being detected serves to limit the rate of the decay of the ZO into a pair of

LSP's, which in the MSSM,

due to R-parity conservation,

exhibit the same behavior in a

detector as that of a SM neu

trino. The SM contribution to

r zo invisible will also be depen

dent on the top quark mass,

but the dependence is not as

strong as in the case of the full

rzo (see Langacker [38]), and

a SM lower bound of

r ZOinvisible (S M) > 499 MeV

can be set. Then by an anal

ogous procedure to the one

given before, a 95% C.L. up

per bound on the contribu

tion of new neutral weakly

interacting particles to the in

visible decay width of the Zo,

~rZoinvisible < 6 MeV, is ob

tained. The same caveat men

tioned above concerning

systematic errors also applies

here, and the small value of

~rzo invisible obtained thus

makes its reliability somewhat doubtful. Figure 2.7 shows the region of the MSSM

parameter space excluded by this measurement.
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Since cosmological constraints also demand that the LSP be neutral, as well as

colorless, an additional requirement for a physically acceptable theory is that

(2.7)

Figure 2.8 shows the MSSM parameter region excluded by this requirement. By

comparison with Figure 2.4, it is seen that usually the constraint (2.4) will provide

the tighter restriction.

1008020 40 60
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~
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20 20

Figure 2.8: Region where mass of lighter chargino is less than the mass of the lightest
neutralino (mw;: < m z)'
MSSM input parameters same as for Figure 2.4
with my = 1000 GeV == m q in plot a)
and my = 300 GeV == m q in plot b). The regions under and between the
curves are excluded.

Squarks and sleptons, which could also contribute to rzo if they were light

enough to be produced in ZO decays, are too heavy to be so produced for most

acceptable MSSM parameter sets. The failure to observe charged sleptons at LEP

in general leads to the restriction [31,39-43J

mi± > 45GeV (2.8)

The same limit will be assumed for squarks [44,45J. For reviews of the sfermion

mass limits from LEP see [15,46J. These limits are somewhat sensitive to the LSP

mass (for direct searches) and the ZOfIiI coupling, which could accidently vanish

with sfermion mixing (especially for stops). This restriction will generally not be

significant for the heavier gluino, squark, and slepton masses we will be considering.
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However, considerable intra-flavor mixing in the third generation of fermions may

result in a very low stop squark or stau slepton mass. (See Eqns. (A.113) and

the following special cases in Appendix A.) This could push these physical sfermion

masses into the restricted region even though the input MSSM parameters are well

above the LEP mass limits. Thus we see in Figure 2.9a) the mass of the lighter

f-slepton moves into the LEP excluded region at the upper corners of the plot.
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Figure 2.9: Masses (in GeV) of some of the sfermions for the case where
my = 300 GeV ~ mij (other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.4).
Plot a) shows lighter f-slepton masses, m;;. (solid curves & larger labels),
and lighter e-slepton masses, me; (dashed curves & smaller labels).

Plot b) shows lighter b-squark masses, m;;; (solid curves & larger labels),

and lighter d-squark masses, mi (dashed curves & smaller labels).
• 1

Plot c) shows sneutrmo masses.
Plot d) shows lighter i-squark masses, mt; (solid curves & larger labels),
and lighter u-squark masses, mUi (dashed curves & smaller labels).
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Note also that even if the input squark and slepton masses are roughly degen

erate, the physical masses may be spread over a considerable range when the input

values are fairly low. The slepton masses are also seen to be far less than the squark

masses as a consequence of using Eqns. (1.10). This will prove to be very significant

in the evaluation of the leptonic branching ratios for decaying neutralinos as will be

discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, it should also be mentioned that light stop squark

masses can decrease the value of the light Higgs boson mass through radiatively

induced corrections and thus increase the region of MSSM parameter space excluded

by consideration of the Higgs boson production processes (2.2) and (2.3).

2.5 Combined Restrictions from LEP

To recapitulate, the following experimental limits are assumed: to generate an

excluded region in the mn; VS. tan /3 plane, the lower bound on the SM Higgs boson

mass is taken as mHS M 2:: 63.5 GeV. If the MSSM sparticle input parameters are

low enough, searches for Higgs bosons also yield an excluded region in the /L VS.

tan /3 plane for mHp ::::: 250 GeV. Other constraints leading to excluded regions

in this plane include a lower limit on the lighter chargino mass of 45 GeV and an

upper limit on the branching ratio of the ZO into neutralinos other than just the

lightest one of 5 x 10-5 • The latter value is probably somewhat conservative in view

of the increasing number of ZO's accummulated by LEP. Similarly, conservative

values of ~rzo ::; 35 MeV and ~rzo invisible :::; 11 MeV are adopted for the allowable

contributions of sparticles to the ZO total width and invisible width, respectively.

Inspection of Figures 2.5-2.7 show that the region excluded is fairly insensitive to the

exact values used for these last three quantities. In fact, as these figures show, even

very strict limits which seem experimentally inconceivable at this time generally do

not add much to the parameter-space coverage obtained as experiments close in on

the kinematical boundaries (shown by dashed curves and labelled by zeros in the

figures). The total region excluded by the six constraints described above are shown

in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. These will appear as blackened-in regions in many of the

plots in the subsequent chapters.
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Figure 2.10: Restrictions from LEP in the J.L vs. tan /3 plane.

MSSM input parameters: m n; = 250GeV, m~ - mh = 50 GeV 2
,

mq~ - m~ = 100GeV\ At = A b = 0, mt = 165GeV, mb = 5 GeV,
tn

Mzo = 91.19 GeV, sin2B
w = 0.23, as(Mzo) = 0.118, aem = 1/128, and

in plot a) my = 1000GeV == m q,
while in plot b) my = 300GeV == m q.

mW; > 90 GeV outside of the dashed curves in plot a), and below and
to the left of the dashed curve in b) - this gives some indication of
the potential reach of LEP II.
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Figure 2.11: Restrictions from LEP in the mn, vs. tan,8 plane.
In plot a), my = -JL = 1000GeV ~ mij,

while in plot b) my = -JL = 300 GeV ~ mij.
Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.

In plot b) mw;- > 90 GeV below the dashed line.
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2.6 Potential Restrictions from LEP II

The exact operating parameters for the duration of the second phase of the

LEP accelerator are still unclear. Thus, as in Ref. [47], optimistic and conservative

projections for the reach of LEP II will be given. For the former, a OMS energy of

y8 = 190 GeV is taken, together with a lower limit of 0.05 pb for an observable cross

section for either of the Higgs boson production processes. For the latter, a OMS

energy of vs = 175 GeV is taken, together a lower limit of 0.2 pb for an observable

cross-section. This conservative scenario is represented by the solid curves in the

plots of Figure 2.12, while the optimistic scenario is represented by dashed curves.

In additon to the HlZo and BpHl Higgs boson production mechanisms already

discussed, the analogous modes involving the heavy Higgs boson, HhZ o and HpHh'

are also detectable in rather limited regions of the parameter space at the higher

energy of LEP II. It should be noted from the plots of Fig. 2.12 that the heavy Higgs

boson production modes do not increase the reach of LEP II. Still, detecting more

than one type of Higgs boson is of vital importance in establishing the existence of

an extended Higgs sector; but, the Hi, production signals only offer that possibility

in a few small patches of the available parameter space.

Notice that if the top quark is sufficiently heavy and the stop squarks are

sufficiently light, the failure to observe any Higgs boson signal at LEP II will not

provide any bound at all upon the allowable values for tan,B. The sensitivity to

these quantities comes about through their effects of the radiative corrections to the

mass of the light Higgs boson. As can be easily by studying Eqns. (A.143-145) of

Appendix A, the results are more sensitive to mt than to the mass of the t-squarks.

Nonetheless, as the plots in Fig. 2.12 demonstrate, changes in the values ofthe stop

squark masses can significantly affect the predicted reach of LEP II. It should also

be noted that as the absolute value of the stop A-term, lAd, is made very large, the

mass of lighter physical stop, mt;., exhibits a sudden and drastic reduction (see Eqn.

(A.117)); mn, shows a similar though somewhat less pronounced behavior. For Fig.

2.12, At was set equal to zero for all plots. Thus, even if the stop mass inputs, mi;,
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and mt
R

, are quite high, a large value of IAtl, IAtl rv 2-3mq, can make the left-hand

plots of Fig. 2.12 look more like the right-hand plots of Fig. 2.12. However, the

dependence on At tends to be fairly slight when it is only allowed to vary through

more moderate values.

The range of chargino masses examined will also be extended by LEP II. Though

the onset of W+W- -pair production may make isolation and identification of the

chargino signals more difficult, it is still expected that LEP II will be able to discover

any chargino whose mass is below the beam energy by more than a few GeV [48,49].

This is also in spite of the possibility that the chargino decays may become more

complicated than the simple WI ~ / /'Zl which may be expected at LEP I. With a

heavier chargino, cascade decay with the chargino initially decaying into a heavier

neutralino (such as Z2) which then decays to the LSP might become kinematically

accessible. As a rough estimate, it will be assumed that chargino masses up to

ma\ = 90 GeV will be probed by LEP II. This condition is represented in the plots

of Figures 2.10 and 2.11 as dashed curves.
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Figure 2.12: Potential reach of LEP II for different values of mt and mij (t-squark

masses are determined from mij via m t = mq~ - 100 GeV2 and
tL

m t = mq~ - 50 GeV2
- so m t- a.nd m t- do not differ much from mij.)
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Solid (dashes) curves are for the conservative (optimistic) estimate of
the LEP II capabilities. (See last page for details.) Potential excluded
regions are generally below the curves and/or to the left of the curves.
Exceptions to this are in b) where the HlZo signal in the optimistic case
would exclude all but the upper left-hand corner, and in f) where in the
conservative case a small sliver of parameter space around tan f3 ::= 1
for higher values of mu; would remain unexcluded by the s.z» signal.
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Chapter 3

Higgs Boson Production

There are several means of producing Higgs bosons at hadron supercolliders. For

a SM Higgs Boson in the intermediate mass range Mzo < m n < 2Mw , production

via gluon fusion dominates. This actually occurs through the quark loop diagram

shown in Fig. 3.1a). In the MSSM, squark loop diagrams are also present, as shown

in Fig. 3.1b),c). The formula for the cross-section for Higgs production via gluon

fusion at a hadron collider of CMS energy .;s is given by (see, e.g., Ref. [50]):

u(pp -t 99 -t H X) = r(H -t 99) 7l"2
3

T t' dx Dgjp(x,m~) Dgjp(~,m~) (3.1)
8mH JT x

2

where T = ~ and Dgjp(x,Q2) is the gluon distribution function for the proton.

Here r(H -t 99) will include the contributions from squark loops for CP-even

Higgs bosons within the MSSM (which may be significant if the squarks are not too

heavy). An expression for r(H -t 99) is given in Appendix B. The rest of Eqn.

(3.1) will be the same in the case of the MSSM as for the SM case.

q

/ij"'
/ "'-

>-!!!l-1!!:
"'- ~ / c)

9 W
Figure 3.1: Diagrams for the production of Higgs bosons by gluon fusion via

a) a quark loop and b), c) squark loops. (Incoming protons and all
spectator partons are omitted in these diagrams as well as in all other
diagrams in this chapter.)
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There are a number of parametrizations for Dg/p(x, Q2) available, and it IS

of interest to see how much the production cross-section is influenced by which

structure function set is employed. Within the MSSM, the decay width of a Higgs

boson into a pair of gluons, f(H --+ gg), will be dependent upon which Higgs boson

we are considering, and will also intoduce numerous MSSM input parameters into

the calculation of the cross-section. These have nothing to do with the distribution

functions we wish to compare. Thus it makes the comparison more general to

consider the ratio u(pp --+ gg --+ H)jf(H --+ gg). Then the only important inputs

are the Higgs mass itself and SM parameters, including the top and bottom quark

masses, This is done is Fig. 3.2. It is apparent that all the parametrizations

shown yield similar results, and the choice of structure functions is not a major

consideration here.

MH (GeV)

200 300 400 liDO

Figure 3.2: u(p p --+ Hvia gluon fusion)jf(H --+ 9 g) for various parton distribution
sets (VB = 14 TeV). The solid line (in the middle) is Owens Set 1.1.
Dashes (generally high) are EHLQ sets 1 and 2, and dot dashes (high for
large mH) are HMRS sets EMC and BCDMS. Dots (generally low) are
CTEQ sets 1M, IMS, IML, ID, and lL. The bottom quark mass is set
to 5 GeV. See Refs. [51-55J for information on the parton distribution
sets.
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Not included in Eqn. (3.1) are QCD corrections to the gluon fusion process from

diagrams with extra gluons as indicated in Fig. 3.3 below. This has been studied

(for quark loops) by Spira, Djouadi, Graudenz, and Zerwas [56,57J, who found that

these corrections are generally positive, increasing production cross-sections by up to

factors of around two. (Dawson, Kauffman, and Schaffer [58-61J have obtained very

similar results.) These corrections were found to depend only weakly on the Higgs

boson masses; however, they were strongly dependent on the value of tanl3. Since

these corrections have not been incorporated into the production rates given here

and used in the rest of this work, the production rates given can be expected to be

an under-estimate of the actual MSSM rates, and are thus somewhat conservative.

, , '~'j)lflJl'f1f1f1) q q ~ q 1f q

Y"'!""''''':W",!"'~''H' , ..~,,,",:. ..",,'.,'"
'=13> a) '2 <Jlno1nn,___ !~.~~~.:fI. ---'i.~li.-.fI. C),,:. , I
1Jlf1f1f1f q ~ 1/,,11... lI,

Figure 3.3: QCD corrections to Higgs boson production via gluon fusion
a) virtual corrections b) radiation of real gluons c) production via gq
and qq collisions

Higgs bosons can also be produced via fusion of the quark partons of the colliding

protons. Generally, these cross-sections will be considerably smaller than that from

gluon fusion. However, in the MSSM, the bottom quark Yukawa coupling is inversely

proportional to cos 13, and thus, for large values oftan 13, r(H -+ bb) can be enhanced

substantially. This may make the production of Higgs b

bosons via bb-fusion, as shown in Fig. 3.4, comparable

to that from gluon fusion. The cross-section for Higgs

production via bb fusion is given by [62J:

Figure 3.4: Simple 2-+1 Higgs

boson production via b b fusionu(pp -+ bb -+ H X)
r/(H -+ bb) 167r211

>J(I,;;J-,;;J-) m1 49
H H

x FDwT [1 ~x [Db/p(x,mt-) Dij/p(;,mt-) +
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where Db1p{;c, Q2) is the bottom-quark distribution function for the proton. An

expression for r'{H ~ bb) is given in Appendix B. The factor FD W is a fit to the

results of Ref. [63J designed to incorporate the full 2~3 process 99 ~ bbH, as

depicted in Fig. 3.5, into the 2~1 bb fusion mechanism. The incorporation of the

Figure 3.5: Diagrams contributing to the process 99 ~ bbH

2~3 process was found to lower the Higgs production rate from bb fusion. From

Fig. 10 of Dicus and Willenbrock [63], the following parametrization is obtained:

(3.3)

Here q = 1 GeV. Fig. 3.6 below shows a plot of FD W •

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0 l-L.J....l....L-I-J-'--'-..L-J.....L-I-'--J.....J....J....l.....L...J-'--J.....J....J.....L-J

o 200 400 600 600 1000

Higgs mass (GeV)

Figure 3.6: Correction factor FD W to account for 2~3 processes.

As with the gluon distribution function, there are a number of parametrizations

for Dblp{;c, Q2) available. A comparison of various parametrizations analogous to

that given in Fig. 3.2 for gluon fusion is given in Fig. 3.7 on the next page for bb

fusion. Here we find the selection of a set of structure functions is somewhat more

significant than it was for gluon fusion.
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104

200 400 600 800

MH (GeV)
200 300 400 600

Figure 3.7: u(pp ~ Hvia bb fusion)jr'(H ~ bb) for various parton distribution
sets (VS = 14 TeV). Dashes (in the middle) are EHLQ sets 1 and 2,
dot dashes (lower) are HMRS sets EMC and BCDMS. Dots (higher) are
CTEQ sets 1M, IMS, IML, ID, and lL. The bottom quark mass is set
to 5 GeV. See Refs. [51-55] for information on the parton distribution
sets.

For the case of a heavy SM Higgs boson, m« » 2Mw, production via gauge

boson fusion dominates. However, for heavy neutral MSSM Higgs bosons, this rate

is usually small, due to unfavorable mixing angles in the coupling of heavy Higgs

boson, Hh , to the gauge bosons (to see this note Table 1.2 and Figure 4.2) and the

lack of any tree level coupling of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson to the gauge bosons.

Another mechanism for producing MSSM Higgs bosons at hadron colliders is

via decay chains resulting from the direct production of gluinos or squarks. It may

be possible to use some of the defining characteristics of such supersymmetric events

to substantially reduce the backgrounds to such events. The merits of this alter

native production mechanism unique to supersymmetry will be discussed further in

Chapter 6.
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The production cross-sections from gluon fusion and bb fusion are added to give

the total cross-section rates used in this work. These are shown in the mu, vs.

tanf3 plane for the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in Figures 3.8-3.12 on the following

pages. This is for a proton-proton collider with ..jS = 14 TeV, which is roughly the

energy proposed for the LHC collider to be constructed at CERN. In these figures

the EHLQ set 1 parton distributions are used (this set will be used throughout the

rest of this work). It should be noted that Higgs bosons produced via the decay

of other Higgs boson species, such as the light Higgs bosons from Hi, ~ HrH, or

the pseudoscalar Higgs boson from Hi, ~ s.z», are not included in these rates.

The LEP excluded region discussed in Ch. 2 appears as a blacked-out region at the

left-hand side of each plot.

From Fig. 3.8 for Hi, we see that the production rate remains fairly constant for

a given tanf3 when mHp is above 200 GeV or so. It also does not vary much as tan,B

is changed in this region. This is principally due to the fact that the light Higgs

boson mass has become saturated at very close to its upper limit and thus is almost

unchanging in this region. The production rates for the heavy Higgs boson and the

pseudoscalar Higgs boson fall off markedly as mHp increases, dropping below 1pb

for mHp above 400 or 500 GeV (as can be seen in Figs. 3.9 and 3.11). Thus the

mass zone below this (shown in more detail in Figures 3.10 and 3.12) will be the

main region of interest. Based on Figures 3.9 and 3.11, pseudoscalar Higgs masses

above 500 GeV will be neglected for Hh and H p signals. Note that for high tan f3
and low mHp ' the pseudoscalar Higgs boson production rate can be considerably

larger than the heavy Higgs boson rate. This is due in part to the fact that mn,

is a fair bit larger than mHp in this area of parameter space. Production rates

for all the neutral Higgs boson types generally increase with increasing tanf3. The

most significant contribution of the bb-fusion production mode is in the high tan f3
region (tanf3 2: 12) for 100 GeV ;S mHp ;S 200 GeV (basically the intermediate

mass region), where the bb-fusion production rate for heavy and pseudoscalar Higgs

bosons is approximately equal to the production rate from gluon fusion.
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Figure 3.8: Light Higgs boson production (in pb) at pp collider via gluon fusion
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Figure 3.9: Heavy Higgs boson production (in pb) via gluon fusion (upper),

bb-fusion (center), and combined (lower). Other parameters are the same
as those cited in Fugure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Heavy Higgs boson production (in pb) via gluon fusion (upper),

bb-fusion (center), and combined (lower) - a closer look at the lower
mass region. Other parameters are the same as those cited in Fugure
3.8.
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Figure 3.11: Pseudoscalar Higgs boson production (in pb) via gluon fusion (upper),

bb-fusion (center), and combined (lower). Other parameters are the
same as those cited in Fugure 3.8.
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Figure 3.12: Pseudoscalar Higgs boson production (in pb) via gluon fusion (upper),

bb-fusion (center), and combined (lower) - a closer look at the lower
mass region. Other parameters are the same as those cited in Fugure
3.8.
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For the preceeding plots, the MSSM input parameters were chosen such that

sparticle masses are quite large. Lowering the sparticle masses does not alter the

plots very much. The main effect of lowering the sparticle masses is to lower the

light and heavy Higgs boson masses for a given pseudoscalar Higgs mass. This

is due to the radiative corrections derived in Appendix A. The mass of the light

Higgs boson is more sensitive to the squark masses, while the heavy Higgs boson

mass is only perceptibly affected in the low mass region. Since the abscissa for the

plots is mHp ' the figures of the production rate of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson are

then expected to be unaltered by the lowering of the sparticle masses. It is also

conceivable that the less massive squarks could make the squark loop contributions

to r(H ~ gg) more significant; however, this is not an important factor in the

changes seen here. Figures 3.13a and 3.13b on the next page may be compared

to the lower plots of Figures 3.8 and 3.10 to see the effects on the Higgs boson

production rates from lowering the sparticle masses. Since the pseudoscalar Higgs

production rate is virtually unchanged, it is not shown here.

The dependence on fL was tested for mn; '" 250 GeV (with the other MSSM

parameters set as in the figures) and found to be only very slight.
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Figure 3.13: Higgs boson production (in pb) via both gluon and bb-fusion with lower

sparticle masses.
a) light Higgs boson production b) heavy Higgs boson production
With: my = -JL = 300 GeV == mrj, and other parameters as in Fig.
3.8.
Above dashed line m Wl < 90 GeV.
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Chapter 4

Higgs Boson Decays to

SM Particles

In the SM, if the Higgs boson is heavier than 2Mw or 2Mzo , then it decays

mostly into W+W-, ZOZo, and, to a lesser extent, into tt pairs (if the latter are

kinematically accessible). A lighter SM Higgs boson, in the intermediate mass range

(J\.fzo < mH < 2Mw), decays mainly into the heaviest available fermion anti-fermion

pair. Figure 4.1 on the next page displays the branching ratios for the various decay

modes of a SM Higgs boson. The decay rates of a Higgs boson into leptons or quarks

are proportional to the square of the SM fermion mass (see Appendix B), and thus

the branching ratio for a Higgs boson going into a pair of the lighter leptons or

quarks is vanishingly small. Rates for decays to quarks of the third generation (b or

t) may be significant; however, the production of these relatively heavy SM fermions

via either SM or MSSM Higgs boson decays is difficult to separate from the QCD

background at a hadron collider. Exceptions to this may occur when the Higgs boson

is produced in association with another heavy particle or particles such as a W, Zo,

or tt pair (more will be said about this in Chapter 6). Furthermore, rapid decays of

the heavy fermions into lighter quarks and leptons accompanied by jets also make

identification of events containing a given heavy 8M fermion problematical.

The familiar way to escape the QCD background difficulties encountered with

the colored quarks and the tiny rates from the diminutive leptons is to instead look at

Higgs boson decays into pairs of colorless massive gauge bosons. These electroweak

interactions have low jet activity and so are easier to identify and distinguish from

the SM backgrounds. The decay of a Higgs boson into a pair of ZO's which in turn

both decay leptonically into electrons or muons provides the classic gold-plated sig-
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Figure 4.1: Branching ratios for a SM Higgs boson.
With: Mzo = 91.19 GeV, sin2Bw = 0.23, Mw = Mzo cos Ow
rzo = 2.4969MeV, r w = 2.076 MeV, mt = 165 GeV, mb = 5GeV,
m.; = 1.7769 GeV, AQC D 4 = 177MeV.
(These same SM parameter values are used throughout this work unless
otherwise noted.)

nature for Higgs production. It can be used to search for a SM Higgs boson as

heavy as 800 GeV [64J. However, in the MSSM, the situation is generally. far less

favorable. This is due to the MSSM mixing angle factors which must be included in

a Higgs boson's coupling to a pair of gauge bosons (see Table 2 of Chapter 1). The

couplings of the light Higgs boson and heavy Higgs boson to a gauge boson pair are
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proportional to sinea +(3) and cos(a +(3), respectively. So we see from Fig. 4.2 that

as mHh grows with mHp ' the heavy Higgs boson's coupling angle factor becomes

very small, while the light Higgs boson's coupling angle factor approaches one.

(H -4 W+W-, ZOZO rates are proportional to the square of this factor.) Thus, if

the heavy Higgs boson is sufficiently massive, then it is decoupled from the gauge

boson pairs while the light Higgs boson's coupling is about the same as that of a

SM Higgs boson.
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Figure 4.2: MSSM angle factor entering heavy Higgs boson decays to gauge bosons:
f(Hh -4 ZOZO) = cos2(a +(3)f(Hs M -4 ZOZO)
my = -JL = 1000 GeV ~ mcj for plot a), and my = -JL = 300 GeV ~ mcj
for plot b). Other MSSM input parameters as in Fig. 2.4 .

The situation for the pseudoscalar Higgs boson is even worse, since at tree level

there is no coupling to either ZO ZO or W+W- pairs. A coupling can be generated

at the one-loop level. However, the rate for Hp -4 ZO ZO is almost always quite small

[65], and so the gold-plated mode is potentially useful only in very limited regions

of the MSSM parameter space. The situation appears optimal when tan (3 ;S 1 and

mHp rv 2mt, but even in this case a 4lT signal is not obtainable at the LHC [65].

This very skimpy rate will be neglected here, along with all other effects beyond

tree-level in the decays of the MSSM Higgs bosons to W's or Z's. Thus only such

decays for the neutral scalars Hi and Hh will be considered.
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Of course for one of these Higgs bosons to decay into a pair of gauge bosons,

the Higgs boson must be sufficiently massive. As the mass of the Higgs boson is

raised to approach the W+ W- or ZO ZO threshold, three-body decays via WW*

or Z Z* become important, and their inclusion is necessary to give the correct

threshold behavior. Figure 4.1 (see lower plot) illustrates their importance for a

m n '" 150 GeV intermediate mass Higgs boson. Note how the curve labeled W+W

turns on considerably before 2Mw ~ 160 GeV. These off-shell decays are dealt with

in the manner formulated by Keung and Marciano [66] and described more fully in

Appendix B.

Figures 4.3a) and 4.4a) show the branching fraction of the heavy Higgs boson

into a pair of ZO's. This is then convoluted with the heavy Higgs boson production

rate (from Chapter 3) and the branching ratio of the ZO into electrons and muons

(taken as 0.0672 [33]) to yield contour plots b) for U(Hh ~ z-z» ~ 2 x l+l-), where

l = e or JL. As with Higgs boson decays to the heavy quarks, QCD backgrounds

unfortunately make the more abundant hadronic decays of the ZO unusable. Finally,

a region of expected detectability of this signal after background subtraction is shown

in c). For this an integrated luminosity of 50fb- 1 is assumed. This is between

the high luminosity option of 100 fb -I /yr (corresponding to one year running at a

luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-1 ) and the low luminosity option of 10 fb -1 /yr which have

been discussed [67] for the LHC.

Also incorporated is a detection efficiency for the signal estimated as in Ref.

[68]. The estimation is based on values given in the SDC literature [69-71]' some

of which are in turn based on the results of a CDF analysis [72]. The electron and

muon efficiencies within the detector acceptance are taken to be 85% for the first

lepton from a ZO or W±, and 95% for a second lepton from the ZO (the increase

for the second lepton is due to relaxed identification cuts) (see Sec. 5.1 of [69],

Sec. 4.1 of [70], or Sec. 3.1 of [71]). Each lepton is also required to be isolated,

which is taken to mean that there is less than 5 GeV of energy in a cone of radius

!lR = v'!l112 + !l¢2 = 0.3, where 11 is the pseudorapidity, around the lepton's

direction (see Sec. 4.2 of [70] or Sec. 3.2.1 of [71]; Ref. [69] quotes a stricter cut of
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t!..R = 0.7). This cut results in a loss of about 5% of the identified leptons (see

Sec. 4.2 of [70]). In addition, all four leptons must be within the detectors range

for good momentum resolution, estimated as 1771 < 2.5 for SDC (see Sec. 3.1 of

[69], Sec. 3.2.1 of [70], or Sees, 1.2,2.1 of [71]). If the direction of each lepton was

arbitrary, this would result in an efficiency of about 64%. Ref. [68J gives a value of

approximately 70% for the four leptons from H ---+ ZO ZO ---+ l+l-l'+ r>, regardless

of the value of m u , Combining the values above gives an overall event efficiency of

to = (0.85 X 0.95)2 x (0.95)4 x 0.7 ~ 0.37

As in Ref. [68J, the value € = 0.35 has been adopted here.

Since a Higgs boson does not have an appreciable width on the scale of a realistic

detector's mass resolution capability, all of the signal events will lie within a "signal

region" of mH±t!..m, where t!..m is fixed by detector specifications. It is clearly best to

make t!..m as small as is possible, since in so doing only background is eliminated with

no loss in signal (except of course for mismeasured signal events which are more likely

to fall outside a more restricted region). Optimistic values of t!..m(4l) = 2.2 GeV

for m(41) = 200 Ge V and t!..m(41) = 5.1 GeV for m(41) = 400 GeV are quoted in

Ref. [68J, along with conservative values of .6.m(41) = 4.8GeV for m(41) = 200 GeV

and t!..m(41) = 14.0 GeV for m(41) = 400 GeV. Though a stringent demand upon a

detector, the optimistic values appear technically feasible and are utilized here. The

four leptons are thus further required to reconstruct the mass of the parent Higgs

boson within a resolution t!..m given by

t!..m(4l) = 2.2GeV + 0.0145 x [m(41) - 200] GeV , (4.1)

which is obtained from a linear interpolation (or extrapolation) of the optimistic

values. Actually, the mass resolution for four muons is expected to be about twice

as good as that for four electrons (Ref. [71J, Sec. 3.2.2); but, for simplicity, the

same resolution function, given by Eqn. (4.1), is used here for all three possibilities

(4e, 4p" and 2e2p,).
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are labeled in fb. c) Region of detectability for this signal.
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are the analogous illustrations for the gold-plated decay of

the light Higgs boson (which decays into one real and one virtual ZO). Here we see a

drastic reduction in the high tan {3, high mH
p

values for the Hi -+ ZO Zo* branching

ratio when the values of the SUSY inputs mil, m q, and JL = -2ml are lowered. As

shown in Chapter 1, the mass of the light Higgs boson decreases as the t-squark

masses are lowered due to the effects of radiative corrections. Requiring the Zo* to

be more off the mass-shell sharply reduces the rate for this decay. Looking at the

heavy Higgs boson figures, we also see a decrease of roughly a factor of 2 in the

Hi; -+ ZO ZO branching ratio when the MSSM inputs are lowered. Yet over most

of the MSSM parameter space pictured, the mass of the heavy Higgs boson is not

significantly affected by the radiative corrections. As will be explored in the next

chapter, this decline is mainly due to the opening up of new channels to sparticles

(charginos and neutralinos) since the sparticle masses also drop (some quite a bit)

along with the MSSM input values.

For a heavier Higgs boson (mH > 2Mzo), the main background to the gold

plated signal arises from continuum production of a pair of ZO's from tree-level

qq-fusion or from a gluon pair via a quark loop [73,74], with both ZO's decaying into

electrons or muons. If m( 4£) from such a process happens to fall within b.m (as

given by Eqn. (4.1)) of mH, then it will be indistinguishable from the Higgs decay

signal event sought.

For an intermediate mass Higgs boson decaying into an on mass-shell ZO and an

off mass-shell ZO*, the SM background stems from continuum ZO Zo* and continuum

Zo,* production where the ,* converts to a lepton pair. But the rate for the

former was found to be quite modest [75] while events from the later are strongly

concentrated around m(,*) = 0 and can be removed by imposing a mass cut on

the dileptons from the virtual photon. Cutting events with dilepton masses below a

certain threshold means that we are restricting m(Zo*) from being too small. Again

we follow the findings of the SDC study group: Ref. [69], Sec. 2.2 sets a lower limit

of about 140 GeVj Ref. [70], Sec. 4.2 states that a 125 GeV Higgs boson should be

detectable by this signal after about 2 years, running at the nominal luminosity of

1033 cm-2s- 1
j and Ref. [71], Sec. 3.2.2 says that a 130 GeV Higgs boson will have
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an "unambiguous" signal after one year, while a 120 GeV requires several years to

yield a "convincing" signal. Here, the 4£ signal is only considered for m n > 125 GeV.

Our criterion for observability of a signal is that the 99% confidence level upper

limit on the background is smaller than the corresponding 99% confidence level lower

limit on the signal and background combined. This translates into

L(Us +Ub) - 2.32)L(US +Ub) > LUb +2.32)LUb

which may be rewritten as

(2.32)2 [ 2.JLUb]
Us > L 1 + 2.32

(4.2)

(4.3)

where L is the integrated luminosity, Us is the cross-section of the signal, and Ub is

the background cross-section in the signal region of m n ± Llm. This background

cross-section is shown in Figure 4.8a). Note that for Ub ~ Us, Eqn. (4.2) reduces to

Lo, > 4.64VLUb' which is the commonly adopted measure of statstical significance;

in a more general case with smaller backgrounds employing Eqn. (4.2) can yield

h dia: 1 f h d d signal events di . 'I'hi G .somew at ifferent resu ts rom t e stan ar .j. t iagnostic, IS aussian
norse even s

approximation to the probability distribution is valid so long as the number of two-

photon events is large. For this reason, as well as to guard against experimental

misidentified events or fluke occurrences of very rare backgrounds, a minimum of 25

signal events for an integrated luminosity of 50fb- I is also demanded.

It is tempting to try to utilize the more prolific hadronic decay modes of the

gauge bosons, but this leads back to the difficulties with SM backgrounds that

rendered the heavy SM fermion Higgs decay modes unuseable. Modes where both

gauge bosons decay hadronically appear pretty hopeless; however, decays where one

of the gauge bosons decays leptonically merit some attention. The branching ratios

for H -+ ZOZO -+ £+1.- + 2jets and H -+ W+W- -+ I.v +2jets are, respectively,

about 20 and 150 times that for H -+ ZO ZO -+ 4l. Rather complicated analyses

[76-78J, mainly for the SSC (see also Sec. 3.2.3 of [71]), outlining a number of cuts

on the data suggest that the background might be sufficiently reducible to yield a

signal for the SM Higgs boson in the high mass region (mHSM ~ 800 GeV or above).

An LHC simulation [79,80J reached a similar conclusion, provided that the integrated
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luminosity was large enough (» 100fb-1). In the MSSM however, due to the

unfavorable MSSM mixing angle factor that is involved in such a case, these mixed

hadronic and leptonic decay modes are not considered a viable source for signals.

In the SM, the dileptonic decay H ~ ZoZo ~ t+t- + vii, whose rate is six

times that of the four lepton decay mode, has also been considered as a means of

extending Higgs detection capability (compared with that of the gold-plated signal

alone) to higher Higgs masses (:::: 800 GeV) where detection is hampered by the low

Higgs boson production rate (see Sec 3.2.3 of Ref. [71J and Ref. [80]). But, again,

the smallness of the MSSM angle factor for such high Higgs boson masses eliminates

all hope of using this tactic in the MSSM. However, this means of detecting a lower

mass MSSM Higgs boson (say, mu; < 300 GeV) may warrant some attention.

As can be seen from the figures, detection of an MSSM Higgs boson via its

decays to ZO's and W's is only possible for Hh in very limited regions of parameter

space. This could make discovery of Higgs bosons, especially ones whose masses

fall in the intermediate mass range (Mzo < mH < 2Mw ), extremely difficult at a

hadron collider. Since the difficulty in discovering an MSSM Higgs boson in the

intermediate mass range is more a matter of the poor signal-to-background ratio

than of insufficient production rate, some rare decay processes which are particularly

free from backgrounds might offer viable alternative discovery modes.

Several studies [75,81-84J have shown that the Higgs boson of the Standard

Model may be detected at a hadron supercollider such as the LHC via the decay

H8M ~ I', provided the detector resolution is good enough [85]. For the H ~ ZOZo

decay, it was noted that the the decay width of the Higgs boson is much smaller than

the the four-lepton invariant mass resolution of a realistic detector. In the case of

H ~ II decays, the analogous statement holds for the two-photon mass resolution.

So to keep backgrounds down to the low level required, excellent electromagnetic

calorimetry capable of measuring the two-photon mass with a precision of 1-2% is

essential. The ATLAS LHC detector group does claim [86J (as did the GEM SSC

detector group [87]) that a mass resolution of better than ±1% is obtainable, hence

the value ±1% is adopted here.
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The SM Higgs boson decay into a pair of photons is a loop decay mediated

by quarks, leptons, or W-bosons. Two-photon decays for supersymmetric Higgs

bosons were first computed back in 1986 [88,89], and the decay rates for MSSM

Higgs bosons (without radiative corrections) were subsequently computed [90,91].

Inclusion of radiative corrections to the masses of the Higgs bosons in the analysis

of potential collider signals has also more recently been accomplished [47,92-95].

In addition to the quark, lepton, and W-boson loops present in the SM case, in

the MSSM loops from charginos are present for both the CP-even and the CP-odd

neutral Higgs bosons and loops from squarks, sleptons, and charged Higgs bosons

are also present for the CP-even Higgs bosons. The latter loops, as well as loops with

W-bosons, are absent for the CP-odd pseudoscalar Higgs boson. (See Appendix B

for more details.)

The principal background to the H ~ II signal comes from two-photon con

tinuum production via quark and gluon fusion. The latter is produced by the box

diagram process shown in Figure 4.7b). For this 99 contribution to the II back

ground, the squared matrix elements given in Ref. [96] are employed in generating

a predicted background rate. Although gluon fusion is suppressed by two powers

of as relative to qij fusion, gluon fusion is nevertheless of equal or even greater

importance than qij fusion, with their differential cross-sections (for a center-of-mass

frame scattering angle of 90°) being roughly equal [97]. This is primarily due to the

high gluon luminosity at a hadron supercollider, and also to a larger amplitude than

might be expected and a coherent summing of the effects from the quark flavors in

the box diagram [97]. The gluon fusion cross-section is also dependent on the mass

of the top quark, since it will contribute as one of the flavors in the loop, whereas

for mn < 2mt, the qij fusion rate is independent of the top quark mass. However,

the tn, dependence of the gluon fusion cross-section is very weak for mt ~ 100 GeV.

Most of the photons from these background QeD processes are produced along

the beam direction and can be removed by a cut, cos O· < 0.8 (0· < 37°), on the

scattering angle of the photon in the rest frame of the Higgs boson. Since the

photons from decays of a spinless Higgs boson are isotropic in this center-of-mass

frame, this cut results in only a 20% reduction in the signal. Because the amplitude
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Figure 4.7: Background photon pair production processes:
a) qij-fusion and b) gluon fusion via a quark loop.
(There are 6 box diagrams for the 3! permutations of the external legs.
Three of these are independent.) [97]

of the background gg -- " process has no t- or u-channel poles, it is less con

centrated along the beam axis than the brehmsstrahlung photons from qij fusion,

which are expected to be mostly produced along the qij direction. Thus the gg -- "

background is actually a larger source of large-angle photon pairs. Nonetheless, the

afore-mentioned cut on the center of mass scattering angle does also remove a large

percentage of this background.

A subsequent cut on higher rapidities for the two-photon rest frame relative to

the laboratory frame has been shown to further reduce the qij background relative to

the signal, though not the gg background which has the same rapidity distribution

as a Higgs boson produced via gluon fusion. However, the improvement in the

signal to background ratio obtained by adopting a rapidity cut (optimally of about

Iyl < 3 [97]) is not great and it does cut down the absolute number of signal events

passing the cuts, possibly lowering it below the minimum number acceptable in some

parameter space regions. Therefore, such a cut is not employed here.

Isolation and jet-veto cuts are also absolutely crucial to reduce the QeD back

ground contamination [98], and eliminate events where either or both of the photons

are radiated off jets and carry a substantial fraction of the jet energy [99J. Bearing

in mind the angular distribution cut and the stringent demands for identifiability,

it is clearly more important for a detector searching for an intermediate mass Higgs
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boson to have high resolution for the invariant mass of photon pairs, as discussed

earlier, to decrease the size of the "signal region" (and thus the background) and

good I vs. jet discrimination capabilites (at about the 10-4 level) than it is for the

detector to provide hermetic coverage; in particular, the ability to detect photons at

small angles or large rapidities is not extremely important for this search. It should

be emphasized again that the extent of the detectable region is crucially dependent

on the amount of reducible I + jet and 2jet backgrounds that sneak in through

mis-identification of jets as photons.

Figures 4.9a)-4.14a) show the branching fractions for the decays of the neutral

Higgs bosons into photon pairs. These is then convoluted with the Higgs boson

production rates to give the b) plots. The c) plots show the expected detectability

region using the criterion of Eqn. (4.3) for what signifies an identifiable Higgs boson

mass bump on top of the II continuum background, the cross-section of which is

shown in Fig. 4.8b). The 25 event minimum specified for the H ---t ZO ZO signal

is also again required. The detector is assumed to have excellent electromagnetic

calorimetry, with Ilm = O.02m-y-y as already specified, where .6.m here is analogous

to the one defined for the H ---t ZO ZO decays.
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Figure 4.8: Estimated SM backgrounds to the a) H ---t ZOZO and b) H ---t II signals.
Using the criterion described in this chapter. (.J8 = 14 TeV)
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The calculation of the H ---t I'Y signal rate ignores interference between the

99 ---t H ---t 'Y'Y signal process and the 99 ---t 'YI QCD background process. This

can only be large when the loop amplitudes for the two-photon decays of the Higgs

bosons develop large imaginary parts [97]. However, this only occurs when the Higgs

boson decay width becomes large, i.e., when the corresponding tree-level two-body

decay rates ( Hh , Hi ---t W+W-, Hp ---t tt) also become substantial; these large tree

level decay widths strongly suppress the 'Y'Y branching fraction, making the signal

unobservable. So it is safe to neglect such interference in the region of interest

(mHh < 2Mw, mHp < 2mt).

It should also be noted that the photons from qij and 99 fusion form a smooth

continuous background (with only small statistical fluctuations) about the mass

bin centered at mb'Y) = mH. One is thus not completely reliant upon theoretical

computations of the background, in assessing the significance of the signal. The

theoretical background estimates could be faulty if, for example, the gluon structure

function used is inaccurate.

Finally, it should be added that QeD radiative corrections to both the H ---t 'YI

decays (studied for the MSSM in Ref. [100], and for the 8M with some discussion

of the MSSM in Ref. [101]) and the H ---t ZOZO decays (studied within the MSSM

in Refs. [102,168]) have been neglected. For H 8M ---t 'YI' QCD corrections were

generally found to be ;S30% everywhere in the allowed MSSM parameter space,

except where there is an accidental vanishing of the uncorrected width due to

destructive interference between the Wand quark loops [100], and for Hp ---t 'Y'Y

when mHp ~ 2mt [103]. (These studies neglected chargino and squark loops.)

The QCD radiative corrections to r(Hh ---t ZO ZO) were found [102,168] to in

crease the partial decay width for a given mHh' with the amount of the increase

growing as mn; was increased. For the relatively low values of mHh in the region of

the pockets of detectability for the "gold-plated" signal in Figure 4.3, the increase

was roughly a factor of two for degenerate squarks with m q = 1000 GeV and no

squark mixing (i. e., At = Ab = J.L = 0) [102]. This droped to only a ",30%

increase when squark masses are lowered to 300 GeV. From a complete one-loop

renormalization scheme approximation technique, Ref. [168] obtained results that
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agree fairly well with the one-loop effective potential technique used in Ref. [102]

for M H h :S 500 GeV and mij = 1000 GeV, but were considerably larger for higher

values of mu,» Almost no dependence on tan,8 was seen by Ref. [102] if there

was no squark mixing. However Ref. [168] does not agree with this, noting that

the correction is largely determined by the top quark Yukawa coupling. Thus, the

correction decreases with increasing tan,8 (see Table 1.2). If IJ.LI and/or jAtl were

made large, then both references agree that the results were very sensitive to tan,8,

IL, and At. For mt; ~ 300 GeV, mt; ~ 600 GeV, and tan,8 = 20, the partial decay

width was found to vary between roughly an order of magnitude larger and about an

order of magnitude smaller than the uncorrected width depending on the values of J.L

and At. But for tan,8 = 2, the variation was more moderate, ranging roughly from

no change to an increase of something like a factor of 4-5 relative to the uncorrected

width. The QeD correction also increased somewhat as m; is increased.

Looking again at ZO ZO modes for the case of high SUSY inputs, as illustrated by

the c) plots of Figures 4.3, and 4.5, the "gold-plated" ZO ZO is found to actually be

somewhat tarnished, only providing a viable signal for the heavy Higgs boson, Hh ,

in a smattering of regions with lowish tan,8 and mHp :S 200 GeV. Previous work

[47,93,95,104] found a somewhat more substantial reach for this signal; however this

was found to be diminished substantially by competition from the Hh ~ HlHl decay

channel in this region of parameter space. This in turn is partly due to the large

radiative corrections found for the Hh-Hl-Hl vertex (these corrections are calculated

in Appendix A using the effective potential technique, and are larger than found

previously, in part due to the larger than expected effect of the D-terms).

The Hh ~ 'Y'Y signal shown in Fig. 4.11c) carves out a narrow slice of detectabil

ity for 50 GeV :S mn, :S 80 GeV and tan,8 .<: 2.5; and the Hp ~ 'Y'Y signal of Fig.

4.13c) provides a detectable zone for tan,8 :S 1.2 for mu, values from ",120 GeV to

",350 GeV, with a broadening up to tan,8 ~ 2.2 just below the tf threshhold. The

Hl ~ 'Y'Y signal, shown in Fig. 4.9c), provides good coverage for higher vales of mHp '

except for low tan,8 values between 1 and 2. It should be cautioned though that

the location of the boundary for the Hi ~ 'Y'Y detectable region is fairly sensitive
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to the mass of the light Higgs boson. As shown in Fig. 1.2, a small change in mH£

can correspond to a large shift in position in the mHp VB. tan (3 plane. Also, as

indicated in Fig. 4.8b), for mHl '" 100 GeV, a small change in the mass of the light

Higgs boson can significantly alter the expected amount of SM background from

continuum II production (note the logarithmic scale for this plot). Thus, a slight

change in the criterion for detectability can notably change the minimum value of

mHl needed to meet this requirement, assuming that the signal production rate does

not change much ( Fig. 4.9b) indicates this is a pretty good assumption ). And

even a modest change in mH
l

can in turn markedly displace the location of such a

borderline case in the m n; VB. tan (3 plane.

Putting all these modes together to give an overall picture of the parameter space

that can be searched will be postponed until after consideration of other possible

signal modes, including those from Higgs boson decays to sparticles, have been

discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Scanning the c) plots of Figures 4.5, 4.10, 4.12, and

4.14, it is immediately apparent that the detectable regions diminish in in size when

the MSSM sparticle input values (mg, mij, and J.L = -2mI) are lowered. In fact,

the Hh - ZO ZO detectability region disappears entirely, and the Hp - II favored

region is greatly diminished and now falls in the area exluded by LEP searchs for

Higgs bosons.

In summary, the gold-plated Hh - ZO ZO _ 4£ signal and the H ---t II signals,

the conventional, well-accepted Higgs boson signatures, are found to be serviceable

only in limited regions of the MSSM parameter space. The fact that the rates drop

when the values of m g, mij, and J.L are lowered is again suggestive of the opening

up of new supersymmetric decay modes of the Higgs bosons. It is thus beneficial

to investigate whether or not this is indeed the case; and, if so, whether or not

new signals from these decays of the Higgs bosons to sparticles can mitigate the

diminishing of the conventional signatures from the decays of the Higgs bosons

to SM particles, or even open up new regions of parameter space to experimental

scrutiny.
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Chapter 5

Higgs Boson Decays to

Sparticles

Many studies in the past (see [47,92-95J for examples) have assigned high val

ues to some of the MSSM input parameters, including my, mq, and sometimes

2mI = - IL, specifically to render the sparticle decay modes of the Higgs bosons

unimportant. Yet there is no justification for imposing this condition. The discus

sion on LEP constraints in Chapter 2 showed that the experimental lower bounds on

most uncolored sparticle masses hover around ~M zo (the LSP is even less restricted).

Gluino and squark mass lower limits from the Fermilab TEVATRON experiments

are also currently well under 200 GeV. Thus it is not necessary to raise the MSSM

inputs such as mjj, mq, and IL = -2ml to around the TeV scale to conform with

experimental results. In addition, grand unified models within the supergravity

framework constructed to preserve the gauge hierarchy and to be consistent with

constraints from accelerator experiments, limits on proton decay, and the demands of

cosmology generally find that spartic1e masses are well below 1 TeV[18,105-111J. In

particular, the masses of the lighter charginos, WI ±, and neutralinos, Zl and Z2, are

frequently ",,100GeV [107,108,110J, and thus may well be kinematically accessible

for Higgs boson decays.

When spartic1e masses are sufficiently low, there is no reason to expect that

the Higgs bosons will not decay via these supersymmetric modes. In fact, the

SUSY decay modes of the Higgs bosons into charginos and neutralinos, which occur

via gauge couplings, may dominate the Yukawa-coupling mediated H -+ bb decay

(which is proportional to the square of the b-quark mass) and the MSSM-mixing

angle-suppressed H -+ W+W-, ZOZO modes. Thus if bb, W+W-, and ZO ZO are the

principal SM decay products of a Higgs boson, then for appropriate choices of the
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MSSM inputs charginos and neutralinos may actually have the largest branching

fractions of any of the Higgs boson decay modes. The branching fractions of these

supersymmetric decay modes were first systematically studied in Refs. [112-115].

However, the effects of radiative corrections to the Higgs boson masses were not

included therein.

Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show in the f-L VS. tan {3 plane the branching fractions of

the various types of Higgs bosons into all kinds of sparticles, taking into account

the radiative corrections to the Higgs boson masses from top and bottom Yukawa

interactions. Here the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass is taken to be 250 GeV. The

SUSY decays are seen to be very important for the my = 300 GeV == m q case in

contrast to the my = 1000 GeV == m« case (not shown) where the sparticle decays

are insignificant. Thus, the branching fractions for the SUSY decays of H h , Hp , and

H± generally increase if my is lowered. Figures 5.5 thourgh 5.7 in the mHp VS. tanj3

plane further indicate that the sparticle mode branching fractions for these Higgs

bosons tend to increase as mHp is increased. Though this is interrupted for the

pseudoscalar and charged Higgs bosons by the opening of the Hp --+ if and H+ --+ tb

decays, respectively. The following additonal features of the lower sparticle mass

figures merit attention:

• Decays of even the light Higgs boson to sparticles can have significant rates.

Over much of the region where this is true, all or at least the overwhelming

preponderence of these decays are to ZlZl which count as invisible decays.

There are however areas where the visible Z2Z1 decay mode is also significant.

Finally, note that if a chargino is not observed at LEP II, then Figure 5.1

predicts that the light Higgs boson decay modes into sparticles will be at best

very meager (at least for this choice of my and mt).

• The sparticle branching fractions of the heavier Higgs bosons can indeed by

quite large over a significant region of the parameter space not investigable

at either LEP or LEP II (the latter is the region below the dashed line which

denotes mw;- = 90 GeV). Note in some of these regions the sparticle decay

branching fractions are in excess of 50% for all of the heavier MSSM Higgs

bosons (Hh , Hp , and H±).
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(if kinematically accessible) charginos, neutralinos, and sfermions. Here
mil = 300 GeV == mij' Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.3: Branching fraction of Hi, into all types of sparticles, including (if
kinematically accessible) charginos, neutralinos, and sfermions. Here
miJ = 300 GeV == m q• Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.4: Branching fraction of Hp into all types of sparticles, including (if
kinematically accessible) charginos, neutralinos, and sfermions. Here
my = 300 GeV == m q• Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.5: Branching fraction of Hh into all types of sparticles, including (if
kinematically accessible) charginos, neutralinos, and sfermions. Here
m g = -JL = 300 GeV == mij' Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.6: Branching fraction of Hp into all types of sparticles, including (if
kinematically accessible) charginos, neutralinos, and sfermions. Here
m g = -JL = 300 GeV == mij' Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.7: Branching fraction of H ch into all types of sparticles, including (if
kinematically accessible) charginos, neutralinos, and sfermions. Here
m g = -p = 300 GeV ,,;, m q• Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.

In summary, it can be seen from these figures that there are regions of the MSSM pa

rameter space consistent with all existing experimental constraints where branching

fractions for the decay of Higgs bosons into neutralinos and charginos are substantial.

Rates for the conventional SM decay signatures for the Higgs bosons will be reduced

from what was otherwise expected in these regions, in agreement with what was

found in the previous chapter. However, it is correspondingly also true that rates

for the supersymmetric decay modes of the Higgs bosons then will be considerable,

and it is possible that these will yield new signals for Higgs boson production.

In examining the chargino and neutralino decay modes of the Higgs bosons for

new signatures for Higgs bosons, it is necessary to also consider how the charginos

and neutralinos in turn decay. Consistent with the MSSM assumption of R-parity

conservation, charginos and neutralinos must decay into lighter charginos, neu

tralinos or sfermions. Baryon and lepton number conservation further restrict the

allowable two-body decays to:
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-± -±
+ ZO (S.la)W2 ~ WI

-±
(H = Hi, n., or Hp ) (S.lb)~ WI +H

-±
Zj + W± (S.lc)Wi ~

~ Zj + H± (5.ld)

~ h+f'

1'+h
(5.le)

~

~ tR + f' } via Yukawa coupling

l' + tR of higgsino component
(5.1£)

~

Zi
-± + W'f (5.1g)~ W]

-±
+ H" (5.1h)~ W·]

~ Zj + ZO (5.li)

~ z, + H (H = Hi, Hh' or Hp ) (5.lj)

~ z, + '"'f (via loop diagram) (5.1k)

~ h+f

1 + h
(5.11)

~

~ IR + f
= (5.lm)

~ 1 + IR

Formulee for partial decay widths of all these decays are found in Ref. [116J.

The gauge bosons in the neutralino and chargino decays may be real (if the decay

is kinematically allowed) or virtual. In the latter case the charginos and neutralinos

will decay via three body modes mediated by these off mass-shell gauge bosons or

off mass-shell sfermions:

-± -±
Wi ~Wj + If

~Zi + 1'7
- -± -z, ~Wi + 1'1

~Zi + If

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

(5.2c)

(5.2d)
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(Recall from Chapter 2 that LEP sparticle production and ZO width constraints

tend to rule out decay chains where the virtual Zo* with a mass below Mzo in turn

decays to the lightest charginos or neutralinos - the LSP's.) Generally, if they are

kinematically accessible, the tree-level two-body decay modes of (5.1) will dominate

the three-body decay modes of (5.2). Thus typically only the lighter charginos, WI ±,

and the second lightest neutralino, Z2, have significant three-body decay branching

fractions, whereas the heavier charginos, W2", and neutralinos, Z3 and Z4, typically

produce events containing real gauge or Higgs bosons [116,117].

It is also possible for the three-body decay modes of (5.2) to be mediated by a

Higgs boson or a sfermion. Since the amplitudes of the Higgs boson mediated decays

are proportional to the fermion Yukawa couplings, the contributions from these

processes are negligible. Whether or not sfermion mediated decays are important

depends stongly on the mass of the sfermion involved. In the case of the lighter

charginos, virtual W exchange is the dominant mechanism for the three-body decay

if m j ~ Mw [118J and IIlI is not extremely large. This being the case, the lighter

charginos are expected to decay into Zl, the LSP, and a fermion pair with a leptonic

branching fraction of about 11% per lepton family (which is just the branching

fraction for leptonic W decays).

The situation for the Z2 decays is more complicated since this decay is frequently

not dominated by a virtual z- mediator. The ZO couples only to the higgsino com

ponents of the neutralinos, so that the ZO-ZI-Z2 coupling can be strongly suppressed

for some choices of the MSSM input parameters. This occurs when both of the

lighter neutralinos are predominantly gaugino-like, which occurs when IIlI = 12mII
is much larger than the soft SUSY-breaking SU(2)L and U(l)y gaugino masses (Ill
and 112 of Eqn. (1.8)), which themselves are determined from the gluino mass in

the GUT-inspired framework assumed here. In terms of the MSSM inputs employed

here, this then means m g ~ 11l1. (It might be noted that IIlI ~ m g is in fact predicted

by supergravity models with radiative electroweak symmetry breaking [14,108,111J.)

In contrast, the W -Zl -WI coupling receives contributions from both the higgsino

and the SU(2)L gaugino components of the sparticles, and so the W-mediated three-
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body decay of the lighter charginos can only be suppressed if the Z1 is a pure U(l)}"

gaugino, which occurs only if IILI is quite large. This leads to the relative insensitivity

to the MSSM inputs ofthe lighter charginos' decay modes indicated in the previous

paragraph. (The radiative decay Z2 ---+ Z1/ of (5.1), which is mediated by sfermion

fermion and gaugino-gauge boson loops, may have a comparable branching ratio to

these three-body tree-level decays. This generally occurs if one of the neutralinos is

photino-like and the other is higgsino-like so that both the Zo-- and the sfermion

mediated decay channels are suppressed since the photino does not couple to the

ZO and the higgsino does not couple to the sfermion, or if the two neutralinos are

higgsino-like and nearly degenerate in mass so that gauge boson mediated three

body decay is more phase space limited than the radiative two-body decay. )

If the virtual z» contribution is indeed suppressed for the three-body Z2 decays,

then the contribution of even a relatively heavy sfermion can be significant, and the

branching ratios for the decays of the Z2 become very sensitive to the sfermion

mass spectrum. According to Eqns. (1.9), sleptons can be considerably lighter

than squarks if the gluino and squark masses are about the same. This then would

strongly enhance the slepton-mediated leptonic decay of Z2 relative to the squark

mediated hadronic decays, and can significantly affect the overall leptonic decay rate

of the Z2 for IILI ~ my ~ mij [167].

This last conclusion is important for the study of Higgs boson detection tech

niques at hadron supercolliders since the most promising signatures for Higgs bosons

at hadron colliders involve purely leptonic final states. Purely hadronic decay modes

of the Higgs bosons have monstrous backgrounds from multi-jet production, while

mixed leptonic-hadronic decays have daunting backgrounds from heavy flavor (in

cluding tf) production. Invisible Higgs boson decay modes which could occur if a

Higgs boson decays via H ---+ Z1 Z1 or H ---+ Z1 Z2 ---+ vi} Z1 Z1 might lead to a missing

lhsignal (or in associated production processes where the Higgs boson is produced

along with a gluon, a ZO, or a W±). But this would have to be distinguished from

zo ZO production where both (or one) of the z», decay to neutrinos and other

MSSM sources of llr. This leads one to consider final states with charged leptons.
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Final states with only a single charged lepton have large 8M backgrounds from

W ~ eVe, f-£VIJ , rVn so this leaves decay chains which have multi-charged-lepton

final states as the optimal subset of the neutralino and chargino Higgs boson decays

to investigate for new signatures for the Higgs bosons.

First contemplate investigating final states with two charged leptons. The dilep

ton (plus lIT) signal largely comes from

and

Hh,p~Z2Zt ~ trr: ZtZt ,

-+-- + -- + --
Hh,p~Wt Wt ~ l vriJZtZt , £ vl'-iJZtZt ,

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

where l, £' = e or JL (the term "lepton" will be used to a mean muon or an electron,

but not a tau, in this chapter). Within the 8M, W+W- and tt production can also

lead to dilepton events with missing transverse energy. Decays of the heavier Higgs

bosons to the heavier charginos (W/) or neutralinos (Z3,Z4) or to sfermions might

also produce final states with two charged leptons plus 117; however, these processes

tend to be sub-dominant, and for simplicity will be neglected here. In addition,

decays to a pair of the lighter stop mass eigenstate H ~ i;t~ as well as continuum

stop pair production would also produce dilepton events accompanied by jets. As

has been recently pointed out [119-122], a very light stop squark with mt; ;S 100 GeV

is not experimentally ruled out. However, decays of neutralinos and charginos are

more likely to produce hadronically quiet events than squark decays (or top quark

decays, unless mt ~ M w , which now appears to be ruled out experimentally); and

thus chargino and neutralino decays seem better candidates for an initial study.

The leptons from the decay of Z2 in (5.3a) are always of the same flavor and are

kinematically constrained to satisfy the condition m(£+£-) < mZ; - mZ; , features

that may be useful in separating the signal from backgrounds. On the other hand,

the leptons from the decays of the Wt's in (5.3b) can have mixed flavors (that is,

e±f-£'f) and are generally expected to have a broad invariant mass distribution which

only cuts off at m(2l) = mHh - 2mz- .
,p 1
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Figure 5.8: a) u(pp ~ Hh ~ Z2Z1 ~ r t: + lIT),
b) u(pp ~ Hi. ~ WI WI ~ l+l- + lh).
Labels in fbj.JS = 14 TeV.
Here: my = 300GeV == mij, with other parameters as in Fig. 3.8.

Figures 5.8-5.11 give LHC cross-sections for dilepton events from Hh decays and

Hp decays, respectively, as described in (5.3). Note that the dilepton rates from
-+-- --H h , Hp ~ WI WI tend to be larger than those from H h , H p ~ Z2ZI for high

values of tan 1'. In other regions of parameter space the cross-sections of the two

decay channels are fairly comparable (within a factor of two or so). The figures also

show that the dilepton rate from Hp is usually larger than that from the H h .



Figure 5.9: a) (j(pp ~ Hp ~ Z2ZI ~ trt: + lIT),
b) (j(pp ~ Hp ~ WI WI ~ tr e: + lIT).
Labels in fb; ..;s = 14TeV.
Here: my = -JL = 300GeV == mq, with other parameters as in Fig. 3.8.

There exist both SM and SUSY backgrounds to the if + lIT Higgs boson signal.

The dominant SM background to hadronically quiet dilepton events is from W+W

pair production. At the ..;s = 14GeV LHC the W+W- cross-section is about 70

75 pb, which would lead to a ",,3pb dilepton + lIT SM background cross-section

(note that this background can also yield mixed lepton flavor final states). Direct

production of chargino and neutralino pairs will also provide a background as illus-
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trated in Figure 5.12. The SUSY direct production background is much larger than

the Higgs boson decay signal cross-section only for small values of J-L, which mostly

fall in the LEP excluded region (see Figure 2.10). For IJ-LI ~ 200 GeV, the background

from direct ZIZ2 production is frequently small, whereas the background from direct

WI WI production can be as high as several picobarns, making identification of a

dilepton signal from Higgs boson decays difficult.
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Figure 5.10: a) cr(pp~ Hh ~ Z2ZI ~ /.+t: + lIT),
b) cr(pp~ Hh ~ WI WI ~ /.+/.- + lIT).
Labels in fb: y's = 14 TeV. Here: my = -J-L = 300 GeV ~ mq, with
other parameters as in Fig. 3.8.
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As with the dilepton invariant mass distribution from the Higgs boson decay to

neutralinos mentioned previously, the m(l+l-) mass distribution from direct Zl Z2

production will also be bounded by mZ; - mit. The m(l+l-) distribution from

direct chargino and W-boson production will be broad, again just like the dilepton

invariant mass distribution from the Higgs boson decay to charginos. The significant

size of the backgrounds and the inability to distinguish the background invariant
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Figure 5.11: a) u(pp - Hp - Z2Z1 -l+l- + lIT),
b) u(pp - Hp - W1W1-l+l- + lIT).
Labels in fb; VS = 14TeV. Here: my = -It = 300GeV == m q, with
other parameters as in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 5.12: a) u(pp ---t ZZZI ---t trr: + fir), b) u(pp ---t WI WI --+ l+(- + lIT).
Labels in fb; ..jS = 14 TeV. Here: my = 300 GeV ~ m q and
m», = 250 GeV, with other parameters as in Fig. 3.8.

mass distributions from the signal invariant mass distribution make discovery of

Higgs boson spartic1e decays difficult in the dilepton channel, though perhaps some

distortion of the low end of the m(l+(-) distribution contributed by a Higgs boson

whose mass is not too large could be detected, hopefully confirming signals seen in

more promising channels.
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Continuing the progression towards higher lepton multiplicities, the next class

of signal-events to study are trilepton (+ lIT) signals from Higgs boson decays. One

possible source for such events is the charged Higgs decay

(5.4)

If the mass of the charged Higgs boson is low enough, then it could be produced in

top quark decays and subsequently decay into a neutralino and a chargino, resulting

in trileptonic top quark decays,

± --t ~ bH ~ bW1ZZ ~ b + 3£ + lh, b + 2l +r + liT , (5.5)

where the missing transverse energy comes from both L8P's and t/-, Felcini [123]

concluded that even with stringent requirements to cleanly tag tt events, ~ 2500

such tagged events can be expected at the LHC for an integrated luminosity of

10fb-1. Therefore, rare top quark decay modes with branching fractions in excess

of rv10-3 might be discernible if their characteristics provide sufficient discrimina

tion between them and other top quark decay modes. Three somewhat high PT
-+-

leptons would certainly set t ~ H'rb ~ WI Zzb events apart from the common 8M

t ~ W+ b decays for which a single high PT isolated lepton is normally expected.

Actually, tt events can be tagged using the two lepton eJL 8M top quark decays

to fairly cleanly identify one top quark [123]. Events thus selected can then be

scrutinized for trileptonic decays of the other top quark. Unfortunately, the two

LSP's produced will absorb a good fraction of the top quark rest mass energy,

making the trilepton energy spectrum fairly soft. Figure 5.13 illustrates the expected

branching ratios for trileptonic top decays via a charged Higgs boson going into a

chargino and a neutralino. Note that lower values for f£ (and/or my) are required
-±-

to make the chargino and neutralino masses sufficently low so that H± ~ WI Zz

is kinematically allowed (recall mHch .:s mt - mb is also necessary). The invariant

mass of the two leptons from the Zz decay will have a cut-off at mZ; - mz;., while

the overall trilepton invariant mass distribution must terminate at mHch - 2mz;. .

Therefore, in addition to providing evidence both for the existence of a charged

Higgs boson and for its supersymmetric decays to sparticles, these trileptonic events
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may provide a means of measuring the mass of the charged Higgs boson, assuming

the mass of one of the light neutralinos (ZI or Zz) is known and sufficient statistics

are available.

If mu., > mt, then charged Higgs bosons cannot be produced by top quark

decays, and a collection of tagging top quark decays can no longer be used as a

culled set of events less replete with 8M backgrounds in which to search for evidence

of the charged Higgs boson. Nonetheless, the H± - WI +Zz decays in this case still

may merit investigation, especially since there really are no good signatures known

for a heavier charged Higgs boson. (It should also be noted that a heavier charged

Higgs boson is favored by b - S'Y studies [19,124,125J.) Yet backgrounds from

both 8M processes and direct WI ± Zz may indeed prove insurmountable if events

are not restricted to identified top quark decays [126J. If the charged Higgs boson

is produced in association with a top quark, as expected in the process gb - H-t,

one might even hope to pick up one (or more) additional lepton from the top quark

decay, yielding a four-lepton event topology.
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Figure 5.13: Branching ratio for t - bH+ - bWI +Zz - b + 3£ + lh with
tti, = 150GeV in a) and m, = 200GeV in b).
my = 400 GeV and JL = -70 GeV. The region to the left of the dot
dashed curve is where charged Higgs decays to sparticles are kinemat
ically not allowed; the verticle dashed line is the phase space limit for
t _ bll",
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A more promising way to get four-lepton events from supersymmetric decays of

the MSSM Higgs bosons is through decays of the heavier neutral Higgs bosons to a

pair of Z2 neutralinos,

(5.6)

(Note that Higgs boson decays to the heavier neutralinos or charginos can also lead

to four isolated leptons plus ItT, however, these decays tend to be far less important

than (5.6) for Higgs boson masses of interest, and for simplicity will be neglected

here.) Figures 5.14 through 5.19 show the cross-sections for the processes (5.6)

plotted in the mHp VS. tan f3 plane, the IL = -2m1 us. tan f3 plane, and the the mij VS.

tan f3 plane. From the mn; VS. tan f3 plots, we see that the Hp ~ 4£ cross-section

exceeds 500fb for small values of tan f3 and m n; '" 300 GeV, just below threshold

for H p ~ tt decay whereas the corresponding cross-section from Hh does not exceed

100fb. Over a wide range of parameters, away from tan f3 = 1, the two processes give

comparable cross-sections. The large difference between the scalar and pseudoscalar

contributions to the signal for small values of tan f3 mainly comes from the difference

in their SUSY branching fractions [104]. The signal from the decays of Hp and Hh

are also separately larger than 5fb for 200GeV < mHp < 400 GeV. Since Hi, and

Hp are expected to be roughly degenerate over the range of masses where the signal

is significant, this corresponds to a total of 250-25,000 41events at the LHO before

any selection cuts, assuming a data sample with 50 fb -1. Interestingly, the signal

has a larger rate in the region below the dashed line, where the lighter chargino is

heavier than 90 GeV, which again is taken to roughly represent the supersymmetry

reach of LEP II (Note that this region is rather sensitive to the precise value of the

chargino mass reach that is assumed). The Higgs bosons Hi and Hp may themselves

be directly accessible at LEP II though (see Fig. 2.12).
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Figure 5.14: u(pp ~ Hi; ~ ZzZz ~ 4£ + lIT) in fb, vs = 14 TeV. Recall that

the region above the dashed line corresponds to m
Wl

< 90 GeV, the
approximate reach of LEP II for charginos. Here mHp = 250 GeV,
mil = 300 GeV == mij. Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure
2.10.
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m n; = 250 GeV, mil = 300 GeV == mij. Other MSSM input parameters
as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.16: u(pp ~ Hi, ~ Z2Z2 ~ 4£ + lIT) in fb, VB = 14 TeV. Recall that
the region above the dashed line corresponds to mHo

l
< 90 GeV, the

approximate reach of LEP II for charginos.
my = -/L = 300 GeV == tns, Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.17: u(pp ~ H p ~ Z2Z2 ~ 4£ + 1fT) in fb, VB = 14 TeV.
m g = -/L = 300 GeV == m q• Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.18: (J'(pp ---t Hh ---t ZzZz ---t 4£+ lIT) in fb, ..;s = 14 TeV. The region above
the dashed line corresponds to m~ < 90 GeV. The darkened-in LEP
excluded area is where ZO ---t tt.z» should have been seen at LEP.
mij = -JL = 300 GeV and mn, = 250 GeV. Other MSSM input
parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 5.19: (J'(pp ---t Hp ---t ZzZz ---t 4£ + lIT ) III fb, .JS = 14 TeV.
mij = -JL = 300 GeV and mHp = 250 GeV. Other MSSM input
parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Notice from the the /L = - 2ml vs. tan j3 plots that the signal is small for small

values of IJ.LI. It is however comforting to see that the 4£ signal rate appears to

be observable for IJ.LI ::::: m g as expected in supergravity models with radiative EW

symmetry breaking. Also notice that the pseudoscalar Higgs boson again tends to

give a larger signal than the heavy scalar, and further, that the signal is significantly

larger if /L is chosen to be negative.

Finally, in the m qVS. tan j3 plots, it can be seen that the 4£ cross-section rapidly

drops off as m q increases from my to larger values. This illustrates the afore

mentioned effect on the neutralino branching fractions of lowering the sfermion

masses, and in particular the slepton masses which can be considerably lighter than

those of the squarks (see Eqn. (1.9)). For values of tan,8 ~ 5, the cross-sections

also show a slow increase for rather large squark masses. The increase in the cross

sections for large values of m q comes from interference between various amplitudes.

Note the signal does have an observable rate even if squarks are significantly heavier

than gluinos. The fact that the signal cross-section is largest below the dashed line

where the chargino is likely to be undetectable at LEP II is also a worthy of note. In

addition to these plots the 4£ cross-section dependence on the sfermion A-parameters

was checked and found to be relatively minor unless new decay channels open up.

This is especially important when considering the variation of the signal with At,

since H ~ t~ t:. decays become kinematically accessible when JA t I becomes very large

The signal dependence on the precise value of m., was also found to be small, again

except when the threshold for a new decay is crossed. Finally, the variation of the

signal with my was investigated. For mHp = 250 GeV, and m g = -/L ~ m q, the

signal exceeds 5 fb for gluinos as heavy as 350-400 GeV. This is reasonable since

then m Z2 ~ m g/ 3 is approaching the kinematic boundary for Hp ~ Z2Z2 decays.

Overall, the rates sometimes quite impressive, with hundreds or even thousands of

signal events per year anticipated for some MSSM parameter choices. However, it

should be kept in mind that total rates are being shown here; the actual signal will

be reduced once experimental cuts and detector efficiencies are incorporated. The

severity of the backgrounds also needs to be investigated.
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Within the SM, backgrounds arise from the leptonic decays of the W± and

ZO gauge bosons, and also from top quark decays. The leading SM source of

hadronically quiet 4£ events is ZO ZO production followed by the leptonic decay of

both ZO's. However, such events are expected to have very little liT associated

with them. Furthermore, mass reconstruction of the ZO can be used to veto these

events by removing events in which leptons of the same flavor but opposite sign

reconstruct the ZO mass within ±8 GeV. To verify this, ten thousand ZO ZO events

were generated using the ISAJET program package [127] and the ZO's were all

forced to decay leptonically. No events survived this dilepton mass cut, resulting

in an upper bound on the resulting 4£ background cross-section from this source

of about 0.003 fb. This cut will also remove a large part of the signal if the decay

Z2 ----+ Zl ZO is kinematically accessible. Fortunately, this two-body decay is not

open in parameter regions in which the signal is substantial, so very little signal

is lost through imposition of this cut. This leaves 4W production as the main

SM background to the signal. Electroweak multi-W production rates are dependent

upon the nature of the Higgs sector; notwithstanding this complication, a simulation

showed the trilepton cross-section from 3W production at the LHC to be ",-,2 fb [128],

and so the rate for 4£ events from 4W production should be negligible. The leptons

from W decays also should tend to be much harder than those from the Higgs boson

decays to neutralinos owing to the sizeable mass of the LSP, so suitable PT(£) and lIT
cuts should be able to enhance the signal relative to this background. The subject

of what constitutes an optimal experimental set of cuts will be discussed in more

detail shortly. If one of the leptons from a signal event is very soft and/or escapes

identification, the the signal can be seen as a three lepton event which has the 3W

production background just mentioned.

Another SM process that should be considered as a potential background is tf

production, which will have an enormous cross-section at the LHC. This process

can produce 4-lepton events if the leptons from the daughter bottom quarks are

accidentally isolated. However, an ISAJET simulation of 300,000 tt events with

forced top decays failed to yield any events with four isolated leptons, giving a

background limit from this source of u(tt) < 4 fb [62]. Other top-quark related
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backgrounds arise from tEtE and uz» production. But the latter can be removed

using the ZO-mass-reconstruction veto, and all these top quark backgounds can be

greatly reduced by vetoing events with a central jet. Also, 4t production has been

estimated to yield a 41 cross-section of only around 0.05fb at the LHC [129]. No

other SM backgrounds to the 4 lepton signal from Higgs boson decays to sparticles

were identifiable. Still, supersymmetric sparticle backgrounds within the MSSM

must also be taken into account. The continuum production of Z2 pairs can yield

the same signal as the sought-after Higgs boson decays. While the detection of

these continuum neutralino pairs would in itself be very exciting, it is interesting

to ask whether Z2Z2 production via Hi, and Hp decays is distinguishable from the

direct continuum production of Z2'S which, in effect, is the background to the Higgs

signal. Continuum Z2Z2 production occurs in qij annihilation via s-channel ZO

exchange or via t- or u-channel squark exchange. This background is not reducible

by any experimental cuts, and so the continuum Z2Z2 production rate should be

compared with that from Higgs boson decays to see if the latter yields a significant

rate enhancement or skews the energy spectrum of the events for the overall Z2Z2

production rate, which will be the quantity measured. Toward this end, the cross

section for 41 production via continuum Z2Z2 production is shown in Figure 5.20

below. While the continuum production cross-section is sensitive to the squark

mass it is only mildly sensitive to tan f3 over the region where the cross-section is

significant. The continuum Z2Z2 cross-section is seen to be generally comparable

to, or smaller than, the Higgs boson decay cross-sections in Figures 5.14 and 5.15.

It should also be noted that direct continuum production of the heavier neutrali

nos (Z3 and Z4) will not form an irreducible background to the signal since Z3 and

Z" usually decay via the two-body decay modes of (5.1) - this is true for m g = -f.L

and also from many other choices of f.L - and 41 events from these processes can be

removed by the ZO mass reconstruction cut.
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Figure 5.20: cr(pp ~ Z2Z2 ~ 4£ + lIT) in fb, y'S = 14 TeV. m g = 300 GeV and

mu, = 250 GeV. Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.

ISAJET 7.07 was again used to simulate the 4£ Higgs boson signal. Since explicit

SUSY Higgs production has not yet been incorporated into this code, production

of Hi, or Hp was simulated by decaying the SM Higgs scalar into a Z2Z2 pair and

forcing the SUSY decay mode; the total cross-section is then normalized to the

results of Fig. 5.14-5.19.

The toy calorimeter simulation package ISAPLT was employed to model detector

effects. The calorimetry with cell size was taken as b.", x fl.¢; = 0.1 x 0.1, extending

between -5 < '" < 5 in pseudorapidity. The electromagnetic energy resolution is

taken to be 10%/VEi EB 0.01, while hadronic resolution is taken as 50%/VET EB 0.03

for 1",1 < 3, and 100%/VET EB 0.07 for 3 < 1",1 < 5, where EB denotes addition in

quadrature. Jets are coalesced within cones of R = J b.",2 + b.¢;2 = 0.7 using the

ISAJET routine GETJET. Hadronic clusters with ET > 50 GeV are labelled as jets.

Muons and electrons are classified as isolated ifthey have PT > 10 GeV, 1",(1)1 < 2.5,

and the visible activity within a cone of R = 0.3 about the lepton direction is less

than ET(cone) = 2 GeV.
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The following cuts designed to select signal events while vetoing SM backgrounds

from ZZ and tt production were then imposed:

• require two isolated leptons with PT(l) > 20 GeV to trigger the event,

• require two more isolated leptons with PT(l) > 10 GeV,

• require all opposite sign but same flavor dilepton pairs to have invariant mass

m(l+l-) < 80GeVor m(l+t-) > 100 GeV,

• require number of jets n(jets) = O.

A cut on liT could be considered instead of the above dilepton mass cut. However,

the liT spectrum from the signal is not so hard, while forward jet production

and energy mis-measurement in ZO ZO events can lead to substantial liT, so that

the dilepton mass cut is preferrable to an liT cut in rejecting background while

preserving signal. To give some idea of what fraction of the signal events will

fail these cuts, Figure 5.21 shows the PT distributions of the four leptons (ranked

according to PT) along with the liT distribution from the decay Hp --+ Z2Z2 for a

particular representative choice of MSSM input parameters. Note that the fastest

lepton almost always has PT > 20 GeV as the trigger cut requires. We also see

that, as expected, there will be a considerable number of signal events with low PT

leptons which fail the second cut given above, so that the capability of detecting

low-pj- leptons can enhance the signal obtained,
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Figure 5.21: Plot of the distribution in PT for the four leptons from
Hp ---+ Z2Z2 --+ 4t + liT, where leptons are ordered from largest to
smallest PT. The liT distribution is also shown. MSSM parameters:
mHp = 250 GeV, my = 400 GeV, J1- = -100GeV, and tan{3 = 2.
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It should be stressed that there are no significant 8M backgrounds even before

the last cut. Backgrounds involving ZO's are efficiently removed by the m(£+£-)

cut. The main 8M physics background would then be expected to come from 4t

production which, as mentioned earlier, gives only a tiny 4£ cross-section at the

LHC, even before acceptance cuts. The last cut which removes about 40% (70%)

of the signal for a Higgs mass around 200 GeV (400 GeV) has been imposed to

separate neutralino production from the cascade decays of gluinos and squarks [130]

which can also produce multilepton events at observable rates.

To exemplify the impact ofthe cuts on the 4£ signal, Table 5.1 shows these cross

sections for illustrative choices of mHp and tan /3. The contributions from Hi, and Hp

decays have been combined since these are expected to lead to kinematically similar

events. Also listed are the continuum backgrounds from direct Z2Z2 production for

the same choices of parameters. The following points are worth noting.

• For the choice of parameters in the table, the signal exceeds the background for

mn; up to somewhat beyond 300 GeV, where tt decays may become accessible.

Also, the cross-section corresponds to an event rate of 100-1000 events after

cuts in a 50 fb -1 data sample, compared to a continuum background of 50-100

events .

• The signal efficiency varies between 5 and 10 percent depending on the model

parameters.

Table 5.1: Cross-sections in fb at LHC for 4£ + lIT events from supersymmetric
processes, with m g = -JL = 300 GeV ~ mij, and At = O.

process m u, tan/3 m- m- 00(4£) oo(cut) effie. X2 (12 d.f.)Z2 z,
Hh, u, ---7 4£ 200 2 97.3 45.5 230 26 11% 18036
s; u, ---74£ 300 2 " " 260 23 9% 1024
Hh:..-Hp ---7 4£ 400 2 " " 37 2.4 6.5% 23

Z2 Z2 ---7 4£ 2 " " 27 2.8 10%
Hh' u, ---7 4£ 200 10 83.4 42.8 44 2.4 5.5% 528
Hh , H; ---7 4£ 300 10 " " 26 1.4 5.4% 32
Hh:..-s, ---7 4£ 400 10 " " 10 0.5 5% 4.5

Z2Z2 ---7 4£ 10 " " 10 0.8 8%
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It should, of course, be kept in mind that the SUSY parameters are not known,

and that the total background (and signal) rate could be considerably different (even

for similar values of m z) from our estimate in the Table. An excess of the 4£ events

relative to the background in Table I would, therefore, not clearly indicate a Higgs

boson signal. As an alternative discriminator to an absolute rate measurement,

analysis of the invariant mass distribution of the four leptons to see if this differs

between continuum Z2Z2 production and Z2Z2 production via Higgs boson decays is

one possibility. Signal events must have m( 4.e) < tn u - 2mZ;' while the background

should exhibit a rather broad distribution. Since these distributions are determined

by the Higgs boson and neutralino masses, we expect them to be relatively insensitive

to variations in model parameters that result in similar values of rn u , m z- and m z- .
1 -2

Figure 5.22 depicts these distributions for the signal plus background (solid) and

the Z2 Z2 continuum-only "background" (dashed) for the six cases in Table 1. For the

smaller values of mHp ' the solid histograms are dominated by the signal and differ

considerably from the dashed background histograms (note the log scale). As antic

ipated above, the solid and dashed lines indeed coincide for m(4£) > mHp - 2mZ;. In

order to decide whether the solid and dashed histograms are indeed distinguishable,

the total X2 was computed for the difference between these two histogram, normal

ized to the same number of events, with the event number given by the signal plus

background cross-section times an integrated luminosity of 50 pb- 1
• Here twelve 20

GeV bins between m(4£) = 60 GeV and m(4£) = 300 GeV were used. There were

about 1100, 900 and 600 events for mHp = 200, 300 and 400 GeV (after cuts) for

the tan f3 = 2 case, and about 550 events for each value of mHp for tan f3 = 10. The

resulting total X2 is shown in the last column of Table 5.1. For m», ;S 300 GeV, the

distributions are apparently sufficiently different that the solid line is unlikely to be

a chance fluctuation of the continuum background (for X2 > 26.2, this probability

is smaller than 1%).
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A few caveats are in order though:

• Despite the fact that the solid and dashed histograms have been normalized

to have the same number of events, whether or not they are distinguishable

clearly depends on the relative number of Higgs initiated and continuum Z2Z2

events. Here, the rate as given by the MSSM for the values of parameters

motivated by supergravity models was utilized .

• For the first two cases in Table 5.1, the number of events in the simulation

is comparable to the expected number in a data sample of 50 fb -I. The

computation of the total X2 can thus be expected to be a reasonable reflection

of the experimental situation. For the tan,B = 10 case, with mHp = 200 GeV

(300 GeV), the signal cross-section is much smaller so that about 200fb- 1

(400 fb -I) of integrated luminosity need to be collected in order that the

fluctuations in the simulation are of comparable magnitude to those in the

data. Thus while 50 fb -1 of data may suffice to enable one to distinguish

the Higgs signal from continuum Z2Z2 production for smaller values of tan,B,

integrated luminosities of 200-400 fb -1 may be necessary if tan,B is large.

• Note that here only the shape of the 4£ mass distribution has been employed

to try to untangle the Higgs signal from continuum Z2Z2 production without

any regard for rate or other event shape variables. It would be interesting to

explore whether other distributions serve as better discriminators of the Higgs

from the continuum background.

Another potential use of the invariant mass distribution of the leptons is as

a means of measuring the neutralino mass. This is possible by looking at mixed

flavor decays such as Hi, ~ Z2Z2 -t e+e-fl+fl-. The four-lepton invariant mass

distribution will again cut off at m(e+e" fl+ fl-) = mH" - 2mz; , while the like-flavor

dilepton energy spectrums will cut off at m(e+e-) = m(fl+fl-) = mZ; -mZI. If

the mass of the Higgs boson can be determined from its '"Y'"Y or ZO ZO decay modes,

then a study of these invariant mass distributions can yield both mZ; and m Z2. The

endpoints of the distributions will of course be somewhat smeared by effects from

the finite experimental energy resolution; however, good resolution should enable a

fairly precise mass determination for the neutralinos. This is of considerable signif-
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icance since neutralino masses can otherwise be very difficult to measure, even at

an e+e" collider (since here a neutralino's production rate may be suppressed if its

coupling to ZO is small).

In summary, cross-sections for four-lepton final states from H",p ~ Z2Z2 decays

have been found to be as large as 500 fb for ranges of model parameters allowed

by all known experimental data. (It is also worth noting that, before experimental

cuts, the signal exceeds 10 fb over a large region of parameter space where there may

be no visible SUSY signal even at LEP II.) There appear to be no significant SM

backgrounds to this signal. Thus the detection of four lepton events at such rates

will be a signal for new physics. However, its identification as a Higgs boson signal

requires that it be separable from continuum Z2Z2 production. The cross-section

for the latter was in fact found to be significantly smaller than that of the signal

over a wide range of supergravity-inspired MSSM parameter sets. The shape of

the four-lepton invariant mass distribution may also serve to discriminate the Higgs

signal from continuum neutralino production provided mHp :s 2mt. For low values

of tan,B an integrated luminosity of 50 fb -1 is sufficient for this discrimination, but

an integrated luminosity of 200-400fb -1 is required if tan,B = 10. In passing, it can

also be noted that this Higgs signal is relatively insensitive to variations in the A t 

parameter. The efficiency with which this signal may be detected is shown in Table

5.1, for cuts typical of LHC detectors. This is typically 5-10%, so that the cross

sections in Figures 5.14-5.19 correspond to 25-1000 events in an experimental data

sample of 50 fb -1. The parameter space region where the neutralino decays of SUSY

Higgs bosons ought to be observable can be summarized as

• 2mt > m n; > 2mZ; ~ 2mg/3, • mn; '" 200 - 350 GeV,

• m q "'-' m g so that mi ~ m q and IILI "'-' m g ;S 500 GeV

How this correlates with the regions favorably-inclined to searches for MSSM Higgs

boson decays to SM particles will be discussed in Chapter 6 which will bring togeter

the results of the LEP and LEP II analyses, the ZO ZO and II signal modes (as well

as other proposed signals from decays to SM particles), and the sparticle signals to

present an overall picture of our capability to probe the MSSM symmetry-breaking

Higgs sector with the LEP II / LHC combination.
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Chapter 6

An Overview of Search Prospects

for MSSM Higgs Bosons

The purpose of this final chapter is to give an overview of the prospects for

detecting MSSM Higgs bosons via any of the suggested discovery channels at the

proposed LHC hadron collider or the LEP e+e- machine now in operation or at its

energy upgrade, LEP II, now under construction. Basically, this chapter is divided

into two parts. First a compendium of other MSSM Higgs boson signals not covered

in the previous chapters is presented. The analysis of these signals is not as polished

and exhaustive as the studies of the signatures discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, so the

conclusions of these studies should be regarded as somewhat preliminary. Thus, the

regions of MSSM parameter space for which they provide coverage is not extremely

well-defined. It is the aim of this discussion to indicate the aspects of these signals

that require further attention and study.

The second part of this chapter then maps out the overall coverage of the MSSM

parameter space possible using the Higgs boson signatures described in detail in

Chapters 2, 4, and 5. The combined results are presented in the mHp vs. tan f3 plane,

with discussion of the dependence on other MSSM input parameters. In particular,

the effects of lowering the sparticle masses from around the TeV scale to values

allowing them to participate meaningfully in Higgs boson decays are described. Since

the other proposed Higgs boson signals from the first half of this chapter are not as

well-studied, they are not included in this assessment of the MSSM parameter-space

coverage of a hadron supercollider; however, their potential impact 011 the findings

is outlined. The crucial questions that will need to be addressed by the conclusions
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drawn are

• Are there any regions of the MSSM parameter space for which none of the

established Higgs boson signals is viable?

• What regions, if any, of the parameter space offer the prospect of detecting

more than one type of Higgs boson? Such an observation of more than one type

of Higgs boson would demonstrate conclusively that the symmetry-breaking

Higgs sector is non-minimal and non-SM.

6.1

6.1.1

Survey of Alternative Higgs Boson Signals

Neutral Higgs Boson Decays to r's

The search for the Higgs bosons via their decays to 7+7- pairs is very diffi

cult due to the very high rate for continuum Drell-Yan 7+7- production as well

7 production via tt and W+ W- pairs. Aspects of the signal topology also hinder

analysis. First of all, the 7 leptons are not seen directly since they decay too rapidly.

Thus their presence must be indirectly inferred, and, if required, their kinematic

parameters must be reconstructed from their decay products. The presence of neu

trinos and the accompanying lIT or PT in these decay products precludes searching

for a mass bump on top of the continuum background as is proposed for the II

and ZO zo ~ l+r t:t: channels. The latter difficulty is somewhat alleviated for

relativistic 7+7- pairs recoiling against hard jets (or hadrons from QCD radiation).

This would be the case, for example, if the 7-pair were produced by a decaying

Higgs boson with large transverse momentum balanced by ajet [82]. Detailed Monte

Carlo studies by Unal et. al. [131] using the PYTHIA event generator [132] have

shown that Higgs bosons are if fact typically produced with relatively large PT'S.

They found that the transverse momentum of a Higgs boson with mH "-' 200 GeV

produced either via gluon fusion or bb-fusion (recall from Chapter 3 that the latter

is often very significant for high values of tan,B) is ,,-,50 GeV. This method was

found to agree with a theoretical computation using leading log resummation of soft

gluons at low PT and an a" perturbative calculation at high PT [133]. If there is suf-
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(6.1)

becomes viable for reconstructing the transverse energy of the neutrinos. This could

then be added to the visible energy of the decay products of the t: -lepton pair to

obtain the invariant mass of the pair. In Eqn. (6.1), Pt.:~ and E;i) are the lepton

transverse momenta and energies, respectively, and p~) are the total transverse

momenta of the neutrinos coming from each of the r's.

The detectability of the r--pair decay signal was studied at the LHC for a SM

Higgs boson by DiLella [134]. Higgs boson masses of 100 GeV and 140 GeV were

tested; for these cases, an m(r+r-) resolution of about 11% and 13%, respectively,

is reported using mixed decay mode events (one of the r's decays to an electron

and the other to a muon) and assuming calorimetry coverage out to a rapidity of

5. If coverage is only out to a rapidity of 3, then the resolution drops to 20% or so.

Looking at the background from the sources mentioned above within mass bins of

40 GeV centered on the Higgs boson masses, the conclusion was reached that it is

virtually impossible to detect a Higgs boson signal in this manner, with signal to

background ratios on the order of ",10-3 reported. Another preliminary study [135J

showed that the dominant background from tt production to ee, eJ-L, or J-LJ-L events

could be considerably reduced by taking advantage of the energetic jets (coming

from the b-quarks) accompanying these events. This was done by making a cut

allowing only one jet above a specified ET cut in a sample event. The price paid

of course is a reduction in the number of signal events, with the resulting number

being somewhat marginal in this SM study. It should also be noted that the study

chose a very optimal case where mt = 200 GeV so that b-quark jets tended to be

quite energetic.

The branching fraction for r+r- ~ e + J.L + 4v's is about 6.4%. That for

r+r- ~ e or J-L +hadrons + 3v's is about 45.8%, and that for r+r- ~ hadrons+2v's

is about 41.2%. So if r's decaying via hadronic modes modes can be cleanly identi

fied, then the resolution of the m(r+r-) measurement can be significantly
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improved. Suggestions about how to recognize 'r-jets' through their narrowness, low

multiplicity (charged-track content), and invariant mass have been discussed in Refs.

[136] and [137] in connection with the r decays of the W gauge boson. The basic

need is for calorimeters to be very accurate. Generally this is thought of as a means

of making identification of electrons and photons as clean as possible, rejecting pions

and other singly charged hadrons for instance. But this can also be used in "reverse"

to identify singly-charged hadrons or jets with a very low multiplicity and angular

spread. A singly-charged hadron is basically the extreme case, and in the real world

of finite experimental resolutions this is equivalent to a very skinny jet. About 48%

of r's do in fact decay into a single charged hadron (with accompanying neutral

particles). The lIT from accompanying neutrinos can also be used as a handle. But

there are still stupendous QeD backgrounds associated with an all-hadronic final

state. So recent studies [131,138] have demanded that one of the r's decay into an

electron or muon. Nevertheless, even allowing for the identifietion of 'r-jets' with a

reasonable efficiency, in the SM the absolute event rate after cuts is just too low to

be seen over the background.

This situation within the MSSM framework, however, can be quite different. The

branching fractions of Hh and Hp to r-Iepton pairs can be significantly enhanced

for higher values of tan j3 by the MSSM angle mixing factors as can be seen from

Table 1.2 (see also Eqns. (B.6) and (B.9) for the H ~ 7"+r- tree-level partial decay

widths), yielding a r+r- signal rate well above SM expectations. For Higgs boson

masses around a couple hundred GeV, Kunszt and Zwirner [47] have found that

cross-sections for pp ~ Hh , Hp ~ r+r- can be enhanced over the analogous process

for a SM Higgs boson by a factor of up to 100-1000 for mH '" 200 GeV. It should

however be borne in mind that only high PT Higgs bosons might detectable by

this method. Thus the useful cross-section will be pared down somewhat from the

Hi, ~ r+r- and Hp ---+ r+7"- total cross-sections. The same MSSM enhancement

factor will also boost the Hp ---+ JL+ JL- decay rate. Muons are much easier to

detect than r-leptons, but their branching fraction is suppressed by a factor of

roughly (!!!.e.)2 relative to that of the r-Ieptons. Nevertheless, a preliminary lookmT

[139] suggests that a signal might be obtainable for high values of tan,B.
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The next question is when are cross-sections in fact large enough to afford detec

tion of a signal above the large background. A preliminary LHC study [140] using the

mixed r+r- decay channell + 'r-jet' reported a sensitivity to u(pp --. HS M --. r+r-)

down to ",10 pb for mHSM rv 100 GeV and ",1 pb for mHSM '" 400 GeV. This can

be compared with the MSSM cross-sections shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, where

no PT cut has been made on the Higgs boson (so these values are over-estimates).

Lowering the sparticle masses does not significantly affect this signal, which is viable
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in a region of parameter space where decays to sparticles are unimportant (see Figs.

5.6 and 5.7). From these raw r+r- production rates, it seems fair to conclude

that a search for H h and Hp via their decays to r+r- pairs will be able to exclude

a high tan{3, low mHp region of the MSSM parameter space. The uncertainty in

the percentage of Higgs bosons with sufficient PT should be resolved to insure an

accurate detectable region is mapped out. Also, one should add the caveat that this

is a fairly tricky signal to disentangle from the relevant backgrounds, and running
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the supercollider at higher luminosities can unravel the picture presented here.

DiLella in the study mentioned above in fact does state that a luminosity higher

than 10fb- l / year will invalidate his results.

Finally, it might be mentioned that, even if it is feasible, using a microvertex

detector to detect 'I vertices probably will not be helpful since it is more likely to

find b's from background tt of bb events since the b-quark lifetime is ~ 3 times longer.

Thus the signal to background ratio will actually be reduced [131].

6.1.2 Charged Higgs Boson Decays to r's

& Lepton Non-universality

If the charged Higgs bosons are light enough, they may be produced in the decays

of the top quark, as was already pointed out in the discussion on trileptonic signals

from SUSY decay modes of the Higgs bosons in Chapter 5. For tan f3 ~ ~ rv 2,m T

the charged Higgs bosons will decay largely into r'-Ieptons, H+ ~ T+VT (assuming

no SUSY decay modes with favorable couplings are kinematically accessible). Thus

production of charged Higgs bosons in top quark decays is signaled by an excess of '1

leptons over and above the rate expected from the usual SM decay chain t --) bW+,

W+ --) T+VT • Now consider the quantity RT 1 defined by

1 + !1Rrl ,

(6.2)

where l = e or u, Rrl is expected to be one in the SM due to the universality of

the W-boson couplings to the leptons. Thus any deviation, !1RT1 f= 0, serves as a

measure of the charged Higgs decay mode of the t-quark.

The r-Ieptons are again supposed to be identified via their hadronic decays. This

has been carefully studied for the LHC by Felcini [123] by starting with a sample of

tagged tf events (defined by an ep. sample with PT( e) > 75 GeV and PT(p,) > 25 GeV

from b-quark daughter of the same top quark) and determining the ratio, NT/N~,
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of the number of decays where the other t-quark in the tt pair decays into a muon

or a tau. This can be written as [123]

where A - EW+-+/,+

- B.R.(T+ --t hadrons)EH+-+T+ '

(6.3a)

(6.3b)

and B = 1 _ EW+ -+T+ •

EH+-+T+
(6.3c)

Here E••• is the experimental efficiency for the detection of the particular process.

The variance of RT/' is given by A2NT (NT;:'''). For mt = 200 GeV, Felcini [123]
"has estimated that EW-+/, = 94% and EW-+TB.R.(T --t hadrons) = 35%. To obtain

these values a simulation of 2389 tagged tt events corresponding to an integrated

luminosity of 10 fb- 1 at the LHC was generated and analyzed. This study also

found that, for m« h = 150 GeV, 'H+_T+ = 1.5. Since Rr/' is not distributed as a
C (W+_T+

Gaussian, a criterion for observability of the t --t bH+ signal can be obtained by

requiring that RTI' deviates from its 8M value of unity by at least four times the

variance. At the LHC, for the mt and mHch values given above and assuming an

integrated luminosity of 10fb -1, this indicates there will be aIL observable signal if

D.RRTI' > 0.32. A couple of caveats should be pointed out though:
Til

• There are additional systematic uncertainties from errors in tracking efficiency

(which affects the number of detected charged tracks), and energy resolution

of the calorimeter. Both of these can affect the number of detected T'S and

are not taken into account by the simple statistical approach just outlined.

• The efficiency of T detection decreases with mHch' so that if H+ is considerably

lighter, the T detection efficiency may be considerably overestimated.

Spin effects do tend to favor the harder pion spectrum from the decays of T'S in

H+ decays compared to those from W+ decays [141], and this can lead to a higher

detection efficiency for T'S from Higgs decays as opposed to those from W-boson

decays. However, in view of the uncertainties just noted, and to be conservative

'H+-T = 1 will be used. In this case, the expression for the fractional variance of
fW_T
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RrIJ simply reduces to J/vI-' + /vT' In the SM, NIJ '" 250, NT '" 100 for tagged top

events per 10 fb -1 at the LHC, so that the requirement for a detectable signal at the

LHC reduces to !::i.RrIJ > 0.48. For the LHC operating at the high design luminosity

of 100 fb -1 fyear, the ten times larger tt sample implies that !::i.R.,.IJ > 0.15 would

be observable, while 50 fb -1 predicts that t1Rr IJ > 0.215 would be observable. In

view of the simplicity of our estimates, we will take !::i.R.,.IJ = 0.48 to be the limit of

observability. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3 for mt = 150 GeV and mt = 200 GeV.
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Figure 6.3: Observable region for seeing lepton non-universality in the top quark
decay t ~ bH+ followed by H+ ~ T+V... with mt = 150 GeV in a) and
mt = 200 GeV in b).
!::i.R > 0.2 to the left of the solid curve if my = fL = 1000 GeV == mij,

and to the left of the dashed curve if m g = 400 GeV, fL = -70 GeV, and
mij = 1000 GeV, in which case the SUSY decay modes of H+ are open,
and so the fraction decaying to T'S is reduced.
The region to the left of the dot-dashed curve is where all the SUSY
decay modes of the H+ are closed. And finally, the vertical dashes line
indicated the phase space limit for t -+ in:

The harder pion spectrum from a charged Higgs boson as compared to that of

the W (about twice as hard if the mHch ~ Mw ; i.e., the average PT of the pion

coming from a charged Higgs boson is about twice that on a pion coming from a

W-boson [141]) can also be used as a signature of charged Higgs production if one

can obtain a clean sample of T'S produced in tt decays. It also clearly suggests cuts

that could be made on the minimum PT of the 7r'S (supplemented for higher charged

Higgs masses, m«: ~ mt, by a maximum PT cut on accompanying b-quark jets from
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the t-quark decays). This distinction between spin-1 W's and spin-O charged Higgs

bosons is a result of the spin polarization of the T-leptons owing to the existence of

only left-handed vT's and right-handed vT's, which restricts the allowable W± and

H± decays to

and

(6.4a)

(6.4b)

Simple angular momentum conservation then shows for instance that TL ---+ V TL 7r 

favors a 7i- moving backward in the rest frame of the decaying T (where the direction

is relative to the T'S direction in the laboratory reference frame) and thus slower

in the laboratory reference frame while Tn ---+ V TL 7i - favors the spin-O 7i- moving

forward in the rest frame of the decaying r and thus faster in the laboratory reference

frame. Analogous arguments may be made for the r-lepton decays to spin-1 p

mesons. Such momentum distribution patterns among the decay products of chiral

leptons have been studied extensively for many years [142-145]. The difference in

the expected distributions from TL and Tn implies that a measurement of the T
lepton polarization by measuring the momentum distribution of the decaying pions

can also yield a signature of the charged Higgs boson - it could even be used

as a mass measurement if tan,B was known [141]. This has been shown to be a

more sensitive test for the presence of a charged Higgs boson then the lepton non

universality diagnostic [146], requiring fewer events and lower statistics to establish

a conclusion. LEP has recently used a similar technique to measure r-lepton po

larization to a precision of ±5% [147]. The charged Higgs signal at the LHC from

T-lepton polarization has been investigated by D.P. Roy [141,148] considering both

the angular and PT distributions of the resulting pions (see also the sse study by

Barnett et. al. [149-151]). He found favorable signal to background ratios after

appropriate cuts for all values of tan,B and for mH
c h

;S mt - 20 GeV. The crucial

question that remains to be addressed with this technique is then the efficiency of

selecting top-quark decays to r-leptons when the T'S then decay to pions, and the

amount of contamination at a hadron supercollider due to the huge rate for other

pion-producing processes.
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When a Higgs boson is produced in association with either a W-boson or a tt

pair, it is possible to obtain an i" final state, where the photon pair is from the

decay of the Higgs boson and the extra isolated lepton is from the decay of the

associated W-boson or top quark. It has been pointed out [47,93] that this signal

has a higher signal to physics background ratio than one that includes all " pairs

produced in Higgs boson decays, regardless of whether or not an isolated lepton is

also produced. This has lead some authors [93] to suggest that the i" mode is

superior to the inclusive " mode for detecting a Higgs boson, and that a Higgs

signal will probably first be detected in the iT'! mode and then later confirmed in

the inclusive "t channel [93].

Parton-level simulations [81,152-154] for a SM Higgs boson with a mass of about

100 GeV show it will typically yield about 12 and 15 i" events via W HSM and

ttHSM production modes, respectively, at the LHC for an integrated luminosity of

100 fb -1. This is after taking into account lepton and photon detection efficiencies

of "-'70-75% and losses of "-'30% due to acceptances. For almost all choices of the

MSSM input parameters, the production rate for MSSM Higgs bosons will be even

smaller than in the SM [47]. The only exception to this noted in Ref. [47] was for

m-n, near the 2mt threshold and tanf3 ~ 1, and in this case the rate is still too small

to allow detection.

The total irreducible background in the above simulations was found to be 20

30% the size of the signal, and to be dominated by contributions from continuum "

production (as discussed in Chapter 4) accompanied by W or tt production. There

are also many sources of reducible background, for example from " continuum

production associted with bb production where a lepton from one of the b decays is

accidentally isolated. As with the inclusive " mode, the mis-identification of jets

as photons is also a source of background. With signal rates that are so pitifully

small, there is little room for error in the determination of the correct background

subtraction. Yet this determination should prove much more worrisome in the i"
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case than in the inclusive II case, since in the latter there is a smooth continuum

background outside of the resonance region. As noted in Chapter 4, this diminishes

the importance of uncertanties in a theoretical calculation of the background stem

ming for instance from attempts at estimating higher-order QCD processes or the

proton structure functions. For the case of i,l, a background calculation that goes

beyond the parton level certainly seems necessary.

Thus perhaps the best summary of the situation is that a Higgs boson "signal"

may (or may not) be seen first in the tIl mode, but it will be difficult to know how

much significance to assign to a result with r-10 events per 100fb-1.

6.1.4 Associated Production with b-quark Tagging

If it is possible to tag b-quark jets reasonably cleanly and with a reasonable

efficiency, then several other Higgs boson signals become feasible. The Technical

Design Report of the Solenoidal Detector Collaboration [71] gave an expected b

tagging efficiency of their proposed vertex detector of ""0.2 for jet PT'S of around

25 GeV and an efficiency of ",0.4 for jet PT'S around 200 GeV, with PT = 40-100 GeV

jets having efficiencies around 0.3. The percentage of other jets mis-identified as b

quark jets was given as '"1%. It should most definitely be kept in mind though that

these numbers were estimated for detector operation at the SSC, not at the higher

luminosity environment proposed for LHC, where multiple events per crossing are

much more likely.

As Figure 4.1 shows, a SM Higgs boson with a mass below 2Mw almost always

decays into a bb pair. So if the b-quarks can be tagged this is certainly a logical

decay mode to consider as a potential source of signals. Unfortunately, the QCD

production rate for bb pairs at a hadron supercollider is enormous, and there is no

hope of picking out a signal for Higgs boson decay. This again suggests looking at

associated production processes. If a Higgs boson is produced in association with

a tl pair, or a bb pair, then an H --+ bb decay would result in an event with four

b-quark jets. Backgrounds to this are far more modest.
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H SM --t bb associated with a leptonically-decaying W or ZO gauge boson has

also been studied [155] for the LHO and found to yield potentially viable signals for

80 GeV < mHSM < 120 Gev. (Interestingly, a study [156] for a V8 = 2 TeV, high

luminosity pp collider reached a similar conclusion with Mzo < mHSM < 130 Gev

and H --t 7"+7"- produced in association with a gauge boson decaying into jets. Even

bbH --t bbfL+ fL- has recently been explored for the LHO [139].)

It should first be noted that attempts to generate a signal from

(6.5)

without b-tagging by demanding that the top-quark decay to e or fL and looking

for a bump in the invariant mass spectrum of the two jets provided at best ex

tremely marginal results due to the fierce backgrounds from tt events associated

with ZO --t qij, or continuum gg or qij jet production. (The ttgg background is the

largest in the tt + 2jet channel.) To beat down these backgrounds using b-quark

tagging, at least 3 b's must be tagged [157]. Unfortunately, according to the b

tagging efficiency estimates just given, this removes about 97% of the signal events.

Trying in addition to tag both leptons was found to leave no observable signal; thus,

detection of a single lepton was required in the study in Ref. [157]. The results

of this study are given in Table 6.1 on the following page which is taken from this

source. Note that with a b-tagging efficiency of 30% and a miss-tagging frequency of

1% a 50" confidence level signal is obtained with < 100fb -1 of integrated luminosity

if mHSM :s 100 GeV, assuming mt ~ 180 GeV. The amount of integrated luminosity

required increases as mHSM increases (note that this is opposite to the trend seen

in the Hi --t II signal) but decreases as mt increases (it is better that m, be large

so that the b-quark jets from the top decays are not too weak). Demanding that

all four b-quark jets be tagged was also found to reduce the size of the data sample

required to confirm a signal.

These SM results were then applied to the case of MSSM Higgs bosons by taking

into account the relevant MSSM mixing angle factors of Table 1.2 [158J. The crucial

observation is that for virtually any choice of the parameter pair (mHp , tan.B), either
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Table 6.1: Number of 100fb-1 years (signal event rate) at the LHC required for a
50" confidence level signal in four cases: I), II) - tagging 3 b-quark jets
with (eb-tag, emi~-tag) = (30%,1%), (40%,0.5%); and III), IV) - tagging
4 b-quarkjets with (eb-tag,emi~-tag) = (30%,1%), (40%,0.5%).
From Dai, Gunion, and Vega [157]

Case mt\mHSM 80 100 120 140
110 1.5( 407) 2.4( 488) 6.0( 654) 27.2(1146)

I 140 0.8( 365) 2.0( 600) 3.5( 621) 21.7(1338)
180 0.2( 102) 0.6( 210) 1.8( 373) 12.5( 963)
110 0.4( 229) 0.6( 283) 1.5( 368) 6.6( 662)

II 140 0.2( 179) 0.4( 291) 0.8( 323) 4.7( 690)
180 0.1( 62) 0.1( 109) 0.4( 195) 2.3( 422)
110 6.4( 145) 9.9( 151) 22.4( 204) 111.9( 395)

III 140 2.0( 99) 3.3( 112) 7.5( 139) 44.3( 303)
180 0.7( 43) 1.2( 49) 2.9( 74) 18.8( 176)
110 1.3( 92) 2.4( 116) 5.6( 160) 28.7( 321)

IV 140 0.3( 51) 0.7( 71) 1.8( 103) 10.5( 227)
180 0.1( 25) 0.3( 35) 0.6( 48) 3.9( 114)

B.R.(Hl -. bb) or B.R.(Hh -. bb) will be large and 8M-like. Then, assuming that

whichever Higgs boson type is 8M-like is light enough, the results from the 8M study

can be carried over to the M88M. This was indeed found to be the case, with the role

of 8M-like Higgs boson switching from Hh to Hl as mHp grows above ",110 GeV.

A recent study [159] further indicates that the an, W± H, and bbH associated

production modes are to some degree complementary, and can cover much of the

available parameter space, given an integrated luminosity ~ 100fb -1 and good b

tagging capabilities, (eb-tag, emi~-tag) = (30%, 1%). The results are quite sensitive

to these values. Further, it is claimed that they are insensitive to the sparticle mass

scales. The results are encouraging, but still preliminary, and as usual dependent

on b-tagging and/or r-lepton identification proficiencies.
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6.1.5 Searching for Higgs Bosons in SUSY Events

Another possibility is to pre-select events having characteristics associated with

sparticle production, namely lIT, and search for Higgs bosons within this set of

events. This was investigated by Baer, Bisset, Tata, and Woodside [160J for the

cascade decays of gluinos and squarks, sparticles expected to be copiously produced

at the LHe. A previous study [130J had shown that it should be possible to identify

such SUSY events in several channels such as events with lIT, same-sign dilepton

+lIT events, nf. + jets + lIT events (n2:3, leptons isolated and with high PT), and

nl high PT ZO +n2f.+ jets+l/r (nl = 1,2; n2 = 0,1; ZO('s) decays leptonically. These

signals are produced when the gluino or squark decays into charginos or neutralinos

via the processes (assuming m g < m q):

qc, qR --+ qZi

qL --+ q'Wj

9 --+ qq* --+ qijZi

g --+ qq. --+ qq'Wj

(6.6a)

(6.6b)

(6.6c)

(6.7a)

(6.7b)

Usually charginos or heavier neutralinos (i.e., other than the LSP, Zl) are thus

produced; they then decay via the modes listed in (5.1) and (5.2), producing the

aforementioned leptonic and ZO signatures. This earlier study assumed the heavier

MSSM Higgs bosons (Hh,Hp , and H± - collectively referred to as "Non-Standard

Model" or NSM Higgs bosons since the other MSSM Higgs boson, Hi is expected

to usually mimic H SM if mHp is large enough) have masses on the order of several

hundred GeV.

If, on the other hand, NSM Higgs bosons are lighter, mHN S M ;S 2Mw, then

processes like (5.1b), (5.ld), (5.1h), and (5.1j) open up for the NSM Higgs bosons.

Since such Higgs bosons in the intermediate mass range usually decay via bb (or tb
or r+vr for H+) into jets, the opening of such channels can be expected to reduce
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the rate of the multilepton and ZO signals for SUSY production which mainly arise

from the competing decays (5.1a), (5.1c), (5.1g), (5.1i), and (5.2). However, the

study [160] showed that the lIT, same-sign dilepton, and trilepton signatures for

SUSY were in fact relatively insensitive to low NSM Higgs boson masses, and that

these signals remained viable for the identification of SUSY at the LHC.

Since these SUSY signals are still detectable, one can then ask if it is possible

to use these SUSY signatures as triggers for NSM Higgs boson events. That is, can

the discovery of NSM Higgs bosons ride piggy-back on the discovery of SUSY? The

reach of this method is somewhat complementary to that of the SUSY Higgs boson

decays discussed in Chapter 5. Here the neutralinos and charginos decay into the

Higgs bosons rather than the other way around, so these sparticles should be heavier

than the Higgs bosons. The gluinos or squarks which decay into the neutralinos and

charginos need to be heavier still. Thus the prospects for using this methodology

improve if the MSSM sparticle inputs are raised to higher values, as shown in Figure

6.4a) for gluino decays to NSM Higgs bosons.

The branching fraction for gluino cascade decays to NSM Higgs bosons were

found to go as high as 60% for MSSM input parameter sets not excluded by LEP

measurements (see Chapter 2) or TEVATRON gluino searches [161]. This branching

fraction was also found to exceed 20-25% for a wide range of parameters. A branch

ing fraction of 25% implies that, on the average, there is a NSM Higgs boson in half

of the gluino or squark pair events. As illustrated in Figure 6.4c), this rate drops

rapidly as mn- = Vmkp +M& is raised (note: raddiative corrections to H+ due

to b-quark Yukawa coupling were not included in this study, so the above tree-level

relation holds in this approximation).

Branching fractions of iiL and dL were also found to be very substantial for some

parameter choices, but the branching ratios for iiR and dR were found to be ;S1%

except for a very limited region of parameters. The latter small branching ratio

is due to the fact that for my ~ 12mll, Z4' the heaviest neutralino and thus the

best prospect for decaying to intermediate mass Higgs bosons, is mostly an SU(2)£

gaugino. (This can be seen from the structure of the matrix in Eqn. (1.8) using the
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relations of Eqns. (1.9).) Therefore, z'1 does not couple very much to the SU(2)L

singlet qR. (For m g ~ 12mll, Z4 is mainly a higgsino and has only small gaugino

couplings.) The SU(2)L doublet charginos also couple only weakly to qR via very

suppressed Yukawa interactions (which were neglected in this work). Thus the

charginos and heavier neutralinos likely to produce NSM Higgs bosons among their

daughter products have little coupling to qR'Sj the latter are therefore not likely to

have NSM Higgs bosons in their decays. The above results assume the squarks are

degenerate in mass, so that two-body decays of a squark into a lighter squark and

a Higgs boson are ruled out. This assumption may be questionable for the third

generation squarks which have large Yukawa couplings.

To identify the MSSM Higgs bosons produced in identified SUSY events via the

Hh - ZO ZO (ZO _ e+e- or JL+ JL-) mode is probably impossible, and the Hi,h,p - II

modes (accompanied by jets and lIT) only looks promising for a very limited range

of the MSSM parameters. This leaves us to consider the dominant bb and tb or rru;

decay modes. ffit is possible to identify b-jets (within the experimental acceptance)

with an efficiency of 50% per jet, the presence of a relatively light Hh or Hp will

be signaled by a significant increase in the average multiplicity of B hadrons in the

SUSY events. The increase in b-multiplicity expected when mn, is reduced from

",,500 GeV to "-'60 GeV cannot be attributed to variation of either tan f3 or 2ml [160].

Searching for lepton non-universality in the same-sign dilepton and trilepton

SUSY events as a signal for charged Higgs boson production might also be possible

if high PT, isolated z-leptons can be identified in these multijet + lIT events. Since

the neutral Higgs bosons decay mainly into bb pairs, excess r'-leptons are expected

to come charged Higgs boson decays, which go into r-Ieptons almost 90% of the

time if mH+ < m, +rru, (and sparticle decay modes are closed). Also note that since

H+ and H- are equally likely to be produced in gluino decays, r pairs from charged

leptons are as likely to be like sign as opposite sign. An sse simulation [160] with

m g, mij, mt, JL = -2mI, tan(3) = (1 TeV, 1.1 TeV, 140 GeV, -150 GeV, 5) found

after cuts a 60' r excess in the trilepton channel and an even greater excess in the

same-sign dilepton channel for mH+ just below the H+ - tb threshold. Lowering

mn; down to the LEP limits magnifies this exceess still more.
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Figure 6.4: Branching fractions for gluino decays to NSM Higgs bosons (Hh , Hp ,

and H±), vs. JL. Unless otherwise noted, the default values for the
MSSM parameters are my = 1000GeV == m q, mHe h = 150GeV and
tan 13 = 4; also set is mt = 140GeV. In a), curves are for my = 400 GeV
(lower solid), 600GeV (dots), 800GeV (dot-dash), 900GeV (dashes),
and 1000GeV (upper solid). In plot b) curves are tan 13 = 1 (solid
- largest for JL rv -500 GeV, smallest for JL '" 500 GeV), tanf3 = 2
(dashes), tanf3 = 3 (dot-dash), tanl3 = 5 (dots), and tanf3 = 10
(other solid). In plot c), curves are mH+ = 90 GeV (upper dashes),
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around the middle of each plot is excluded by LEP. For this figure,
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+Mar (tree-level only).
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The idea of searching for Higgs bosons using a set of LHC events already

enhanced by selecting for SUSY-like characteristics still needs a great deal more

analysis and study. As with several of the other proposed discovery channels for

Higgs bosons that have been discussed in this chapter, the usefulness of this method

will depend on the capabilities of the detector to identify r-leptons from their decay

products and b-quark jets. Complete detector simulations will be required to fully

establish the feasibility of using these Higgs detection modes.

6.2 Conclusions & Outlook

Figure 6.5 displays the regions of the mu; - tan f3 plane where the "gold-plated"

H ~ ZoZo, ZOZO* ~ 4£ signal and the H ~ II signals are observable using the

criterion established in Chapter 4 with my = -/L = 1 TeV ~ mq; Figure 6.6 is the

analagous picture this time assuming my = -/L = 300 GeV ~ mq' The integrated

luminosity is taken to be 50 fb- 1
• Unless otherwise indicated, the label for a given

signal in these figures appears on the side of the boundary where that signal is

observable. A summary of the MSSM Higgs boson detection signals displayed in

these figures is given in Table 6.2 on the following page. These figures are further

dissected in Figures 6.7 through 6.14 through the use of shading. The black region

in all figures denotes the range of parameters excluded by experiments at LEP

while the regions below the lines marked LEP190 and LEP175 can be probed in

experiments at LEP II with optimistic (u(HeHp) or u(HeZ) > 0.05 pb, ..;s = 190

GeV) and pessimistic (u(HeHp) or u(HeZ) > 0.2pb, ..;s = 175 GeV) scenarios for

performance of the LEP collider in its LEP II phase. Also roughly indicated by

the crosses and open circles in Figure 6.6 is the region an excess in the 4£ + FJT
mode from the supersymmetric Higgs boson decays Hh,p ~ Z2Z2 ~ 4£ + 2Z1

should be observable. The crosses signify points where the Higgs decay signal was

found to be distinguishable from continuum neutralino production via the invarant

mass spectrum of the leptons while the open circles are at locations where about

250 to 400 fb -1 of integrated luminosity will be required to make this distinction.
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Table 6.2: Summary of Processes Important in MSSM Higgs Boson Identification.

General Region
Process Signature of detectability

at hadron supercollider
Imain well-established signals: I

o H« _ ZOZO -4£ 4 charged leptons patches in
"gold-plated" signal 2 lepton pairs low tan 11, low mn,

reconstruct Mzo high sparticle masses;
these small pockets

o H; ---t ZO Zo* _ 4£ 4 charged leptons for Hi; are largely
o Hi ---t ZO Zo* ---t 4£ 1 lepton pair for mn, < 2Mzo;

reconstructs Mzo not useful for Hi
see Figs. 4.3,4.4

«H, - 'f reconstruct
higher m», Figs. 4.9,10

«n, -'f 2-f invariant mass
low mu; Figs. 4.11,12

»H; -" low tan 11 Figs. 4.13,14

IOther signals: I
• Hi, - r+r- identify r-jets high tan 11, low mHp

o Hp _ r+r- or r leptonic decays see Figs. 6.1,2

o ttH, bbH _ 4b's dependent on lower mH

• WH - bblv b-jet tagging see Table 6.1
capabilities

o Hh - Z2Z2 - 4£ + Ih 4 charged leptons low sparticle masses

o Hp - Z2Z2 - 4£ + Ih & missing ET mn, '" 200 - 350 GeV
see Figs. 5.14-20,23

at LEP II e+ e- machine

o Zo. _ HiZo identify low tan 11
o Zo. _ HpHi Higgs boson low mu,

via bb decay see Fig. 2.12
etc.
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Figure 6.5: Higgs boson signal coverage of the MSSM parameter space.
my = -p. = 1000 GeV == mij' Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.6: Higgs boson signal coverage of the MSSM parameter space.
my = -p. = 300 GeV == mij' Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.7: LEP II discovery reach for MSSM Higgs bosons. The diagonally shaded
regions are covered assuming the optimistic LEP II capabilities, while
the cross-hatched regions are covered using the conservative estimate.
my = -/L = 1000 GeV ~ m q• Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.8: LEP II discovery reach for MSSM Higgs bosons.
my = -/L = 300 GeV ~ mij' See Figure 6.7 above for explanation.
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Figure 6.9: LHC discovery reach for MSSM Higgs bosons, considering only
the well-established Hi; ~ zOz», ZOz- ~ 4£ (cross-hatched re
gions) and Hi,Hh,Hp ~ II (diagonally shaded regions) signatures.
m g = -p., = 1000 GeV == mij' Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.10: LHC discovery reach for MSSM Higgs bosons, considering only
Hh~ ZOZ", ZoZoo ~ 4£ (no detectable regions) and Hi, Hh, Hp ~ II
(diagonally shaded regions) signatures. m g = -J.L = 300 GeV == mij.
Other MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.11: The "hole" in which no MSSM Higgs boson is detectable at either
LEP II or the LHC. It encompassses the cross-hatched region for op
timistic LEP II capabilities, and expands to include the diagonally
shaded regions when conservative LEP II characteristics are assumed.
my = -fL = 1000GeV ~ m q. Other MSSM input parameters as in
Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.12: The "hole" in which no MSSM Higgs boson is detectable at either LEP
II or the LHC. my = -fL = 300 GeV == mq' See Figure 6.10 above for
further explanation.
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MSSM input parameters as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 6.14: Regions where> 1 MSSM Higgs boson type observable at LEP II

and/or LHC. my = -J.L = 300 GeV ~ m q. See Figure 6.12 above for
further explanation.
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Several aspects of these figures deserve some elaboration:

• The Hi, ~ 4£ mode is only viable with high MSSM inputs in quite limited

regions of the parameter space. It is hampered by the Hi, ~ HlHl decay

which can be the overwhelmingly-dominant decay mode of the heavy Higgs

boson in this zone, as illustrated in Figure 6.15. This latter decay receives
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Figure 6.15: B.R.(Hh ~ HlHl). The U-shaped region where the branching ratio
goes to zero corresponds to where mHh < 2mHt • The sharp edges seen
here are an artifact of the grid size used in making the contour plot.
MSSM parameters: my = -/L = 1000 GeV == m q in plot a),
and my = -/L = 300 GeV == m q in plot b).
(Other parameters as in Fig. 3.8.)
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very significant radiative corrections and was probably under-estimated in

previous analyses, leading to a larger detectability zone for the "gold-plated"

signal than that depicted here .

• The Hi ~ 'Y'Y signal would be essentially unobservable over the whole plane in

Figure 6.5 if a data sample of "just" 30fb-1 was assumed. This is a reflection

of the fact that the position of this contour is extremely sensitive to the

assumptions about the detector. In addition, QCD corrections to both the

Higgs boson production and decay (as noted in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively)

not incorporated into the 'Y'Y analysis may noticeably displace this contour. In

addition, the high branching ratio for the decay Hi, ~ HiHi in the low tan {3

and moderate to low mu; region will enhance the Hi ~ 'Y'Y signal region

in this area. Preliminary analysis shows that, for the case of high sparticle

masses (my = -/1 = 1000GeV == m q) , the Hi ~ 'Y'Y signal region is extended

to include a narrow strip of 1 ;S tan{3 ;S 1.2 for mu, 2: 125GeV, and a

bar-shaped region of 1 ;S tan {3 ;S 2 and 300 GeV ;S m n; ;S 325 GeV. This

could be significant since it overlaps with about 50% of the Hp ~ 'Y'Y signal

region. However, events with Hi's coming from Hh decays are expected to

have different characteristics from those from direct Hi production owing to

the relatively high PT an Hl from a decaying Hh is likely to have. Therefore,

light Higgs bosons produced via H h ~ HlHl (or via Hp ~ HlZo or via

H± ~ HiW±) are not included in the cross-section that goes into determining

the Hi ~ 'Y'Y signal region shown.

• The shaded regions in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 are where none of the neutral

Higgs bosons of the MSSM are detectable at either the LHC via the 4£ and

'Y'Y modes or at LEP II. This is known colloquially as the "hole." Note

that m
W1

< 90 GeV throughout much of the 'hole' region in Figure 6.12.

If mW; < 90 GeV, then the lighter chargino should be detectable at LEP II .

• The cross-hatched region actually shrinks in going from Figure 6.11 to Figure

6.12 where the sparticle decay channels are significant. This is somewhat mis

leading because this shrinkage is due to the upward movement of the LEP190

curve. More conservative assumptions about the performance of LEP, as illus-
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trated by the LEP175 curve, considerably increase the region where there is

no signal either at LEP II, or at the LHC .

• As described at the end of Chapter 2, increasing the value of JAtl, the soft

SUSY-breaking triliear coupling for the stop squarks, from its arbitrarily

chosen default value of zero can lower the LEP190 curve considerably. This is

due to an increase in mn, from the radiative corrections, and the correspond

ing suppression of the cross section for Z He production: for At = 400 GeV

or At = -700 GeV, the LEP190 curve roughly follows the LEP175 curve in

the figure. Thus, the "hole" in Figure 6.12 may be considerably larger than

indicated by the cross-hatched region even with optimistic assumptions about

the performance of LEP II .

• The main reason for the change in the Hi ~ 'Y'Y boundary when the parameters

are altered from 1 TeV to 300 GeV is not the opening of the SUSY decays of He.

The shift occurs primarily because the Higgs mass is lowered due to smaller

radiative corrections, pushing it to a lower mass where the 'Y'Y continuum

background is larger - see Figure 4.8b).

Finally, notice that the region of parameters where the signal from two different

Higgs bosons is simultaneously detectable is greatly reduced with lowered sparticle

masses. It should also be noted that other studies analyzing basically the same

signals (47,93,95) also find a "hole" in roughly the same parameter-space location.

One way around the dilemma of the "hole" and the lack of sufficient overlap

among the signals of the assorted Higgs boson species is the construction of a

",500 GeV e+e-linear collider. Such a machine would be ideal for searching for Higgs

bosons whose masses are at most somewhat below the beam energy. Naturally, the

e+e" machine would be free of the associated QCD noise and initial state uncertainty

inherent in a hadron collider. For a recent review of the Higgs boson detection

prospects of a 500 GeV e+e- linear collider, see the review of Janot [162] from the

Waikaloa conference on the study of such an accelerator. It should however be noted

that thoughts about such a machine are still in the exploratory phase, and an actual

operating device is quite a ways over the horizon as of yet. This would nevertheless

be the definitive machine for exploring the MSSM Higgs sector.
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As noted in Section 6.1 of this Chapter, at a hadron collider there are other

MSSM Higgs boson decay modes which have been proposed as candidates to fill

in all or part of the hole. Most notable among these are Higgs boson decays to

bb-pairs accompanied by tt production and Hh and Hp decays to r-pairs. The

difficulties with these signals have been discussed in some detail. One can draw

from Figures 6.1 and 6.2 a fair idea of what is the potential reach of the r+r

signal. Taking as a guide the 10 pb sensitivity for mH '" 100 GeV noted in Refs.

[47,140]' Hp -4 r+r- should be observable in the high tan,B regions above the dotted

curves in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. (Note: for mn, + Mzo < mHp < 2mt, Hi -4 r+r

accompanied by ZO -4 i+e: might be observable for low tan,B values, tan j3~ 2 - 3

[163].) The bb associated production modes have the potential of filling in the entire

"hole" region (and then some). Ref. [159] states that at least one, and usually

two or three H -4 bb associated production modes are detectable throughout the

parameter space covered by the "hole," given the usual caveats concerning the need

for an substantial integrated luminosity and good b-tagging qualities. It is especially

important to note that these signals become more pronounced as the mass of the

Higgs boson decreases, which is just the opposite of the case for the " signal. But it

is also equally important, if not more important, to caution that obtaining a signal

from this process is wholly dependent on the detector having very good b-tagging

capabilities. In the high-luminosity environment of LHC, this may not be possible.

In addition to these Higgs boson decays to SM particles, SUSY decays of Higgs

bosons are also detectable well into the "hole" region if LEP II is operated at about

175 GeV. Although this is not obvious from the figure, this may also be the case with

optimistic assumptions about the performance of LEP II, since, as was mentioned

in Section 2.8, even the optimistic LEP II observability curve essentially follows

the LEP 175 curve if IAtl is large, while the Higgs boson to neutralinos signal is

relatively insensitive to variations in At.

Further use of the additional rich spectrum of sparticles provided with SUSY in

the quest to unravel the mysteries of the symmetry-breaking sector should remain

the source for a great many studies in the future. If low energy supersymmetry does
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indeed describe our Universe, then an extended Higgs sector is obligatory. Up to

now, the focus has been on showing conclusively that a Higgs boson, any type of

Higgs boson, can be detected. Hopefully a Higgs boson will be discovered, either at

the LEP or at the LHC, through one of the channels outlined in this work. Though

the vexing doubts concerning the "hole" in the parameter space, in which there

is no incontrovertible signal predicted, cast a cloud over this somewhat optimistic

outlook - it is at least encouraging to note that there are decay modes to both SM

particles and sparticles which may fill in this gap.

Setting aside for the moment the unwelcome contingency of all the MSSM Higgs

bosons slipping through the cracks and into the "hole," after a Higgs boson is

discovered, attention will then shift to the search for additional Higgs boson species

(as well as to the measurement of the discovered Higgs boson's couplings). It is very

unlikely that measuring the rate from the discovery channel of the first Higgs boson

will enable physicists to piece together the structure of the electroweak symmetry

breaking sector, or even conclude that a supersymmetric theory is valid (recall that

for many choices of the MSSM parameters, Hi does a very good imitation of a

SM Higgs boson). Discovering the other Higgs bosons predicted by supersymmetry

seems mandatory. Yet examining Figures 6.13 and 6.14 illustrates that there are

very few regions of overlap for the conventional signals from the SM decays of

the MSSM Higgs bosons. Ref. [159J indicated significant regions of overlap will

exist if the b-tagging associated production signals can be exploited to the degree

contemplated. In addition, the myriad of possiblities opened up through full use

of the MSSM sparticle spectrum offers great prospects for clarifying the situation.

For a great many choices of the MSSM input parameters, including those inspired

by supergravity and GUT theories, there will be neutralinos and charginos with

masses light enough to be accessible for the decays of the heavier Higgs boson

species. Since the light Higgs boson is the only Higgs boson species detectable by

the convention SM signals displayed in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 over large regions of

the MSSM parameter space, sparticle decay signals from the heavier MSSM Higgs

boson species could greatly increase the amount of parameter space in which there

are overlapping signals.
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In Chapter 5, this work began the investigation into these supersymmetric decay

modes of the MSSM Higgs bosons. The main conclusions obtained thus far are that:

• If open, the supersymmetric decay modes of the Higgs bosons can appreciably

cut into the parameter space that would have been searchable via the con

ventional SM decay modes if the Higgs bosons to sparticles decays were all

closed .

• New signals can exist from the heavier neutral Higgs bosons decaying into

neutralinos which in turn decay leptonically. In particular, the decay chains,

Hh,Hp ~ ZzZz ~ 4 charged leptons + 2Z1 (=} lIT) ,

stand out conspicuously above the SM backgrounds over a large patch of the

MSSM parameter space, including part of the "hole" region. This new signal

region also overlaps with the region in which the light Higgs boson is detectable

via its SM decays at LHC or LEP II.

Future work in this area will probably yield more signal modes. While none

of these may be dramatic, taken as a whole they can probably aid significantly in

teasing out the exact structure of the electroweak symmetry-breaking sector of the

MSSM. The usefulness of the Higgs boson to spartcles decay modes should also

be further investigated within the additional contraints imposed by supergravity

and GUT theories. Since /L and mu, are determined in a supergravity theory;

that is, they are not free parameters, the amount of parameter phase space in

greatly reduced. This should tend to favor the possibility that some rather definite

predictions can be made [164].

The supersymmetric decay modes of the charged Higgs bosons also merit further

attention. The existence of charged Higgs bosons is a crucial prediction of an

extended Higgs sector, and discovery of a charged Higgs boson would provide clear,

unequivocal proof for an extended sector. Yet the most uncontestable signal we have

for a charged Higgs boson is via top decays, which is clearly only valid for rather

low values of mHch ' Such values are already disfavored by b ~ 8, measurements.

Supersymmetric decay modes, on the other hand, will only open up if the charged

Higgs boson is sufficiently heavy. Thus they might offer an avenue for the detection
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of a charged Higgs bosons thoughout much of MSSM parameter space. (Studies of

the main SM decay mode for a heavy charged Higgs boson, H+ - tb, have been

performed, and they suggest signals for gb - tH" [165] or gg - H-tb + H+bf

[166J might be discernable in some regions of the MSSM parameter space, given

adequate b-tagging capabilities.) In addition, associated production modes, which

have already received considerable attention in connection with the b-quark and

l'Y'Y Higgs boson signals, have yet to be investigated for the supersymmetric decay

modes. Since the branching fractions of the Higgs bosons to sparticles can in fact

be quite high, as seen in Figures 5.1-5.7, there is some chance that signals can be

obtained from these production channels despite the large drop in the production

rates over the inclusive Higgs boson production processes. In particular, the associ

ated production of a charged Higgs boson with top quarks or gauge bosons makes

possible four lepton signals similar to those studied for the neutral Higgs bosons. In

fact, the main production mode of the charged Higgs boson, gb _ tH: , leads to an

associated top quark. More study of this process seems warranted, and will soon be

underway.
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Appendix A

MSSM Higgs Masses & Couplings

A.I The Scalar Potential - Tree-Level

The most general Lagrangian compatible with supersymmetry is of the form

(see [15] and references therein):

c L io, Si)t(DP Sd + ~ L 1iJi l/J.,pi

1" i,,-- 4L...J Fpv.4FPV.4 + 2" L...J A.4 l/J A.4
.4 .4

-V2L [Sl(t ..d~i 1 ~ 15 A.4 + h.c.]
•

-~ L [~ Slt.4 s, + ~.4] 2

.4 I

1

81
1

2

-L -
i 8Si 5=S

-~ ~ {7Pi [1 ~ 15] [8:2~S'] .7Pj + h.c. }
I,J • J 5=.5

(A.l)

The Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is

( h+) (h
l

- )composed of two doublet scalar fields H = and H' = , where H' is a
hO h'o

representation g" SU(2) doublet, and so the corresponding ~ doublet is (~~~O).
Here h+, hO, h'-, and h'o are all complex scalar fields. With these definitions, the

superpotential, I, for the MSSM is of the form (see [15]):

1 = - 2m l(h°h'° + h+h'-) + fu(uhO - dh+)(;C

+!d(uh'- + dh'°)DC + fe(vh'- + eh'°)EC +... (A.2)
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Here the hats above the fields signify that these are superfields. From this we

may derive the scalar potential for the case of the MSSM. This is done below and

is also used as an opportunity to introduce some notation to be used for the MSSM

parameters.

We begin by considering the scalar interactions from the fourth line above. For

the U(l) terms we have,

=

(h+- hO-)g'Y (h+)
2 hO

I

~ ((Ih+ 1
2 + IhOI 2)

Y'(-h IO
)+ (-h'O- h'--) g'2 h

'-

(lh'OI 2 + Ih'-n)

+ 0

where the Fayet-Iliopoulos term [169], ~.4., has been set to zero by choice (~A = 0 if

the MSSM is embedded in a GUT theory). Thus for the U(l) terms we have

VU(l)

For the SU(2) component,

= (h+- hO- ) ta (~: ) + (-h'O- h'-- ) ta ( h~~O)

where 2t a are the Pauli spin matices times the SU(2) coupling constant. Thus,

a

And so

VSU(2)

2

~ {(h+-hO + hO-h+)2 - 2(h+-ho + hO-h+)(hIO-h'- +hl--h'O)

+ (hIO-h'- + hl-*h'O)2 _ (-h+-ho+ hO-h+)2

- 2(-h+-ho + hO-h+)(hIO-h'- - hl--h'O) - (hIO-h'- - hl--h'O)2

+ (lh+1 2 _lhOI 2
) 2 + 2(lh+1 2 -lhOI2)(lh'OI2 -1h'-1 2

)

+ (lh ' O
I
2 _1h'-1 2)2}
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2

~ {(Ih+ 12 - IhOl 2+ Ih'OI 2 - 1h'-1 2
/ + 4/h+/21h01 2 + 4IhIOI2Ih,-/2

- 4(h+*h'-*hOhlO + hO*h'O*h+h'-)} . (AA)

Contributions also arise from the superpotential terms in line five of Eqn. (A.l).

Specifically, for fh = -2ml(hOhlO +h+iz.'-) ,

I~ I ~ = (2m )2Ih'OI2
aha h=h 1

1 E1.b.. 1 ~ = (2m )2Ih,-/ 2
ah+ h=h 1

£!..!L I - -2 hOah ' O • - ml
h=h

M../ - -2 h+ah'-. - ml
h=h

I:f,o I~=h = (2md2
lhol

2

1 2/.h... 1 ~ = (2m )2Ih+/2
ah'- h=h 1

(A.5)

This yields (A.6)

Finally, we must consider contributions from soft supersymmetry breaking terms

[16J. These are resticted to be gauge-invariant terms of mass dimension three or

lower. The allowable dimension-two terms are just

where E21 = -E12 = 1 and En = E22 = 0 (to contract doublets in a gauge-invariant

fashion). The dimension-three terms are just the cubic terms of the superpotential

f plus their hermitian conjugates. But since none of the cubic terms in f is com

posed solely of Higgs fields, these do not contribute to the potential. Thus the soft

supersymmetry breaking contribution to the scalar potential is
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Now we may add V sp plus Vsojt to obtain

V sp + V so j t = (in? + (2m])2)(lhOI2+ Ih+1 2) + (m~ + (2m])2)(lh'OI2 + 1h'-12)

+ mi2(h+h'- + hOh'o + h.c.)

m2(l hOl2+ /h+1 2) + m'2(lh'Ol2 + Ih'-1 2)

(A.9)

Putting all the contributions together yields

Vt ree = m 2( lhOl2 + Ih+1 2) + m'2(lh'Ol2 + Ih'-1 2)

+ ini2(h+ h'- + hOh'o + h.c.)
2

+ ~ {(lh+12-lhOl 2+ 1h'°12 -1h'-n
2 + 41h+1 21h01 2 + 41h'0121h'-1 2

- 4(h+-h'--hOhlO + hO-h'O-h+h'-)}

9 ' 2 2

+ 8 [Ih+12+ Iho
l
2 - Ih,ol2 - Ih'-1 2] . (A.10)

A.2 Tree-level Higgs Masses

The masses for the MSSM Higgs may now be calculated from the scalar poten

tial. First we define

h' = ~(h~ + ih~) (A.11)

where hR , hI, h~, and h~ E lR. The minimum of the scalar potential is at

(H) = (~) (A.12)

where v and v' are non-negative real numbers (using the gauge freedom, we can

pick the arbitrary phases of the complex Higgs fields to guarantee this). Thus

(hR ) = V2v, (h~) = V2v', and (hI) = (h~) = (h+) = (h'-) = O. This defines the

vacuum expectation values (vev's) for the Higgs fields. We can further make the

standard definition of the ratio of the expectation values as tan f3 = .!7 .
v
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The formula for the elements of the squared mass matrix now takes the form

cFV I
M ij = oh-8h· '

I J vev

(A.13)

where hi, hj are hn, hnfor the scalar Higgs bosons and hI, hI for the pseudoscalar.

First we calculate the second derivatives of Vtree with respect to hI and hI:

2h - 2 h'm I - m I2 I

and
oVt r ee

ohI

+ ~ll{hI(lh'OI2 -lhOl 2 -lh+12-1h'-1 2
)

+ .J2i(h+-h'-- h'O - s":h+h-)}

+ ~g'2{hI(lhOI2 -1h'°12 + Ih+1 2 -W-n} , (A.14)

,2h' - 2 hm I - m I2 I

+ ~ll{h~(lhOI2 -WOI2- Ih+12- 1h'-12)

+ .J2i(h+-h'--hO - hO-h+h-n

+ ~lg'2{h~(lhOI2 -1h'°12 + Ih+1 2 - 1h'-1 2)} . (A.15)

But since we have already chosen (hI) = (hI) = 0,

oVt ree I
oh'I vev

o (A.16)

automatically, yielding no constraining equations. For the second derivatives,

and

m 2 + ~ll{lh'OI2 -lhOl2- Ih+12-W-12- h/}

+ ~l g'2{-lhO
l
2+ Ih'Ol2 - Ih+ 1

2+ 1h'-12- h/} ,(A.17)

m 12 + ~/g2{lhOI2 _WOI 2-lh+12_ 1h'-12_ h~2}

+ ~lg'2{lhOI2 _1h'°12 + Ih+12-1h'-12- h~2} , (A.lS)

and finally

(A.19)
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==? a
2Vt r

2ee I m 2 + Hg2+g'2)(V2 _ V/2)
ahI

vetJ

a2Vtrr I I" Hl +g'2)(V2
_ V/2)m-

ah~
vev

a
2Vtree I - 2

ahIah~
-m12

vev

(A.20)

Now for the derivatives with respect to hR and hR:

2h - 2 him R - m 12 R

+ ~ll{h~(lhOI2 -1h'°12 -lh+1 2 -lh'-12)
+ v2(h+*h'-*hO + hO*h+h-)}

+ ~1g'2{h~(lhOI2 _1h'°12 + Ih+12-1h'-12)} . (A.22)

and
aVtr ee

ahR

+ ~ll{hR(lh'OI2 _ Ihol2- Ih+12- Ih'-1 2)

+ v2(h+*hl-*h'o+ h,o*h+h-)}

+ ~g/2{hR(lhOI2 _ Ih
,ol2+ Ih+12-1h'-12)} ,

'2h' - 2 hm R - m 12 R

(A.21)

Notice that if we were to disregard the terms containing h+ and h'>, which is

perfectly permissible since we are only interested in the values of the derivatives of

V at the minimum where (h+) = (h'-) = 0, then

aVt r ee avt r ec
when hR hi~ ~

ahR ahR R

avt rcc aVt r ee when hR hI (A.23)~ ~

ahR ah!

In addition, since the minimum of the potential by definition occurs where the values

of the Higgs fields are set equal to their vev's, this is an extremum, and

aVt r ee I
ahR vev

aVt r ee I
ah'R vev
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Thus we have the conditions:

(A.25)

and (A.26)

For the second derivatives,

mZ + ~/ l{lh'OIZ _ Iholz- Ih+lz - Ih'-I z - hR
Z

}

+ ~/ g'Z{-Iholz+ Ih'0lz _ Ih+ IZ+ Ih'-I z - hRZ} , (A.27)

and m'Z + ~/gZ{lhOIZ _1h'0[Z -Ih+l z-Ih'-[Z _ h~z}

+ ~/g'Z{lhOIZ _Ih'°lz + Ih+[Z -Ih'-Iz - h~2} , (A.28)

and finally Hl +g'Z)hRh~

~gZ{h+h'- + h+*h'-*} (A.29)

82Vtrr I
8hR

vev

8
2Vtrl!" I
8h'n

vev

~I8hR8h'n
vev

(A.30)

Now subtracting zero from these expressions by applying the conditions from Eqns.

(A.25) and (A.26) to the first two of these expressions yields:

(A.31)

-miz tanf3 +

OZVt ree , _ _1_ oVt ree I
Oh Z 102 ohR vell Y L;V R vev

o2Vt ree , _1_ oVt ree I
oh'nZ vev y'2v' oh'n vev

02Vt r ee I
ohRoh'n vev

OZVt r ee I
oh Z

R vev

oZVt r eeI
oh' ZR vev
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Further, applying Eqns, (A.25) and (A.26) to Eqns. (A.20) yields:

(A.32)

The tree level masses of the neutral Higgs bosons may now be determined by

diagonalizing the appropriate Higgs mass squared matrix. The matrix has the form

(A.33)

And so the eigenvalues are found from

I
A - A

-B
-B I= A2

- (A + C)A + AO - B2 = 0
A- 0

~ [(A + 0) ± J(A + OF + 4(AO - B2)]

~[(A + 0) ± J(A - OF +4B2] (A.34)

For the imaginary parts of the Higgs fields, which are associated with the

so-called pseudoscalar Higgs boson (see Chapter 1 for the rationale behind this

appellation) ,

M tree _
H2 

P
(A.35)

Then detpI - M~~e) = A[A + mi2(tan,8 + cot,8)] = 0
p

- 2

===? A = 0 or A = -m12

sin,8 cos,8
2 - 2- m 12

sin 2,8
(A.36)

The Goldstone mode which was "eaten" to give mass to the ZO gauge boson is thus

uncovered along with the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson:



mColdstoneO = 0 and
2 - 2- m 12

sin 2{3
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(A.37)

The corresponding eigenvectors are readily found to be

hI sin {3 - h~ cos {3

hI cos{3 + h~ sin {3

(A.38)

(A.39)

Plugging the expression for m'JI into the CP-even squared mass matrix terms
p

gives:

A

c

v 2

-mi2 cot {3 + 2(g2 +9'2)
1

_ 2 VV 2 12
B = m 12 - 2(g +g ) =

v ' 2

-mi2tan{3+ 2"(g2+ gI2)

- (m~ + m ~O ) sin {3 cos {3
p

(A.40)

(A.41)

where m~o = Hg2 + g'2):Evev's = Hg2 + g'2)(V2+ V/2) (with the definition of the

vev's given above, which differs from that in Halzen and Martin[170] - Eqns, (15.15)

and (15.21)) and sin2{3 = v2~2vI2' cos2{3 = v2~:'2' have been used. Thus,

8
2V I flu=./

[
~ 8hR8h~]vev vev

~I 8
2V

r I8hR8h~ 8h'R'1
e

vev vev

And so
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For the two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons, referred to as the light and heavy

Higgs bosons, we may define a mixing angle a, following the convention of [116], by

(hR - .J2v) cos a + (h~ - V2v') sin a

-(hR - .J2v)sina + (h~ - V2v') cos a (A.44)

(with a ~ a ~ ~) defining the contribution of the Higgs doublet coupling to the up

type quarks, H, to the physical light Higgs boson, Hi, etc. This will then go into

determining the coupling strengths and thus the decay widths of the physical Higgs

bosons to the various quarks and leptons and their supersymmetric partners as well

as the neutralinos and charginos. Inverting the equations above gives

h'R Hi sin a +H h cos a + V2v' (A.45)

8V
=? 8Hl

8V 8V
cos a 8h

R
+ SIn a 8h'R (A.46)

82V 82V 82V 82V

8H~
sin

2a 8 2 cos a sin a 8 8' + cos2a
--2

hR hR hR 8h'R

Then 8
2V

I m 2 and 8
2V'

m 2 leads to
8H2 Hl 8H2 = H h

l vev h vev

m'J.Il Acos2a + 2B sin a cos a + Csin2a

m 2 Asin 2a - 2B sin a cos a + Ccos 2a
Hh

=? mk-m'J.Il=-(A-C)cos2a-2Bsin2a

(A.47)

(A.48)

(A.49)
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and solving this for sin 20: gives

-2B -2B
sin 20: = = ----=----::--

V(A - C)2 +4B2 m'j-h - mke

-(A - C) -(A - C)
cos 20: = 2 2

/(A - C)2 +4B2 mHh - mHe

==> tano:

2B
=> tan 20: = A _ C

~[-(A-C)
2b

~[-(A - C) +
2b

(A.50)

(A.51)

A comparison of these equations to those on page 197 of The Higgs Hunter's

Guide[64] (HHG) yields the following identifications:

Table A.l

For the tree-level case,

This work

A

B

C

0:

Higgs Hunter's Guide

M n

M 12

M ll

-0:

tan 0:
(mkp - m~o) cos 213 - v(mk

p
+ m~o)2 + 4m'1-Ipm~ocos22f3

(mkp+m~o) sin 213
(A.52)
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A.4 Tree-level Charged Higgs Boson Mass

To find the mass of the charged Higgs bosons, the derivatives of V trce, Eqn.

(A.10), with respect to the charged complex scalar fields must be calculated:

8Vtree

8h+
2h+* + - 2 h'-m m 12

+ ~i{h+*(lh'OI2 + Ihol 2+ Ih+1 2-1h'-1 2) - 2ho*h,o*h'-}

+ ~g'2{h+-(lhOI2 _ [h'°12 + Ih+1 2-1h'-1 2)} , (A.53)

'2h'-* + - 2 h+m m 1 2

+ ~i{h'--(lh'OI2 + Ihol 2-lh+12+ 1h'-12) - 2ho-h,o*h+}

+ ~/g'2{h'-*(lhOI2 _1h'°12 + Ih+1 2-1h'-12)} , (A.54)

8Vtree/
===} 8h+

vev

= 8V
tree I = 0

8h'- vev

(A.55)

82Vtree

8h'-8h'-*

82Vtree

8h+8h'
82Vtree

8h+-8h'-*

m2 + ~i(lhOI2 + [h'°12 + 21h+12 -1h'-1 2)

+ ~g'2(lhOI2 _1h'°12 + 21h+1 2- [h'-1 2) (A.56)

m'2 + ~i(lhOI2 + [h'°12 - Ih+ 12+ 21h'-n
+ ~lg'2(lhOI2 -lh'Ol2 + Ih+1 2

- 2Ih'-12) (A.57)

mi2 ~g2ho*h'o* Hi +g'2)h+*h'-* (A.58)

(A.59)

a2
V t r ce I

8h+8h+·
vev

8
2V

t r ee Iah' 8h' •
vev

a2
V t r ce I - a2

V t ree I -
ah+ah' - 8h+·ah' • -

vev vev

- 2 iivv'm 12 - 2 (A.60)
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Now applying Eqns.

82Vtree I
8h+8h+- vev

82Vtree I
8h'-8h'-- vev
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(A.25) and (A.26) to the above expressions yields:

82Vtree I _1_ 8VtreeI 2 g2 2-m12 cot f3 + -2v'
8h+8h+- vev y2v 8hR vev

82Vtree I 1 ev.: I
8h'- Bh'>: '2 ' 8h'vev y.:;v R vev

82Vtree I 82Vtree I
8h+8h'- - 8h+-8h'--

vev vev

2 f3 g2v'2
_ [-mI2cot + 2
- - 2 g2vv'

m 12 - 2

(Note here that one could define the quantities b: and h'+ such that ti: = h+- and

h'+ = h'--j however, to avoid confusion it seems better to refrain from this: fields

denoted with a plus sign will always be from the H doublet and those denoted with

a minus sign will always be from the H' doublet.) The charged Higgs mass squared

- 2 g2vv' ]m 12 - 2

2 2_m2 tanf3 + iC!C12 2

(A.62)
This is very similar to M~~e of Eqn. (A.35), differing only by the addition of the

p

terms proportional to the SU(2) coupling constant and in the signs of the off-diagonal

elements. Then

det(AI - M~~e) = A[A +mi2(tan f3 + cot f3 - tl(v 2 + V'2))J = 0
ch

- 2 2
-m12 9 (2 '2) 2 2

==? A = 0 or A = . f3 f3 + -2 v +v = mH +mil'SIn cos P
(A.63)

where Eqn. (A.37) has been used, along with the relation
2

2 2 2() 9 1 2 '" ' -21 g2(V2 + V'2) (A 64)mil' = mzocos II' = mzo (g + g')2 = 2g L..Jvev s = .

(as before with m1o, this is with the definition of the vev's used here). The charged

Goldstone mode which was "eaten" to give mass to the W± gauge bosons is thus

uncovered along with the mass of the charged Higgs bosons (Hch = H+ or H-):

mColdstone+ = 0 and 2 2 2mH =mH +m1F •
ell p

(A.65)

The corresponding eigenvectors are

g+

ipch

h+ sin f3 + h'-- cos f3

h+ cos f3 - h'-* sin f3

(A.66)

(A.67)
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Radiative Corrections: Effective Potential

Approximation

It was recognized several years ago that loops involving top quarks and i-squarks

could lead to significant radiative corrections to the masses of the MSSM Higgs

bosons [171-173]. The corrections to the mass of the light Higgs boson were found

to be proportional to mt log (~). This is of great phenomenological significance

since the tree-level relations of Eqn. (A.43) imply that

(A.68a)

(A.68b)

(A.68c)

As can be seen in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 of Chapter 1, these corrections are sufficient to

push the mass of the light Higgs boson above Mzo, and beyond the reach of the LEP

II collider soon to be in operation at CERN (see Figure 2.12 of Chapter 2). Previous

studies of the corrections to the MSSM Higgs boson masses had either neglected to

consider a heavy top quark [174], or had concentrated on calculating sum rules

among the Higgs boson masses rather than individual masses [175,176]. A large

number of studies have been done since the discovery of the large top-stop sector

corrections, and the scope of the corrections calculated has grown both in complete

ness and in complexity. Several methods of calculating the radiative corrections to

the MSSM Higgs bosons have been employed. These can be roughly classified as

renormalization-group equation techniques [177-184], summing of relevant Feynman

diagrams to one-loop order [172,175,176,185-194]' or effective potential approxima

tions [47,171,173,178,181,195-203]. The list of references presented here covers a

significant amount of the work being done on radiative corrections to the MSSM

Higgs boson masses; however, it is by no means exhaustive. See Dabelstein [193]

for a brief description of these techniques; results from the different techniques are

compared in various places, see for example Brignole [190,191).
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The effective potential method will be employed here. Notable weaknesses of

this technique include neglecting the q2-dependence of the relevant diagrams and

omitting the gaugino-higgsino sector altogether. The correction to V in the one

loop effective potential approximation has the form [204-206]:

(A.69)

Here M and m are the classical field-dependent "mass" matrices which reduce to the

fermion and boson mass matrices, respectively, when the classical fields are set equal

to their vev's - m and M will hereafter be referred to simply though somewhat

loosely as the fermion (or quark) and sfermion (or squark) "mass" matrices, respec

tively; technically the mass matrices are actually mlvev and Mlvev. An arbitrary

mass scale (Q) required to make the arguments of the logarithms dimensionless has

been suppressed in Eqn, (A.69) and in numerous equations to follow. More will be

said about this after Eqn. (A.140) and again after Eqn. (A.143).

First a brief mathematical interlude: suppose M is some N X N diagonalizable

matrix, and f(M) is some function of M. Then for some state ket Iv>,

f(M)lv >= f(M) L vilei>= L f(M)Vilei >
. .
I I

where lei> are the eigenkets of the matrix M, which form a complete set enabling

us to expand Iv > in terms of them, Iv >= .L:i vilei>=> Vi =< eilv>. Now taking a

power series expansion of f(M), f(M) = .L:j ejMj leads to

f(M)/v> L(L CjMj)Vilei>= L L vicj(Mjlei »
j j

L L Vi cj(A1l ei» = L vi(L cjA1)l ei>= L V;f(Ai)lei >
j j

where Ai are the eigenvalues of the matrix M, and thus, Mlei >= Ailei > and

Mjlei >= A11ei > for any positive integer j. Now substituting the expression for Vi

yields

and so

f(M)/v >= L f(Ai)lei >< e;iv>

f(M) = L f(Ai)lei>< e.]

(A.70)

(A.71)
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Now the trace is the same in both the diagonalized and the original undiagonalized

bases (i.e., the trace is invariant under changes of bases, the trace is equal to the

sum of the eigenvalues). This can be seen at once from the cyclic property of the

trace, Tr(M' = p-l MP) = Tr(Mp-l P) = Tr(M). Therefore, I am free to choose

the diagonal basis and use in Eqn. (A.69)

A.6

Tr(j(M)) = L f(>'d

Top/Bottom "Mass" Matrix

(A.72)

The form of the fermion "mass" matrix, m, may be found from the last line of

Eqn, (A.1) using the f given in Eqn. (A.2). Only the third generation of quarks will

be considered here, and any inter-generational mixing will be neglected. In terms

of the third generation of quarks, f may be written as

where ft and fb are the top and bottom Yukawa couplings, respectively. According

to Eqn. (A.1), derivatives of f with respect to the various superfields are needed:

(A.74)

...ff:..L - 1,h,o {Pf I 0 (A.75):::} -,-, = ft hei-et - t 8Tc8t
hO=hO

~=lih'o 8
2
f I '0 (A.76):::} -,-, = fbhaBeab b 8Bc8b h,o=h'o

~ A 8
2
f I (A.77)atc8b = -fth+ :::} -,-, = ft h+

8Tc8b
h+=h+

.£L - ',- 8
2
f I (A.78)8BC8i - fbh :::} -,-, = fbh'-

8Bc8t
h'-=h'-
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with the same expressions holding for the derivatives taken in the opposite order.

The quark third generation part of the potential, which gives the top & bottom

Yukawa interactions, can now be written as

In the above equations, t, b, T, and B are four-component Majorana spinors. The

Majorana property 'l/J = C;j;T, can be used to write Eqn. (A.79) in terms of Dirac

spinors, t D and bD , where

The associated two-component Weyl spinors are tt. and tn where tD

(A.80)

D 1 ( D (tR
)tR = 2" 1 + /5)t = 0 .

Aside: let 'l/J = (::), be a four-component Majorana spinor, with cPL and

cPR two-component Weyl spinors. Then ij;T = 'l/JLyO = (:~) in the Dirac-Pauli

(

0"2 0) _
representation, in which C = i'y2/0 = i . And so if'l/J = C'l/JT, theno -(1'2

(A.81)

So the Majorana condition is equivalent to

(A.82)

where 'l/JL and 'l/JR are four-component spinors analogous to tf and t~ above. A

couple useful relations are

(A.83)
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(A.84)

Two further useful properties of Majorana spinors are

1f;x = X:l/J and (A.85)

where ¢ and X are Majorana spinors. The first relation is proved in Ref. [15]

following which the second can readily be worked out. Using Eqn. (A.82), the four

component Majorana spinors may now be constructed,

(A.86)

with analogous expressions for the bottom quark Majorana spinors. Note that this

is in agreement with

t(1 - /s)t = tf and t(1 + /s)T = t~ . (A.87)

Consider the first two terms (plus their hermitian conjugates) in VYuk,

Eqn. (A.79):

tfthOlt(l - /s)T + tfthO-tt(1 + /s)t

+ tfthOtt(1- /s)t + tfthO-lt(1 + /s)T +... , (A.88)

(where the even terms above are the hermitian conjugates of the odd terms). Now

using the relations in Eqn. (A.85) on the first two terms, this can be rewritten as

(A.89)

Now noting Eqn.(A.87), this can be written as

VYuk tfthOt~tf + tfthO-£rt~ + tfthOt~tf + tfthO-£rt~ + ...

fthOt~tf + fthO-irt~ + ...
fthO£bt(l - /s)t D + fthO-£bt(1 + /s)t D + ... . (A.90)
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Thus, employing the same steps on the other terms, Eqn. (A.79) may be rewritten

as

VYuk = ft hO£bt(1_,s)tD + fthO-£bt(1 + Is)tD

- fth+£b~(l -ls)bD - fth+-b"Dt(1 + Is)tD

+ fb h'- bDt(1 - IS )tD + fbh'-- tD~ (1 + IS )bD

+ fbh,obDH1 -ls)bD + fbh,o-bDH1 + Is)bD

The quark "mass" matrix is now given by

(A.91)

(A.92)

, (A.93)

and so

The eigenvalues for this matrix are:

At,A2 = ~{ft2(lhOI2 + Ih+1 2) + f~(/h,oI2 + 1h'-12)

± [N(lhOI2 + Ih+1 2)2 + f:(lh'OI 2 + lh'-n2

+ 2f/fl(lho/ 21h'-12+ Ih+1 21h'°12 -lhoI 21h'°12 -lh+121h'-1 2

-2ho-h,o-h+h'- - 2h+-hl--hOh'O)] ~ }(A.95)

== ( ± TJ (A.96)

Note that when the fields are set equal to their vev's,

(Ivev = Hffv2+ J;V/2) = Hm; +m~) and TJlvev = ~(ft2V2 - Rv/2) = Hm; - m~).

(A.97)

Inserting these results into Eqn. (A.69) yields

~Vqk = - 6~2 Tr(mtm)210g(mtm) = - :4'7r~ [Ai log At +Apog A2]

= -16~2 [((+TJ)2log((+TJ) + ((-TJ)2log((-TJ)] (A.98)
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where the number of colors is N; = 3 and the extra factor of four is due to the trace

over the Lorentz-space indices of the Dirac field. From Eqn. (A.98) expressions for

the derivatives at the minimum are easily derived:

_1_8(LlVqk) ,
V2v 8hR vev

_1_8(LlVqk)/
I2v' 8h'RV,£J vev

-~t~r;~ [21og(m~) + 1]

-~t~r;~ [21og(m~) + 1]

(A.99)

(A.I00)

8(LlVqk)I
8h'I vev

o (A.I0l)

8(LlVqk)/ = 8(LlVqk) I
Bh;: 8h'-

vev vev

8
2(Ll

Vqk) I
8h2

R vev

82 (LlVqk) ,

8h~
2

vev

8
2
(LlVqk) I
8h2

I vev

8
2
(LlVqk) I
8h'/ vev

8(LlVqk)I 8(LlVqk)/
0 (A.I02)Bh:": Bh/:>

vev vev

-3ft
2m;

[61 ( 2) + 7]167l"2 og m t

-3flm~ [61og(m2) + 7]167l"2 b

-~t~r;; [21og(mD + 1]

-~t~r;~ [21og(m~) + 1]

8
2
(LlVqk)I

8h+8h+*
vev

8
2
(LlVqk) I

Bhr Bh/::
vev

8
2(LlVqk)I = 8

2(LlVqk ) I = 0
8hRah~ vev 8hI8hi vev
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Now since the minimum of the complete potential occurs when the Higgs fields

are set equal to their vev's, Eqns. (A.24) must be modified by adding the quark

terms. This leads to expressions analogous to Eqns. (A.31), (A.32), and (A.61) for

the second derivatives of the quark correction to the scalar potential.

o (A.103)

8
2(L1Vqk) I 8

2(L1
Vqk)I _1_ 8(L1Vqk) I 08h 2 8h 2 V2v 8hR vev/ vev I vev

8
2(L1Vqk)I 82(~Vqk)1 1 8(L1Vqk)/

0
8h/

2
vev 8hj

2
vev V2 I 8h'V R vev

8
2(L1Vqk) I 0 (A.104)
8h/8h/ vev

8
2(L1Vqk) I

8h+8h+-
vev

8
2(L1

Vqk) I
8hl-8h'-- vcv

82(L1Vqk) ,
8h+8h+*

vev

+ 1 + m; + m~ 109(m;)]mr - m~ m~

(A.105)
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The terms of the sfermion "mass" matrix M are derived from lines four and five

of Eqn. (A. 1). Using the expression for the superpotential, t, in Eqn. (A.73), we

find

of AD
ft iT C ELI -2m jh'o + fttLtR '"

oho
-2m jh' + =}

aho s=s
of AD + fbhiJc

8~{o t., -2m jhO + fbbLbR'"
ail

-2m1h =}

of
-2m1h' - ft hT C =} ~I -2mjh'- ftbLtR '"

oh+
=

8i.+ s=s =
of A+ + fbiiJ c

8~f-ls=s -2m1h+ + fbtLbR'" (A.106)= -2m1h =} =
oh/-

==?j*fa-/
S
=Sl2 (2mt} 2Ih,oI 2+ HltL/ 2

1tR1 2 - 2m jh'OfttL-tR - 2m jh'0"'fttLtR'"

/41 12 = (2ml)2IhOI2+Rlhl21bRI
2 - 2mjhOfbbL-bR - 2m jhO"'fbhbR'"

8h' s=s

1~ls=sI2 = (2md21h'- /2+ HlbL/ 2/tRI 2 + 2m 1h'- fth-tR + 2m jh'--ft bLtR'"

I

~( I 1

2

= (2mlf /h+12 + flltLI 21bR I
2 - 2m jh+ fbtL"'bR - 2m jh+- fbtLbR-

8h' s=s

(A.107)

Stop and sbottom mass terms can be picked out from Eqns. (A.107), yielding

+h.c. (A.108)

Additional sfermion mass terms come from taking derivatives of the superpotential

with respect to chiral superfields - see Eqns. (A.74). This yields:

Vsq :3 (Hlh012+ Rlh'-12)ltLI2 + Ut21h+12 + Rlh'012)lbLI2

- U?hoh+'" - flh'- h'O-)tLbL'" - U?h+ hO- - Rh'Oh'-"')bLtL '"

+ ft2(lhOl2+ Ih+1 2)ltRI2 + fl(/h
,o/2+ 1h'-1 2)lbRI2

+ fdb(hOh'-- - h+h'O-)bRtR- + fdb(h'-hO- - h,oh+-)tRbR'" (A.109)
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There are also the so-called D-terms arising from line five of Eqn. (A.I). For

the Ufl ) terms,

( h+- hO-) IY (h+) ( _h'o- y ' (-h
IO)

9 2 hG + h'-- )9'2 h'-

(t: -- IYL CL) IYR--- YR--- D+ bL )9""2 - + 9 ""2tR t n + 9'TbR bR +
tR

~9'[(lh+IZ + IhOI Z) (lh'OI Z+ Ih'-I Z)

+ HltLIZ+ IbLI Z) + ~4ItRIZ + ~lbRIZ]

where the Fayet-Iliopoulos term, eA, has again been set to zero by choice. Upon

squaring, cross-terms betweeen the Higgs fields and the squark fields will lead to

mass terms for the squarks when the Higgs fields are set equal to their vev's. The

following terms are thus obtained:

Vsq :1 g'Z(lh+l z+ Iholz-!h'-/z -!h'°IZ)UzltLIZ - ~ltRIZ + llZlbLl z + ~lbRlz]

(A.lID)

For the SU(2) component,

Thus,

a

where the cross-terms leading to squark mass terms are shown. And so

9Z[HhO-h+ - hl--h'O)tL-h + Hh+-ho - hIO-h'-)bL-tL

+ Hlh+lz-Iho/ z+ Ih'°lz -1h'-IZ)( ltLIZ - IbLI Z)] (A.IlI)
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Finally, we must consider soft supersymmetry breaking terms. The allowable

dimension-two terms are

»r (tL * bL* ) (;:) = mI( ItLI2 + IbLI2) , »t: ItRI 2
, and mb~ IbRI

2 .(A.112)

The dimension-three soft supersymmetry breaking terms are found from the super

potential f. From the last two terms of Eqn. (A.73), we find

v.;

M;l -2mdth'o* - AdthO

M~3 = -2mdbho* - Ab/bh'o

M;l - ft2hoh+* + f~h'-h'o* + ii-(h+*ho - h,o*h'-)

M~l = - 2mdbh+* - Ab!bh'-

M;2 = 2mlfth'- + A;ft h+*

M~2 = fdb(h'- hO* - hlOh+*) (A.1I5)

where At and Abare inputs with the dimension of mass. In general, they are referred

to as A-terms.

Collecting all the terms from Eqns. (A.I08)-(A.1I3), the squark mass squared

matrix may now be written as
tL*Mll M12 M13 M14

V -M2 -.. [tL bL bRJ
M21 M22 M23 M24 tR*

(A.114)sq = q sqq = tR
M31 M32 M33 M34 bL*

M41 M42 M43 M44 bR"

where:

Mll mr + ft21hol 2 + f~lh'-12

+ ~(lh+12 -lhol2+ Ih,o/2 -1h'-12) + ~(lh+12 + /hol 2_1h'0/2 -1h'-1 2)

M22 mh + N(lho/ 2 + Ih'+j2) - S;(lh+12+ /hol 2 -1h'°12 -Ih'-n
M33 mr + ft21h+1 2 + f~lh,oI2

_ ~(lh+12 _ Ihol2+ jh'°12 -1h'-1 2) + ~(lh+12 + Ihol2 -1h'°12 -1h'-1 2)

M44 m~~ + f~(lh'OI2 + 1h'-12) + ~(lh+12 + Ihol2 -1h'°12 -1h'-12)

M12
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This is in agreement with the formulee of Eqn. (4) of Brignole et al. [198] if the

following identifications are made:

Table A.2

This work

m
L

mt~' mb~

It,lb

-2m]

h+, hO

h'-, h'o

At, Ab

Brignole et al.

mQ

fL

Ht, Hg
Hf, -HI

-At, -Ab (assumes real A-terms)

Note that the HI doublet of [198] is a representation ~ 8U(2) doublet whereas the

H' used here is a~· 8U(2) doublet. This accounts for the extra minus sign in the

comparison above.

Now in order to apply Eqn. (A.72) to the sfermion sector, the eigenvalues of the

above 4 x 4 matrix must be found. For the case of the neutral Higgs bosons, this

can be considerably simplified by noting that all terms proportional to a charged

Higgs field may be dropped. This is because (h+) = (h'-) = 0, and if we only

take derivatives with respect to the neutral fields then terms with charged field

dependence will be set to zero at the minimum. This of course will not work

for the case of the charged Higgs, which will be considered later. Dropping the

terms proportional to the charged Higgs fields leaves M;q in block diagonal form,

decoupling the stop and sbottom sectors, which have the following eigenvalues:

At = Hmi + m'f;) + Rlho/ 2 + Hl + gl2)(l h'OI 2 - Iho/ 2
)

± {~ [(mz - mh) + Hl- ~g'2)(lh'OI2 - Ih012)f
1

+ It2(2m
Ih

'O+ A~ho*)(2mlh'o. + AthO)} 2" (A.1l6)



and at the minimum,

Hmz + m~-;) + ftlh'°12 - ~(l +gI2)(lh'OI
2 - [hOI 2)

± {~ [(mZ - m~) - Hl- ~gI2)(lh'OI2 -lhOI2)r
1

+ ft(2m1hO + Ai:h'O-)(2m1hO- + AbhIO)}
'i
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, (A.1I7)

2 2 _ \ I
mt;,m~ = "'t vev = Hmz +m'i;) + ftv 2 + Hl +g'2)(1;'2 - V2)

± {~ [(mZ - m'i;) + Hl- ig'2)(V/2 - V2)r
1

+ N(2m1V' + Atv)(2m1V' + A;V)} 'i

1 (2 2 ) 2 1 2 2{32" mr; +mt~ + mt + :jmZo cos

{
I [2 2 1 2 2 ]2± 4" (mL-mt~) + 6"(8mw-Smzo)cos2{3

1

+ m;(2ml cot {3 + At)(2ml cot {3 + An} 'i (A.1I8)

1

== tat ± Dl
I

Thus at = m~ +m~ and Dl = -2
1 (m~ - m~).t2 tl t2 tl

(A.1I9)

m~,m~ == Ablvev = Hmz +m~) + ftv /2 - Hl + gI2)(v /2 - V2)

± {
I [( 2 2) 1 (2 1 12) (/2 2)] 24" mr; - mb~ -:j 9 -"3g v - V

1

+ ft( 2m1v + Abv')(2mlV + AbV1
) } 'i

1 ( 2 + 2) + 2 1 2 2{32" mr; mb~ mb - :jmZo cos

± {~ [(mZ - m~~) - /2(4m il' - m~o) cos 2,Br

1

+ m~(2m1 tan{3 + Ab)(2ml tan{3 + Ai:)} 'i (A.120)

1

== tab ± Dt (A.121)
1

So ab = m~ + m t and D[ = .!.(m~ - m t ). Also note that m t-I < m t-2 , andb2 bl 2 b2 bl
»« < mi:;'
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Here values for the "mixed" stop and sbottom masses, mt;, mi;, mb;' mb;' are

given for some special limiting cases:

fb = mb = 0

mt;, mi; unaffected, see Eqn. (A.1I8), mb; = mb~' mb; = »i.

(Here it is assumed that the right "bare" stop or sbottom mass is lighter than the

left bare mass, as predicted by supergravity models.)

no D-terms in sfermion mass matrix, (g = g' = 0 in Eqn.(A.115) ).

mt~2' mt~1 .!.(m~ + m~) + m t
2 ± {.!.(m~ - m~)22 L tn 4 L tJl.

2 m 2 = .!.(m~ +m~) + m 2 ± {l(m~ _ m~)2mb;' b; 2 L tn b 4 L bn

no D-terms, degenerate bare stop or sbottom masses

1

+ m~(2ml cot (3 + A t)2 } 2"

1

+ m~(2ml tan (3 + Ab)2} 2"

2 2
mi;,mt;

2 2
mb;,mb;

mz + m; ± mtl 2ml cot (3 + Atl

mZ + m~ ± mbl2ml tan (3 + Abl

no D-terms, 2ml = At = Ab = 0

m~ = m~ + m t
2

, m~ = m~ + m t
2

tl tn t2 L

m~ = m~ + mb2 , m~ = m~ + m~
bl bn b2 L

From Eqns. (A.69) and (A.72),

2 . Nc '" 2 2 . 3 '" [ 2 2]D.Vsq = 647r2 7 Ai log Ai = 647r2 i~2 Ati log Ati + Abi log Abi (A.122)

where the first factor of 2 comes from the fact that the squark fields are complex.

Now the derivatives of the eigenvalues of the sfermion mass matrix, Eqns. (A.1I6)

and (A.1I7), must be found. It is convenient to define several quantites that appear

repeatedly in the expressions:

(A.123)

[TO] [BO]
2

[(mZ - m~~) - g~ (v'2 - v 2)]

(A.124)
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Now for the second derivatives:

±_1_1 {Il1At12 _ ~[TO] + g~~2}
2Dt 2

± -\ { Itmt[2m llRe{At} cot ,8+ IAt I
2]

2Dt 2

2 }2- ¥[TO]

~ ±2~J{R(2ml)2 + ~[TO] + gtl~2}

± -\. {Itmt2ml [2m l cot,8 +Re{At}]
2D t 2

2 , }2+ ¥[TO]

1 {2 g4 vv' }±--!. It 2mlRe{At} - ~
2Dt 2

± -\. {Itmt [2mllRe{At} cot,8 + IAtI 2] - ¥[TO]}
2Dt 2

. {Itmt2ml [2m l cot,8 + lRe{At}] + !df[TO]}
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The expression for :I:~~ I is obtained from that for :~;~ I by the set of sub-
vev R vev

stitutions (v',v,ft,gt,At,Dt,[TOJ) ----t (V,V',fb,gb,Ab,Db,[BOJ). The expression

for :~;~ I is obtained from that for :~>.~ I ' and the expression for a:R2~~1 I is
R vev R vcv R vcv

obtained from that for a::~hl I by the same set of substitutions. Remember that
R vev

V ~ v' means that cot (3 ~ tan (3.

ftZ- ~ ± ~{N/AtI2 - ¥[TO]} ± -ft
4V:Z

(2ml)2(~m{At})2
2~2 2~2

~ ± ~{ftZ(2md2 + ¥[TO]} ± - J;'~z (2m] )Z(S'm{At})Z
2Dt 2 2Dt 2

(}2>'t I
8hz

I vev

8
Z

>'t I
J128 I vev

8
Z

>' t I
8hI8h/ vev

Expressions for the second derivatives of >'b with respect to the imaginary compo

nents of the neutral Higgs fields may be obtained from the >'t expressions by the

same set of substitutions described for the second derivatives with respect to the

real components of the Higgs fields.

Note that these formulee are not valid if D, = 0 and/or Db = O. This cor

responds to the cases where the stop and/or sbottom mass eigenstates (mt;,mt;

and/or mb;.' mb;) are degenerate. These will be dealt with later as special cases.

. 1 8(~Vsq) I
Otherwise, we find: 102v 8h

V Lj' R vev

32
371"Z{{Ut2 - ~)O:t + ftZ[2m

1lRe{At } cot (3 + IAt/Z] - ¥[TO]}[log(m~m~) + 1]

+ {2U? - ~)Dtt + 0:\ [ft2[2m
1lRe{At} cot (3 + IAtI Z

] _ ¥[TO]]}lOg(m~)
2Dt2 mt;

+ {~O:b + f;2ml [2m l + lRe{Ab} cot (3] + ~[BO]} [log(m~m~) + 1]

+{~Dt + 0:\ [fl 2ml [2m1 + lRe{Ab} cot (3] + ¥f[BO]]}lOg(m~)}
2Dt m;;;.

(A.125)
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The expression for v1-v
1
o(~:',q) I is obtained from Eqn. (A.125) for -k0(::2) I

R vev vet)
by the set of substitutions

(Vi, ft,gt, At, at, DIl [TO],mi7,mt;) ~ (v, fb,gb, Ab,ab, Db, [BO],m~,mb;)

(A.126)

-3J2"(2m1){ [2 2 at (m,!-)]----'--:-2-----'- ftmtS'm{At}cot,B log(mtmt) + 1 + --!.log 2
2

3271" I 2 2D2 m-
t t[

+ fbmbS'm{Ab}[log(m~m~) + 1 + a\ log (m~)]} (A.127)
I 2 2D2 m-

b b l

The expression for 8(;:',q) I is obtained from the one above for o(;~,q) I by
I vev vev

the set of substitutions (A.126).

82(~Vsq ) I
8h'k vev

32
371"2

{ {4v
2(ft2

- ~y + at(ft
2

- ~) + ft
21At l

2

. [log(m~m~) + 1]

+ 8v2(1t2 - ¥-)2 + ~: [fn2ml~e{At} cot,B+ IAt I
2] - ~[TO]r

+~ [(8m; - v2g~){fn2ml~e{At} cot,8 + IAtI 2] - ~[TO]}
2Dl

2 2 2 4

+ 4(1t2 - ~ )Dt + at(l?IAt l
2 - ~[TO] + Vl~t)

v2a
2 2] (m~)- D

t
t [fn2ml~e{At} cot,B + IAtI 2] - ~[TO]] log m~

tl

{
v2 g4 g2 2 2 g2 v2g4 } [ 2 2 ]+ ~ + Tab + fd2mt} + ~[BO] + ~ log(m~mb;) + 1

v2g4 2v2[ g2 ]2+ T + Db f~(2md[2ml + ~e{Ab} cot,8] + ~[BO]

+ ~[v2g~{R(2ml)[2ml+~e{Ab}cot,8] + ~[BO]} + ~Db
2~ .

{

V2 2 2

+ ab - DJf~(2ml)[2ml + ~e{Ab} cot,B] + ~[BO]]

+ f~(2ml)2 + ~[BO] + v:~t} ] log (:~) }
bl

(A.128)
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. a2
(tl.V ) IAnalogous to what we've seen before, the expression for 8h' r may be

R vev

obtained from Eqn. (A.128) for a2~~r·q) I via the set of substitutions (A.126).
R vev

02(~Vsq)I
ohRohR vcv

32~2 { {VV~g} (ft - ~) - v~/:l + fN2mt}iRe{At}} [log(m~m~) + 1]

+ vv'g~(ft2 - ~) + 2;:' [ft2(2m1iRe{At} cot,8 + IAt I
2) - ~[TO]J

. [N(2mt}(2m1 + iRe{At}tan,8) + ~[TO]J

+ 2~( [4VV'(j,' - !fl[R(2m,)(2m, + !Re{A,} tan III + 'tITOI]

+ VV~g~ [ft2(2m1iRe{At}cot,8 + IAtI 2) - ~[TO]J

uo'o, [ 2 J-15;" ft(2m1iRe{At}cot,8+IAt I
2) - ~[TO]

. [ft2(2mt}(2m1 + iRe{At}tan,8) + ~[TO]J

+ at (Jt2(2mt}iRe{At} - v~':t) ]log(:~)
t[

+ rV~g}(f;-~) - V~/:~ + f;(2ml)iRe{Ab}}[log(m~m~) + 1]
2 g2 2vv' [ 2 g2 J+ vv'g~ (fb - T) + Db fb(2mt}(2m l + iRe{Ab} cot,8) + "t [BO]

. [R(2m1iRe{Ab}tan,8 + IAbI
2) - ~[BO]J

+ 2~~ [4VV'(f~ - ~)[f;(2mt}(2ml + iRe{Ab}cot,8) + ~[BO]J
b

+ VV~g~ [f;(2m1iRe{Ab}tan,8 + IAbI 2) - ~[BO]J

vv'ab [ 2 J- ----rJ; R(2mt}(2m l + iRe{Ab}cot,8) + ~[BO]

. [f;(2m1iRe{Ab} tan,8 + /AbI
2) - ~[BO]J

+ ab(J;(2ml )iRe{Ab} - V~/:t) ] log(:~ ) }
b[

(A.129)
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8
2
(~V.•q ) I 3 { { (2 9

2 2 2 9
2

} [ 2 2 ]8h2 = 3271"2 at ft - T) + f t IAtl - ~[TOJ log(mt;mi;) + 1
j vev

2j4 12

+ ~~ (2mt}2(S'm{At})2

1 [ 2 :j4v' 2a

+ --1.. 4(N - ~ )Dt - t D t (2ml )2(S'm{At})2
2Dl t

+ ft2atlAtl2 - ¥fadTOJ] log(:~)
tl

+{ab~ + f~(2mt}2 + ¥[BOJ}[log(m~m~) + 1]
2N 12

+ ~: (2mt}2(S'm{Ab})2

+ ~[¥-Db - Rv'2ab(2ml)2(S'm{Ab})2
2Dt Db

2

+ f~ab(2md2 + ¥ab[BOJ] log (:~) }
b1

(A.130)

Again, the expression for a21~;;·q) I is obtained from the one for a2h~?·q) I via the
1 vev vcv

set of substitutions (A.126).

a2(~VSq)1 3 { 2( [2 2 ]= 3271"2 - ft 2md!Re{At} log(mt;mt2) + 1
8h j8hj vev

+ 2fb:Vl (2md 2(S'm{At})2

- Ra:(2ml)[f~vI (2md(S'm{At})2 + !Re{At}llog(m~)
2Dl t ] mt;

- f~(2ml)!Re{Ab}[log(m~m~) + 1]
+ 2fi:Vl (2mt}2(S'm{Ab})2

- ~bD2a:(2mt}[f~bVI (2mt}(S'm{Ab})2 + !Re{Ab}] log(:~) }
b ~

(A.131)
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Now once again, just as we did for the quark correction to the potential in Eqns.

(A.103) and (A.I04), the fact that the minimum of the complete potential occurs

when the Higgs fields are set equal to their vev's must be taken into account by

subtracting the first derivative expressions from the second derivative ones.

82(~~.q)1 = 82(~~.q)1 _ _ 1_8(~V·q)1
8h R vev fJh R vev V2v 8hR vcv

32
371"2

{ {4v2(Jt2 - ~)2 + v~~t - ft2(2ml)~e{At}cot,e} [log(m~m~) + 1]

2 2v2
[ 2 ] 2+ 8v2(ft2- ~y + D

t
f([2ml~e{At} cot,e + IAt l2J - ~[TOJ

+~ [(8m; - v2g~){f([2ml~e{At} cot,B+ /At I2J - f[TOJ}
2Dt

{
v2 2 2

+ at - D
t
[fn2ml~e{At} cot,e + IAt/2J - ~[TOJ]

- ft2(2ml)~e{At} cot,e + v~~t}] log (:~)
t)

+ r2

(gt6+gtl - f~(2ml)~e{Ab}cot,e} [log(m~m~) + 1]
2 4 2v2

[ 2 ] 2+ v:± + _ i,;(2md[2m l +~e{Ab} cot,BJ + ~[BOJ
Db

+~[V29~{f~(2ml)[2ml + ~e{Ab}cot,BJ + ~[BOJ}
2Dt

{
V2 2 2

+ab - Db [R(2m d[2m l +~e{Ab} cot,BJ + ~[BOJ]

- Jt(2mI)lIe{Ab} col 13 + ":::} ] log(:V }
(A.132)
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3 {{ V
' 2

(gt +gi) .f2( )In {} } [ ( 2 2) +' 1]3271"2 16 - J t 2ml ere At tan,8 log mt;mt;

2 /2
v,2 g4 V [ 2 2 ] 2

+ ~ + D
t

It (2m d f2m l + ~e{At}tan,8] + ~fTO]

+ ~[v/2g~ {lt2(2ml)[2ml + ~e{At} tan,8] + ~fTO]]
2Dl

{
v/2 2 ?

+ at - D
t

[lt2(2mdf2ml + ~e{At}tan,8] + ~fTO]r

- J,'(2m,)Re{A,}tan f3 + "::t} ]log(:~)
+ {4V'2(f~ - ~f + v'::t - 1;(2md~e{Ab}tan,e}

. [log(m~m~) + 1]
2 2v/2 2 2

+ 8v/2(ft - ~)2 + Db [/n2ml~e{Ab} tan,8 + JAbI
2] - ¥tfBO]]

+ ~[(8m~ -v/2g~){/~f2ml~e{Ab}tan,8+ IAbI
2] - ~fBO]}

2Dt

{
v/2 [ 2 2 g2 ] 2

+ab - Db Ibf2ml~e{Ab}tan,8+ IAbl] - ~fBO]

- 1~(2md~e{Ab}tan,8 + v

1

: :
t } ] log (:t)}

bl

(A.I33)

Note that this expression can be obtained from the last equation via (A.126).
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Once again, Eqn, (A.135) may be obtained from Eqn. (A.134) using the

substitutions (A.126).



A.8 Neutral Higgs Boson Masses

with Radiative Corrections
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We are now in a position to calculate the masses and mixing angle for the neutral

Higgs bosons with radiative corrections included. But before we do this, we should

take note of an extra restraint that exists due to the fact that a(";~,q)I =1= 0 and
vev

a(;:;~,q) I =1= 0 in Eqn. (A.127)) without specifying and addition condition. In Eqn.
1 vev

(A.24) and also for the quark and squark corrections we have used the fact that the

minimum of the potential occurs when the Higgs fields are set equal to their vev'sj

z. e., 8V/ = 0
8h vev

8Vj
8h' = 0

vev

(A.136)

(A.137)

This leads immediately to :~ I = 0 and ::: I = 0, which is what we have
vev R vev

used. But Eqns. (A.136) also require that g~ I = 0 and g:, I = O. Now since
vev 1 vev

a~h7" I = a(~~t) I = a~W" I = a(~:,qk)' = 0 (Eqns.(A.16) and (A.101)), we
vev vev 1 vev I vev

must also set a(";~,q) I = a(";:',q) I = O. This yields the following condition:
vev I vev

[
m2 + m

2 (m 2
)]pSm{At } log(m:Lm:L) + 1 + tl t2 log ~

t tl t2 m:L - m:L m:L
t2 tl tl

[
m~ + m:L (m~)]+ I;Sm{Ab} log(m~m~) + 1 +~! ~2 log ~ = 0

I 2 m- -m- m-
b2 bl bl

Several things merit mentioning. First, if the A-terms are made real there is

no extra condition. Second, since at, ab > 0 for all reasonable choices of MSSM

parameters and mt; ;::: m~, mb; ;::: mb;.' Eqn. (A.137) requires that if Sm{At} =1= 0

(Sm{Ab} =1= 0), then Sm{Ab} =1= 0 (S'm{At } =1= 0), and Sm{At } and S'm{Ab} must

have opposite signs. Finally, we should note that this is a rather special case, since

only the A-terms are allowed to be complex, (other coupling parameters such as

2ml' g, g', It, and Ib are assumed to be real - all of these could in principle be

complex). Also, I am neglecting contributions from other sfermion flavors as well as

from pure gauge boson and gaugino/higgsino interactions. Allowing other complex

couplings (or vev 's) and including corrections from other sectors can make Eqn.
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(A.137) more complicated. Also, restrictions on complex couplings from limits on

OP violation and other conditions not considered here must be applied. We will not

incorporate Eqn. (A.137) into subsequent formulee (since we are primarily interested

in cases in which the A-terms are real), but leave it as an auxilliary condition to be

applied if the A-terms do have imaginary components, bearing in mind the caveat

that several other couplings have been assumed to be real.

For the CP-odd squared pseudoscalar mass matrix, using Eqns. (A.32), (A.104),

(A.131), (A.134), and (A.135), we obtain

(A.138)

which is just the tree-level form, Eqn. (A.35), with mi2 replaced by m;ad where

-2 -2 + 3(2md{t2~e{At}[lOg(m~m~) + 1 + m~ +mh 10g(mh)]
mrad m12 327r2 t tl t2 m~ - m~ m~

t2 tl tl

t 4vv' [ m?. + m~ (m?.)]
- ~Dt (2md(S'm{At})2 4 - mi _ mi log mi

t2 tl t[

+fl~e{Ab}[log(mrmr) + 1 + m~ ~m~ 10g(m~)]
I 2 m- m- m-

b2 bl bl

f/ ' [ m
2

+ m
2 (m 2

)] }- b
D
V V

(2md(S'm{Ab})2 4 - f _ ~ log ~
2 b m- m- m-b2 bl b[

(A.139)

The Goldstone mode is thus recovered with the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs

boson:
mGoldstoneO = 0 and

2 - 2- mrad
sin 2f3

(A.140)

Notice that there are terms in m;ad and thus in m~ which have logarithms whose
p

arguments are not dimensionless. To make the arguments dimensionless, some

arbitrary mass scale, Q, must be inserted into the problem, so, for example,

(
m - m- )

log(m;;:m;;;) =} log Q4 t2 .

In practice, we will be inputting a pseudoscalar Higgs mass and then determining

the masses of the other Higgs bosons just as we did in Eqns. (AAO) for the tree
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level case. The dependence on the arbitrary mass scale Q may be expected to then

disappear if the approximations that have gone into the calculation are discounted

(this will be discussed further later).

Using the expression for m'7J to replace the m12 dependence, we finally arrive
p

at the entries for the CP-even squared mass matrix. From Eqns. (A.31), (A.103),

(A.132), (A.139), and (A.140), we obtain:

8
2V

I m'7J cos2(3 + m~osin2(3
8h'h vev= P

3v2 { (m~m~) 4 1 (m~m~)+ __ 4i4 log tl t2 + (_i2l + 9++9t) log tl t2
3271"2 t mt t + 16 Q4

8ftcot
2(3

(2 )2(0: {A })2 _ 3~2 2 + 3g++9l
( 2 2)2 ml :sm t Jt9+ 16m- -m-t2 t1

8 r~2 2 9
2

] 2+ (m~ _ m~ )2l:'t [2m1iRe{At} cot (3 + IAtl ] - i-[TO]
tl t2

+ (m~ ~ m~ )[(8R - 9~)ift2[2ml3?e{At} cot (3+ IAtl
2]

- ~[TO]]
t2 tl

(m2 +m2
)

+ (mE _ mt)2 [-4{fn2mliRe{At} cot (3 + IAt I
2] - f[TO]}2

t2 tl

+ ~(m~ _m~)2 + 4ft4cot2(3(2ml)2(~m{At})2] ]log(:~)
tl

2 2

+ (9\:9~) log (m~7b; )
8ftcot 2(3 2(0: 2 3a++g~

(m~ _ mq2 (2mt} :sm{Ab}) + 16

b2 b1

8 r 2 g2 ]2
+ (m~ _ m~ )2l-h (2m l )[2m l + IRe{Ab} cot (3] + ~[BO]

b2 b1

+ (m~ ~m~)[9~if~(2mt}[2ml +iRe{Ab}cot,B] + ¥[BO]]
b2 b1

(m~ + m~) 2

+ (m{2 _ m{l)2 [-4{f~(2md[2ml + iRe{Ab} cot,B] + ~[BO]}2
b2 b1

+ :~(m~ _m~)2 + 4f:cot2,B(2md2(~m{Ab})2] ]log(:~)}
bl

(A.141)
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From Eqns. (A.3l), (A.103), (A.133), (A.139), and (A.140), we obtain:

+ 3v
2 {(9+ +91) log(mhm~)

3271"2 16 Q4

S [ 2 92 ]2+ (m~ _ m~ )2 ft (2md[2m1 + ~e{Ab} tan,8J + ~[TO]
t2 t[

_ Sft4tan2,8 (2 )2(~ {A })2 + 39++91
(m~ _ m~ )2 m1 ism. t 16

t2 tt

+ (m~ ~m~) [9~[fN2md[2m1 +~e{At}tan,8] + ~[TO]]
t2 t[

(m~+m~)[ 2 92 2
+ (m~2 _ m~[)2 -4{ft (2m1)[2m1 + lRe{At}tan,8] + ~[TO])

t2 t[

+ ~(m~ - mh)2 + 4ft4tan2,8(2md2(~m{At})2]] log(:~)
t[

(m~mt ) 4 4

+ 4ft log ~t b2 - 3f~g~ + 391;9b

2 2

+ (-f~g~ +9\:9:) log(m~7~)

S [ 2 2 9
2

] 2+ (mt _ mt )2 fb [2m1~e{Ab} tan,8 + IAbl J - ~[BOJ
b[ b2

SJ:tan2,8 2 ~ 2
- (mt _ mt )2 (2m d (;sm{Ab } )

b2 b[

+ (mt ~ m t )[ (Sf~ - g~)[f~[2m1~e{Ab} tan,8 + IAb/ 2] - ~[BOJ]
b2 b[

(m 2 +m 2
)

+ (m~-; _ mt)2 [-4{fn2m1Re{Ab} tan,8 + IAbl2J - ~[BO]}2
b2 b[

+ %(m~ - m~)2 + 4fttan2,8(2m1)2(~m{Ab} )2] ] log (:~) }
bt

(A.142)

Again we find Eqn. (A.142) is obtained from Eqn. (A.141) through the set of

substitutions (A.126).
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02V I (2 2 ) .ok ok' = mHp + mZo sin (3 cos (3
R R vev

3 ' { 2 4 + 4 m 2m 2
+~ (/,29+ _ 9+ 9t) 1 ( t;. t;) + ~2/'t2g+2 _ 39~+9t

327r2 t 2 16 og Q4 16

+ (m~ ~ m~ )2 [{ft (2m 1 lRe{At} cot (3 + IAtn - ~ [TOl}
t2 tl

. {ft2(2m1)(2m1 + lRe{At } tan (3) + ~[TO]} + ft4(2m1)2(~m{At})2]

+ (m~ ~ m~) [4(1t
2

- ~)[ft2(2md(2m1 + lRe{At} tan (3) + ~[TO]]
t2 tl

+ ¥- [ft2(2m1~e{At} cot (3 + IAt I
2) - ~[TO]]

(m~ +m~) [ 2

- (m{l_ m{2)2 4{fN2m1lRe{At} cot (3 + IAt I
2) - ~[TO]}

t2 tl

. {R(2m1)(2m1 + lRe{At} tan (3) + ~[TO]}

+ ~(m~ - m~)2 + 4f.'(2md2(\'lm{A,})2]] ]Og(:V
2 4 4 (m~m~ ) 4 4+ (f,2~ _ 9+ +gb) 1 b1 b2 + ~1i2 2 _ 39+ +9b

b 2 16 og Q4 2 b 9+ 16

+ (m~ ~ m~p [{f;( 2md(2m1+ lRe{Ab} cot (3) + ~[BO]}
t2 tl

. {f;(2m1lRe{Ab} tan (3 + IAb/ 2) - ~[BO]} + f:(2md2(~m{Ab})2]

+ (m~ ~ mt) [ 4(1; - ~) [f;(2md(2m1 + lRe{Ab} cot (3) + ~[BO]]
b2 bl

+~ [R(2m11Re{Ab} tan (3 + IAb\2) - ~[BO]]

(m t +m t ) [ 2

- (m~l_ mip 4{f;(2md(2m1 + lRe{Ab} cot (3) + ~[BO]}
b2 bl

. {f;(2m1lRe{Ab} tan (3 + IAbn - ~[BO]}

+ ii(m~ _m~)2 + 4f:(2md2(~m{Ab})2] }log(:~)}
b1

(A.143)
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Eqns. (A.141 - A.143) give the entries for the CP-even neutral Higgs squared

mass matrix (A, C, and B of Eqn. (A.33), respectively). The light and heavy

Higgs masses are now found by finding the eigenvalues of this matix. The resulting

expressions for mk
l

and m7t
h

are given by Eqn. (A.34). Plugging Eqns. (A.141

- A.143) into Equation (A.34) would result in very unwieldy expressions for the

masses, and will not be done here. However, it is easy to do this numerically for

a given choice of parameters. Similarly, the scalar Higgs mixing angle, a, can be

" found by substituting Eqns. (A.141 - A.143) into Eqn.(A.51).

Notice that in Eqns. (A.141 - A.143) the arbitrary mass Q must be added to

make the arguments of some logarithms dimensionless. This arbitrariness would not

be there if all relevant diagrams had been incorporated into our calculation. But,

as has already been mentioned, gauge boson/Higgs and gaugino/higgsino/Higgs

interactions have been neglected. Inclusion of these interactions in the calculation

of the effective potential correction to the scalar potential would eliminate the need

for the arbitrary mass in our expressions for the physical Higgs masses. All the

offending logarithmic terms in Eqns. (A.141 - A.143) contain the gauge couplings 9

and g' which enter from the D-term contributions to the squark mass matrix. This

must be the case if such terms are to be fixed by terms from the gauge boson and

gaugino/higgsino sectors. The justification for including the D-terms contributions

in the squark mass matrix while neglecting corection terms to the scalar potential

from these other sectors is that some of the D-term contributions are proportional

to the top quark coupling in addition to the gauge couplings (""' Rg2 for example),

and these mixed terms can have a much larger effect than pure terms with only

gauge couplings.
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If the D-terms are all removed, and the A-terms are assumed to be real, the

expressions simplify considerably. We obtain:

8
2V

I m'iJpcos2 j3 + m~osin2j3
8h'k vev=
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These formulee are in agreement with Eqns. (21-25) in Ellis, Ridolfi, and Zwirner

[197] (which uses the same conventions as Brignole ei. al. [198] described in Table

A.2j also note that the ~ of [197] equals -2m;ad)'

As was mentioned earlier, Eqns. (A.141 - A.146) are not valid for cases in which

the stop and/or sbottom mass eigenstates are degenerate (Dt = 0 and/or Db = 0 <=>

m~ = m;; and/or mb'; = mb;)' From Eqns. (A.118) and (A.124) ( Eqns. (A.120)

and (A.124) ) we see that degenerate stop (sbottom) mass eigenstates occur when:

1) [TO] = 0 ([BO] = 0), which will happen for example when mZ = mt~ (mr; = mb~)

and either tan {3 = 1 or squark D-terms are neglected;

and

2) At = lRe{At} = 2m1 cot{3 (A b = lRe{Ab} = 2m1 tan{3)

(The A-terms must be real since the other quantities are assumed to be real.)

Expressions for these cases are found by taking the limit as 1) occurs and then

setting condition 2) or vice versa (which was checked to yield the same result.) The

following results were thus obtained (with squark D-terms left in):

If m~ = m;;, then replace

lines 2-7 of Eqn. (A.141) by

+ 3~:2{8ft4l0g(:~) + (-ft29~+9}1:9F)[log(~~) + 3] (A.147)

lines 2-7 of Eqn. (A.142) by

and lines 2-9 of Eqn. (A.143) by

{ ( 4)3vv' 2 2 m-1 2 2 9± +9t t1
+ 327l"2 (-dt 9+ - 16) [log Q4 + 3]

(A.148)

(A.149)
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If mb; = m;;, then replace
lines 9-14 of Eqn. (A.141) by

lines 8-14 of Eqn. (A.142) by

+8Itlog(:~) + i-n« + g\:g~)[log(~~) + 3]}

and lines 10-17 of Eqn. (A.143) by

+ 0It g~ - g~l:g~) [log(~~) + 3]}

(A.I50)

(A.151)

(A.152)

A.9 Corrections to Charged Higgs Boson Mass

When deriving the M;q eigenvalues in our calculation of the neutral Higgs boson

masses ( Eqns. (A.116) and (A.117) ), terms proportional to the charged Higgs fields

were dropped. We now need to take derivatives of the scalar potential with respect

to the charged Higgs fields, so dropping these terms is no longer permissible. This

means that M;q no longer has a 2 x 2 block diagonal form. To make calculating the

eigenvales of the general 4 x 4 M;q matrix, given by Eqns, (A.114) and (A.115),

analytically tractable, the terms in the off-diagonal 2 x 2 blocks will be treated as

perturbations to the matrix with just the 2 x 2 block diagonal elements. That is,

M 2 _ M(o)2 + 5M sq
2 (A.153)sq - sq

Mll M12 0 0 0 0 M13 M14

where Mi~)2 ==
M21 M22 0 0 2_ 0 0 M23 M24

0 0 M33 M34

and 5M sq
M31 M32 0 0

0 0 M43 M44 M41 M42 0 0

(A.154)
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In fact, since the charged Higgs boson mass comes from the coefficient of the bilinear

terms (at the minimum), and since this technique is correct and exact up to second

order, using this technique does not entail any additional approximation in the

calculation of the charged Higgs boson mass.

The eigenvalues of the matrix M~~)2 must first be calculated.

A(O) -
t2,1 - t{mz +m;;) + !t2/hoI2 + ~(Jllh+12 + !;!h'-12)

+ Hg2lh~ombl2 _ g'2Ih~omb/2)

± {~[(mz- mi;) - (Rlh+12- f;Ih'-1 2) + Hllh~ombl2 + ~g'2Ih~ombI2)r
1

+ ft2(2m
1h'0 + A;hO-)(2m1h'0' + AthO)} 2" (A.155)

t{mZ +m~) + !;!h'°12 + t{ft2 Ih+1 2 + !;Ih'-n
_ Hg2lh~ombl2 _ g'2Ih~ombI2)

± {l[(mz -m~.;) + (Rlh+1 2 - Rlh'-1 2) - Hllh~ombl2 + ~g'2/h~ombI2)r
1

+ f;(2m1hO+ Abh'0-)(2m1hO' + Abh'O)} 2" , (A.156)

where

and

Ih~ombl2

Ih~omb1
2

(/h+/ 2 + IhOl2- 1h'-12- !h'°12)
(lh+12- IhOl 2 - 1h'-12+ !h'°12) (A.157)

At the minimum, Eqns. (A.lIB) and (A.120) are still valid since (h+) = (h'-) = 0 :

2 2 _ ,(0) Imt- ,mt- - ;'\t2 I vev
2 I '

and 2 2 _ \ (0) Im b- ,mb- -;'\b vev
2 1 2,1

(A.158)

Next the derivatives of the unperturbed eigenvalues with respect to the charged

Higgs fields will be calculated: It is again convenient to define several quantites that

appear repeatedly in the expressions:

(A.159)

The quantities defined in Eqns, (A.1I9),(A.121), and (A.124) will also be employed.

Note that once again, as with the neutral Higgs boson calculation, the following
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forrnulee are only valid if D1 =I- 0 and Db =I- O. The cases in which D1 = 0 and/or

Db = 0 will again be treated as special cases later.

8"iD) I 8"i
D) I 8,,~D) I 8,,~D) I

0
8h+ 8h+* Bh": 8h'-*vev vev vev vev

8,,~D) I 8,,~D) , 8,,~D) I 8,,~D) I
0 (A.160)

8h+ 8h+* 8h'- 8h'-*vev vev vev vev

8'~ 101 I 2
_1.(12 _ ~) [TO]12 I 11,2 + 9- ± (A.161)

8h+8h+* 2 1 8 4 1 4 l.
vev D{

8'~IOI I ? l(N _ !If ) [TO]12,1 11,2 9: ± (A.162)
8h'-8h'-* 2" b -""8 4 b 4 I,

vev D{
8,~IOI I 2

1(f2 _ ~) [BO]b2I
~i12 - 98 ± (A.163)

8h+8h+* 4 1 4 L
D2vev b

8'~IOI I 2 -1.(N _ ~)[BO]b2I
~R + 98 ± (A.164)

8h'-8h'-*
4 b 4 l.

D2vev b

82,,~O) I 82,,~O) I 82,,~O) I 82,,~O) I = 0 (A.165)8h+8h'- - 8h+*8h'-* vev - 8h+8h'- - 8h+*8h'-*vev vev vev

82>.(0) I (8
2)..(0) I ) 8 2>..(0) INote the expression for 8h' 8~'. 8h+8~+. is obtained from that for 8h+8h+.

veu ve vev

(ah~2~~: .1 ) by the set of substitutions (J1l ib' g;, D1, [TO]) ---t (Jb, ill g~, Db, [BO]).
vev

Next expressions for the eigenvectors, it, of Mi~)2 will be given, where

with il ==

u1

u2

u3

u4

(A.166)

For the stops,

(0)

[

" 12,1 - M ll

-M21

(A.167)

Thus,

and

o
o



So the stop eigenvectors may be written as

1

Similarly, for the sbottoms,

Mr2

(
(0) )At 2 ,1 - Mll

o
o

182

(A.168)

(A.169)

Thus,

and

o
o

And so the sbottom eigenvectors may be written as

o
1 0

JIM341
2 + IA~~~I - M3312 M34

(A~~)I - M33 )

One can then show that ( see Eqns. (A.119), (A.121), and (A.124) ):

1

Nt 2'1lvev= {H(m~ - m~) =f [TO]r + m;[T1]}-2"
1

Nb2,l lvev = {H(m~ - m~) =f [BO]r + ml[B1]}-2"

where [T1] == [IAt I
2 + (2mr)2coe,8 +2(2mr)iRe{At} cot,8]

and [B1] == [IA,,1 2+ (2mr)2tan 2,8 + 2(2ml)~e{Ab}tan,8]

(A.170)

(A.l71)

(A.172)

(A.173)
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So now the corrections to the eigenvalues of the matrix Mig)2 can be calculated.

Assume for the moment that there are no degeneracies among the eigenvalues, which

again demands that D, and Db are non-zero. Recall that the cases where D, = 0

and/or Db = 0 will be treated later as special cases. Accidental degeneracies, where

one of the stop masses (mi;,m;;-) equals one of the sbottom masses (mb;,mb;')' but

the two stop masses or the two sbottom masses themselves are not equal, will also

invalidate the following derivation, but this remote possibility will be neglected. So

without degeneracies, the first order corrections to the eigenvalues are

5A(1) = (u(0)15M 2/U(0)) = 0
I I sq I

Therefore the second order corrections need to be considered:

(A.174)

(A.175)

First note that all elements of 5M sq2/vev equal zero since each term in each element

contains one of the charged Higgs fields. Thus,

5m3.. = 5A(2)! = 0
q I vev

(A.176)

So the formulee for the stop and sbottom masses, Eqns. (A.lI8) and (A.120)

still remain unaltered, as already noted in Eqn. (A.15S). On the other hand, if

derivatives of Eqn. (A.175) are taken with respect to the charged Higgs fields, the

resulting expressions need no longer equal zero at the minimum. This can lead to

contributions that need to be added to Eqns. (A.160)-(A.165), for example,

8Aj I = 8A~0)' 8(5A~2)) I
8h+ - 8h+ + 8h+ '

vev vev vev

etc. (A.177)

Because the 2 x 2 block diagonal elements of 5M sq
2 are zero, we have for the

stop and sbottom eigenvalue corrections:

5A(2)
b:1,1

l(u (O) 15M 2Iu(0))1 2
~ b2,1 sq tj (A 178)
LJ A(O) (0) .

j=1,2 b2,1 - At j
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The four distinct matrix elements of the operator 5Msq2 in the basis {it~~)l ,abO) }
, 2,1

that enter into the last two equations are:

(A.179)

(A.180)

N t 2,1N~,l {M13Mi'2M34 + M14Mi'2(A~~:1 - M33)

+ M23(A~~)I* - Mi'1)M34

+ M24(A~~?1* - Mi'l)(A~~:1 - M33)}

_ ((0) (0) )= Nt 2 ,1Nb2 ,1C At2 ,1 ' Ab2,1

and of course, (u~~)15Ms/lu~~») = (u~~)18Ms/lu~~»)*, etc. Each term inside the

curly brackets of Eqns. (A.179) is a product of three elements: the first is from

5Msq2
, the second is from the stop eigenvector, and the third is from the sbottom

eigenvector .

(A.181)

The first derivatives with respect to the charged Higgs fields of the eigenvalue

corrections at the minimum are:

a(6A~2»)1 = 1 81(U~0)16Msq2IU;0)WI
8hch ~ m~ - m~ 8hch

vev J qi qj vev

(A.182)

(A.183)

. (A.184)= 0

= 0

where I have used Eqns. (A.160), and hch represents h+, h'>, h+-, or h'- * . However,

as we see from Eqns. (A.179), each term in (u~0)15Msq2Iu;0») will contain one

element of 5Msq2
, and thus it will be proportional to one of the charged Higgs fields.

Therefore, each term in I (u~O) 15Msq2Iu;0») 1
2will be proportional to two charged Higgs

fields, and so
a(8A~2») 1 -

8hch - 0
vev

since (hch) = hch!vev = O. Thus, by Eqns. (A.160) and (A.182),

aAj I
ahch

vev

Then, using Eqn. (A.122), we find

8(~VSq)1 3" [ 8Ati ( ) ( )]
ahch vev = 3271"2 i~2 Ati8hch 2 log Ati + 1 + ti -4 b,

We can also see though that the second derivatives with respect to the charged Higgs

fields of the eigenvalue corrections at the minimum are not expected to be zero. We

find, employing Eqns. (A.160), (A.179), and (A.180) and the information in this
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where

82(5A~2)) I
8hch18hch2

vev

185

(A.185)

(A.186)
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Now the squark sector corrections to the charged Higgs mass squared matrix (whose

tree-level form is given in Eqn. (A.62)) can be derived. The correction terms for

the matrix elements are of the form:

(A.lSS)

( using Eqn. (A.183) )

. [2log(A~~) + 8A~~)) + 1] +

3 {[(O)( 82A~~) 82(8A~~)))]
3271"2 i~2 At; 8hch18hch2 + 8hch18hch2

. [2logA~~) + 1] + (ti ---? hi)}/vev

~ L {[(A~~)
3271" i=1.2

8
2
(i1Vsq ) I

8hch18hch2 -vev

where Eqn. (A.176) has been used in the last step above.

As was done for the neutral Higgs mass corrections, as well as for the tree level

charged Higgs mass and quark sector charged Higgs mass correction, the fact that

the minimum of the complete scalar potential occurs when the Higgs fields are set

equal to their vev's must again be accounted for by subtracting off the expressions

for the first derivatives with respect to the appropriate neutral Higgs fields from the

expressions for the second derivatives with respect to charged Higgs fields. This is so

that the expression we obtain for the squark sector correction terms for M H 2 will
ch

be in balance with those we have already obtained for the tree level terms (Eqns.

(A.6l)) and quark sector correction terms (Eqns. (A.105)).
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3 '" {[ (0) ( (J2 A~~) 1 8A~~))] [ (0)] } I= 327r2 .L. At i 8h+8h+- - 10 ~ 2 log At i + 1 + (t; ---t b;)
.=1,2 V 2v R vev

(A.189a)

3 '" {[ (0) 8
2

( 8A~~») [ (0) ] } I
+ 327r2;~2 At i 8h+8h+- 2logA t i +1 +(t;---tb;) vev (A.189b)

For the off-diagonal elements of M H 2 ,Eqns. (A.165) simplify the form of
ch

Eqn. (A.188) to

8
2

( LlVsq ) I
8h+8h'-

vev

8
2(LlV

sq ) I
8h+-8h'--

vev

(t; ---t b;)} I
vev

(A.191)

(t; ---t bd}/
vev

(A.192)
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Writing out the terms in line (A.189a) gives:

3
3271'"2

Writing out the terms in line (A.190a) gives:

Notice that (A.194) may be obtained from (A.193) via the set of substitutions

(A.126).
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Using (A.193) above, along with Eqns. (A.61), (A.140), (A.139), and (A.105),

the upper left element of the charged Higgs mass squared matrix (including radiative

corrections) may be written in the form:

8
2V I

8h+8h+-
vev

3
+ 3271"2

+ contribution from (A.189b)

(A.195)

(Note that the arbitrary mass scale that is required to make the arguments of the log

arithms dimensionless is written explicitely in the above equation.) Unfortunately,

the contribution from (A.189b), i.e., from the terms containing the second order

corrections to the eigenvalues, is rather unwieldy. We will return to this shortly.
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Using (A.194), again along with Eqns. (A.61), (A.140), (A.139), and (A.105),

the lower right element of the charged Higgs mass squared matrix (including radia

tive corrections) may be written in the form:

8
2V I

8h'-8h'--
vev

3
+ 327T'2

+ contribution from (A.190b)

(A.196)

Eqn. (A.196) - excluding the contribution from (A.190b) which we will consider

shortly - may be obtained from Eqn. (A.195) - again excluding the contribution

from (A.189b) - via the set of substitutions (A.126).
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The off diagonal elements are given by:

8
2V

I
8h+8h'- vev

3(2md
+ 3271"2

+

-m~p cos{3 sin {3 + ~lVV'

contribution from (A.191)

(A.197)

The equation for ah+~~' _I IS the same as Eqn. (A.197) except that (A.192)
vev

replaces (A.191).

Now we must evaluate the contributions from the second order perturbative

corrections to the eigenvalues. These corrections are given in Eqns. (A.189b),

(A.190b), (A.191), and (A.192). In general, they can be written as

3 '" { (0) 8
2

( 6A~~») [ (0)] } I
3271"2 i~2 At i 8hch18hch2 2log At i + 1 + (ti ~ bi) vev

3
{ (

m~ ) N? 82IC(A(0) A(~»)12
'" 2 N2 1 ti '" bJ t, , bJ

3271"2 i~2 2mii ti og Q2 j~2 (m~ - m~)2 8hch18hch2
I J

(

m t ) N2 82IC(A(0) A(0»)1 2
+ L 2 2 N? 1 bj '" ti ti , bj

j=I,2 mbj bj og Q2 i~2 (m~ - m
b
t ) 2 8hch18hch2

I J

Nt~N~.(m~ +m t ) 82IC(A(0) A(0»)1 2 }!+ L L I J ti bj ti , bj

.. (m~ - mt)2 8hch18hch2

.=1,23=1,2 ti bj vev
(A.198)
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Formulae for Ntilvev and Nbjl v ev are given in Eqns. (A.172) and (A.173), the stop

and sbottom masses (m~ and mb~) are again given by Eqns. (A.1I8) and (A.120),
• J

8 2/C(A(Ol,A(OlW I
and expressions for the cW::8h:A2 's are found via Eqn. (A.187), and will be

vev
given in more explicit form below.

1

+ 2(2mt) tan,8[T1](2ml tan,8 + 1Re{Ab})(HBO] + T/jDt)
l

- 2[B1](2ml1Re{At} cot,8 + JAt I
2)( ~[TO] + tiDt)

+ 2 [(2mt)2 + 2ml(1Re{At}tan,8 + ~e{Ab} cot,8)

+~e{At}1Re{Ab}+ S'm{At}S'm{Ab}]
II}. (t[TO] + tiDn(t[BO] + T/jDt)

1

+ ft2m~IAtI2[B1](~[TO] + tiDn2
1

+ f~m;(2mt)2[T1](MBO] + T/jDl)2

+ 2fdbmtmb(2m1){ (2m l cot,8 +1Re{At})( ~[BO] +T/jDh

- (2mt)2~e{At} + IAtl2(2ml tan,8 + 1Re{Ab})

+ 2ml cot,8(1Re{At}1Re{Ab}+ S'm{At}S'm{Ab})}
1 1

. (HTO] + tiDn(HBO] +T/jDt)

- 2Rmn2ml~e{At}tan,8 + 1Re{At}1Re{Ab}

+S'm{AtlS'm{Ab}](~[TO] + tiDh2(HBO] +T/jDt)
1 1

+ ft2mi(~[TO] + tiDn2(HBO] + T/jDt)2 (A.199)

{
+1 for i = 1

where ti =
-1 for i = 2 {

+1 for j = 1
and T/j =

-1 for j = 2
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1

+ 2(2md cot,B[Bl](2ml cot,B + Re{At})(t[TO] + EjDl)
1

- 2[Tl](2mlRe{Ab} tan,B + IAbI
2)(t[BO] + 7/ j Dt)

+ 2[(2md2 +2ml(Re{At} tan,B +Re{Ab} cot,B)

+Re{At}Re{Ab} + S'm{At}S'm{Ab}]
II}. O[TO] + EjDl)O[BO] + 7/j Dt )

1

+ f~m~IAbI2[Tl]O[BO] +1}jDt)2
1

+ ft2m~(2ml)2[Bl]O[TO] + EjDl)2

+ 2fdbmtmb(2ml){(2ml tan,B + Re{Ab} )(t[TO] + EiDh

- (2md2Re{Ab} + IAb/2(2ml cot,B+ Re{At})

+2ml tan,B(Re{At}Re{Ab} + S'm{At}S'm{Ab})}
1 1

. O[TO] + E;Dl)(HBO] + 7/j Dt )

- 2f~mn2mlRe{Ab} cot,B+ lRe{At}Re{Ab}

+S'm{At}S'm{Ab}] (HTO] + E;DhO[BO] +7/jDt )2
1 1

+ f~m~O[TO] + E;Dlf(t[BO] +7/j Dt)2 (A.200)

Eqn. (A.200) may be obtained from Eqn. (A.199) via the set of substitutions

(A.126), if the substitutions [Tl] +-+ [BI] and Ej ~ 7/j are also performed.
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82IC(A~~), Al~)w I =

8h+8h'-
vev

m;m~{-VV'Ut2 - ~)U~ - ~ )[T1][B1]

+ [Ut2 - ~) tan,8(2m1Ab tan,8 + IAbI
2

)

- Ul- ~ )(2md(2m l tan,8 + Ab)] [T1]( ~[BO] + 7ljDg)

+ [Uf - ~ )(2md(2m l cot,8 + At)

- Ul- ~)cot,8(2mlAtcot,8+IAtn][B1](~[TO]+ €iDh

- [Uf - ~) tan,8 [(2ml)2 +2ml (At tan,8 +Abcot,8) +AtAb]

+Ul - ~) cot,8 [(2md2+ 2ml (A; tan,8 +Abcot,8) + A;Ab] ]

. (~[TO] +€iDhO[BO] +TUDg)}

- fdbmtmb{ (2md2[(2mt}2 +2ml(At tan,8 +Abcot,8) +AtAb]

+ AtAb[(2ml)2 + 2ml (A; tan,8 +Abcot ,8) +A;Ab]

+ [2ml(2ml + At tan,8) - Ab(2ml cot,8 +An]O[BO] + 7ljDg)

+ [2ml(2ml + Abcot,8) - At(2ml tan,8 + Ab)]O[TO] + €iDh

+ (HTO] + €iDh(~[BO] + 7lj Dg)}O[TO] + €iDhO[BO] + 7lj Dg )

1 1

+ f~m;(2ml)Ab[TIJO[BOJ +TfjDl)2 + ft2m~(2ml)At[B1](~[TOJ + €iDn2

(A.201)

Note that the right-hand side of Eqn. (A.201) is in general complex if the

A-terms are complex, as compared to the right-hand sides of Eqns. (A.199) and

(A.200) which are always real whether or not the A-terms are complex. (This is as

expected since h+h+- = Ih+12 and h'-h'-- = 1h'-/2.) Also note that, as expected,

(A.202)



(A.203)
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The necessary ingredients for calculating the mass of the charged Higgs boson

are now all given. The charged Higgs mass squared matrix is

[

ah~~~+-I ah~~' I ]~tree __ vev vev

H~h - a2v I a2v I
ah+-ah' - vev Bh! Bh' - vev

ah~~~+-I is given by Eqns. (A.195), (A.198), and (A.199); ah,a~~,__ 1 is given by
vev vev

Eqns. (A.196), (A.198), and (A.200); aS~, I is given by Eqns. (A.197), (A.198),
vev

and (A.201); and ah+~~' _I is given by Eqns. (A.197), (A.198), and (A.202).
vev

The eigenvalues of this matrix - see Eqn. (A.34) with B2 =? IBI2
- give the

masses of the charged Higgs boson, mJI
c h

' and the would-be Goldstone boson. The

resulting expression for mJI
c h

would be quite cumbersome and will not be given here.

However, it is relatively easy to plug the formula cited above into Eqn. (A.34) and

numerically calculate the eigenvalues for a given choice of input parameters. Many

numerical tests have been performed, and the mass of the charged Goldstone mode

was always found to be zero (within rounding errors of the computer).

Next we must deal with the special cases mentioned earlier where D, = 0 <=?

mt; = mt; and/or Db = 0 <=? me; = mi:;' We follow the same procedure as described

on page 41. Note that if D, = 0, then we require SSm{At } = 0 as in condition 2) on

page 41, and then Eqn. (A.137) requires that SSm{Ab} = 0 as well. If D, = 0 but

Db =1= 0, then the material within the large curly brackets of Eqn. (A.195) becomes
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The inside of the big curly brackets of Eqn. (A.196) becomes:

{ Hu; - ~)m~ - f/(2md2}[lOg(~~) + 1] - 2R(2ml)2

m 2m2

+ {-HN - ~ )(Ob + [BO]) - f;IAbI
2}[log( ~4 b;) + 1]

+ Dt{-U; - !l) [1 + Qb[BOJ] _ QbfllAbl2} log (m~)
2 4Db 2D b m~

b1

_2Nm:[log (m;m~) + 1+ m; + m~ log (m;)l }
b. Q4 m; - m~ m~ J

(A.205)

{ -ft2(2mdcotp[log(~~) + 3]
mtmt

+ f;lRe{Ab} [log( bQ4b2
)

And the corresponding part of Eqn. (A.197) becomes:

+ 1 + Qb!.lOg(m~)]
2Dt mb;

[ (m;m~ ) m; +m~ log (m;)] }+ 2fdbm tm b log ----qt + 1+ m; _ m~ m~

(A.206)

. a2v I a2v ISince the A-terms are real, aMah' = ah+oah' ° .
vev vev

Now if Db = 0 but D, f 0, then curly bracket part of Eqn, (A.195) becomes



mz +m~ log (mz)] }mr -m~ m~

(A.208)

mz + m~ log (mz)] }
m 2 m2 m 2

t - b b

(A.209)

m~ +m~ 1 (mz)] }
2 2 og 2

mt -mb mb

(A.210)
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The corresponding part of Eqn. (A.196) becomes:

And for Eqn. (A.197) the curly-bracketed material becomes:

Finally, in the very special case when D, = Db = O. This is true for instance if

mZ = mt~ = mb~' and 2ml = At = Ab = 0, and either tan,B = 1 or D-terms are

neglected. In this case the curly bracket part of Eqn. (A.195) becomes

{{-!(R-~)m~ - ft2(2ml)2cot21'}[log(~~) + 1]
m'.!..

+ {Hft
2

- ~)m~ - f~(2ml?}[log( Q~) + 1]
- 2(J[cot2,B - f~)(2ml)2

[
m2m2

- 2ft2m~ log ( Q4 b) + 1 +



m; +m~ log (m;)] }
m2 m2 m 2

t - b b

(A.211)
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For Eqn. (A.196) the corresponding part becomes:

{ {Hf~ - ~)m~ - N(2md2}[lOg(~~) + 1]

4

+ {-Hf~ - ~)m~ - f~(2mlftan2~}[log(~~)

- 2(1t2 +Rtan2~)(2md2

[
m2m2

- 2f~m~ log( ~J4 b) + 1 +

And the portion of Eqn. (A.197) within the curly brackets becomes:

The contributions from (A.189b) to Eqn. (A.195), from (A.190b) to Eqn.

(A.196), and from (A.191) to Eqn. (A.197), for the special cases must now be

considered. For o, = 0 and Db =I- 0, Eqn. (A.198) becomes

+ (ti ~ bi)}1
vev
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In this special case:

+R[2m1+ tjmt cot,B] \ HBO] + 1]jDh2

+ 2mb [mbUt2 - ~) + tddb(2mdcot2,B]

(2m1 tan,B + tjmt)(2m1 tan,B + Ab)
1

. O[BO] + 1]jDt) (A.2l4)

And so

And so

fJ2IC('x}?), ,X~oJ))121.L 8h+8h+- = 2mnUt2 - ~ )2v2 + ft2(2md2cot2,B] [Bl]
.=1,2 vev

+2/t [(2md2 + m;cot 2,B] (~[BO] + 1]jDt)2

+ 4mi(2m1) [Ut2 - ~) tan,B + ft2cot,B]
1

· (2m1 tan,B + Ab)O[BO] + 1]jDt)

(A.2l5)

+ fntjmt - AbfO[BO] +1]jDt)2

+ 2mb [mbUf - ~) + tddb(2md]

(tjmt - Ab) ( 2m 1 tan,B + Ab)

1

· (~[BO] + 1]jDt) (A.216)

82IC('x}O•. ), ,X~oJ.)W I
.L 8h

'-8h l - - = 2m~ [Uf - ~ )2V/2 + ft2(2m1)2] [BI]
.=1,2 vev

+2R [m; + A~] (~[BO] +1]jDt)2

+ 4mb [fdbmt(2m1) - Uf - ~)mbAb]
1

· (2m1 tan,B + Ab)( HBO] + 1]jDt)

(A.217)
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821C(A~?), A~~)W I _ 82IC(A~?), A~~)W I
8h+8h'- 8h+*8h'-*veu vev

= -mn(lt2
- ~)v + Edt (2ml) cot ,8]

. [(I; - f )v' + Edt(2ml)] [B1]
1

+ 1;(2ml + Ejmt cot ,B)(Ab- Ejmt)(HBO] + TJ j Dt)2

+Ibmb [(R - f )vAb - (I~ - ~ )V'(2md
- 2mt(2ml) cot,B

- Edt(m; +m~ + (2ml)2 - m~. - (2mdAbcot,8)]
1

. (2m l tan,8 + Ab)(HBO] +T/jDt)

(A.218)

2 [( 2 :1)( 2 2),- 2mb It - ~ fb - If vv

+R(2ml)2 cot,8] [B1]
1

+2/;(2mlAb- m; cot ,8)(HBO] + TJj Dt )2

+ 2/bmb[(ll- ~)VAb - (I; - f)v'( 2md
- 2mt(2md cot,B]

1

. (2m l tan,8 + Ab)(HBO] +TJjDt)

(A.219)

For Db = 0 and o, =1= 0, Eqn. (A.198) becomes
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In this special case:

+ R[17jmb - Ar(HTO] + Ei Dh2

+ 2mt [mtUt2- ~) + 17jldb(2md]
(17jmb - At)(2m1 cot f3 + At)

I

. (~[TO] + EiDl) (A.221)

And so
82IC(>'~O•. ), >'~J~)W I

.L 8h+8h+- = 2mi[Ut
2

- ~ )2V 2+1;(2md2
][Tl]

J=l,2 vev

+ 2/nm~ + A;]U[TO] + Ei Dh2

+ 4mt [Idbmb( 2m1) - Ut2 - ~ )mtAt]
1

. (2m1 cot f3 +Ad( HTO] +EjDl)

(A.222)

2[ ]2 1 1. 2+ It 2m1 + 17jmbtan f3 ("2 [TO] + EiD t2 )

+ 2mt [mtU; - V;) +17jldb(2mdtan2f3]

(2m1 cotf3+17jmb)(2m1 cotf3 +Ad
1

. (~[TO] + EjDn (A.223)

And so
82IC(>'~O•. ), >'~J~)W I.L 8h

'-8h'--
= 2mnU; - V; )2V'2 + R(2m1)2tan2f3] [Tl]

.=1,2 vev

+2N [(2m1)2 +m~tan2f3](HTO] + EjDh 2

+4mz(2m1)[U; - V;) cot f3 + I; tan f3]
1

. (2m1 cotf3 +AdO[TO] + EiDt)

(A.224)
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821C( A}?) , A~~)W, = 82jC(A}?), A~~)WI
8h+8h'- 8h+*8h'-*

vev vev

= -mn(f~ - f)V'+77j!b(2mt}tan,B]

. [(R - ~)v +77i!b(2mt}] [Tl]
2 1 1- 2+ !t (2m1 + 77jmbtan,B)(A t - 77jmb)( 2" [TO] + EjDn

+ian« [(f~ -- f )v'At - (R - ~ )v(2mt}

- 2mb(2mt} tan,B

- 77j!b(m~ + mi + (2mt}2 - m?v - (2m1)At tan,B)]
1

. (2m 1 cot /3 + At ) ( HTO] + EjDl)

(A.225)

And so

+ !~(2mt}2 tan/3] [Tl]
1

+ 2R(2m l At - m~ tan/3)O[TO] + Ej Dl)2

+2!tmt [(f~ - a; )v'At - (ft2 - f )V(2m 1)

- 2mb(2mt}tan/3]
1

. (2ml cot,B+ Ad( HTO] + EjD;i)

(A.226)

Finally, For Dt = Db = 0, Eqn. (A.198) becomes

3 '" { (0) 8
2

(6A};)) [ (0)] } I
3271"2 j~2 Ati 8hch18hch2 2log Ati + 1 + (tj - bj ) vev

3 { 1 [2 (m~) 2 (m~)= 3271"2 2(m~ - m~)2 mt; log Q2 + mb; log Q2
t , b1

]
82IC(A(0) A(0)) 121 }1(2 2) '" ti , bj+ 2" mt; + mb; .~ 8hch18hch2

I,J=l,2 vev

(A.227)
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In this special case:

+ 2€i(2mr )mt cot (3(N + ft - ~)

+ 271j(2mr)mb[Ut2 - f) tan (3+ ft2cot (3]

+ 2fdb€i71j[UZ - ~)vv' + (2mr)2 cot (3] (A.228)

And so

+ 2€i(2mr)m t [U; - ~) cot (3+ R tan (3]

+ 271j(2ml )mb tan (3Ut2 +R- ~)

+ 2fdb€i71j[U; - ~ )vv' + (2m d2tan (3] (A.230)

(A.232)

82IC('\~~), ,\~~)W I 82IC('\~~), ,\~~)WI
8h+8h'- 8h+-8h'--

vev vev

= -vv'[(N - ~ )U; - f) - ft2f~] - 2mlU~ tan (3+ fZ cot (3)

- €i(2mr)m t [N +2f; - ~ +U~ - ~) cot (3]

-71j(2mr)mb[2ft2+R- ~ + Ut2 - ~)tan(3]

+ fdb€i71j [m~ +m~ + 2(2ml)2 - m~il]

-4vv'[(N - ~)U~ - f) - ft2R]

- 4( 2m l )U~ tan (3 + ft2 cot (3)

(A.233)
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(A.234)

For many choices of the MSSM input parameters, the decay of the heavy Higgs

boson, Hh , into a pair of light Higgs bosons, Hi, is kinematically allowed. Thus the

coupling constant in the MSSM Lagrangian (so opposite sign to V) for the Hh-HrHi

vertex, ehll with E 3 ehuHhHtHt, is given by

1 8
3V I

~hl1 = -2" 8H 8H 8H .
h l i vev

Since this is often a significant decay mode for the heavy Higgs boson, it is of

interest to see whether or not radiative corrections significantly affect the values of

this vertex factor [47,168,207].

There are also other three-Higgs vertices within the MSSM which can be altered

by radiative corrections. These other possible vertices are the Hh-Hp-Hp vertex, the

HrHp-Hp vertex, and the Hh-H+-H- vertex. However, these other vertices are only

of limited interest phenomenologically since the associated decays are kinematically

forbidden for most experimentally allowable MSSM parameter sets. (See, however,

Refs. [198,208] concerning the Hi ---t HpHp which can be open when mn; < mHl /2,
which is possible with radiative corrections to mHc For m«, ;S Mzo /2, Hi ---t tt.n,
can compete with and even dominate over Hi ---t bb and Hi ---t T+r- [207 and

erratum]. LEP experimenters there have now searched for ZO ---t HtHp ---t HpHpHp

events without success (23,209]. The allowable region for this channel will be probed

by LEP, and it should not be important for supercollider searches.)

With the convention of Eqn. (A.44), and using the same procedure as Eqns.

(A.45)-(A.47), we find:

8
3V I

8Hh8Ht8Ht -
vev
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For the tree-level potential of Eqn. (A.IO), the following results are obtained:

8:
V

31 = ¥v(l +g'2) 8
3,V

3/ = ¥v'(l + g'2)
8 R vev 8hR vev

8
3V

I =.fl '( 2 '2) 8
3

v I -sa (2 '2) ( )8h 28h' = 4 V 9 + 9 8h 8h,2 = 4 V 9 + 9 A.236
R R vev R R vev

Plugging these equations into Eqns. (A.234) and (A.235) gives ( tan Ow = ~ ):

erne = gm~ [cos2a cos(f3-a) + 2sin2a sin(f3-a)]. (A.237)
4 cos IV

A.1t Scalar Higgs Trilinear Interaction

Coupling with Radiative Corrections

(A.238)

(A.239)

(A.240)

For the squark sector, we need to find the third derivatives with respect to

the scalar Higgs fields of Eqn. (A.122), and to find these we need calculate the

third derivatives with respect to the scalar Higgs fields of the stop and sbottom

eigenvalues. (These eigenvalues are given by Eqns, (A.116) and (A.117).)

8
3

)' t I { 3V2g
4v

3V2v [ ( ) 2 ]8h 3 = ± i - --;!. it IAt l
2
+2ml~e{At}cotf3 - ~[TOJ

R vev 64Dl 4Dt2

. [ft2 lAt l
2

_ ~~TOJ + g[~2]

3V2V
3

[ ~ ]3}+ ~ ft2 (IAtI2 + 2ml~e{At} cot 13) - ~[TOJ
4D{

(A.241)
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{ -v'2grVI _ v'2~ [R(I AtI 2+ 2m1iRe{At}cot,B) .. ~[TOJ]
64Dt2 2Dt2

. [f?(2m1)iRe{At} _ g~~VI]

- v'2~' [ft2((2md2 + 2m1iRe{At} tan,8) + ¥-[TOJ]
4Dl

. [f?I At I
2

_ ¥-[TOJ + g[~2]

+ 3v'2
V:VI

[ft2(IAt/2+2m1iRe{At} cot,8) - ¥-[TOJf
4Dt2

. [ft2((2m
1)2 + 2m1iRe{At}tan,B) + ¥-[TOJ] }

(A.242)

{ -v'2g!V _ v'2~' [R((2md2+2m1iRe{At}tan,8) + ¥-[TOJ]
64D{ 2Dl

. [ft2(2mdiRe{At} _ g\~vl]

- v'2~ [ft2( IAtI2+ 2m1iRe{At}cot,8) - ¥-[TOJ]
4Dl

. [ft2(2md 2 + ~[TOJ + g\~2]

+ 3v'2V~V/2 [R (IAt/2+2m1iRe{At} cot,8) - ¥-[TOJ]

4D,' . [It' ((2m d' + 2m l l1e{A,} tan 13) + 'l!-ITO]r}
(A.243)
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:I:~% I may be obtained from :~~~ I by applying the set of substitutions
vev vev

(A.126), with analogous procedures holding for the other derivatives of Ab. As we've

seen before, these formulae are not valid for D, = 0 or Db = 0 which will again be

treated later as special cases.

It will again be helpful in making the following equations more manageable in

size if a few new quantities are defined:

Now, from Eqn. (A.122),

83(~V;q)1 =
8hR vev

[At2]

[Ab2]

2ml(2ml + ~e{At} tan,B)

(A.245)

2ml(2ml + ~e{Ab}cot,B)

(A.246)

(ti -4 bi)} /
vev

(A.247)

83(~Vsq ) I
8hR8hR

2
vev

(A.248)

a3
(ilV ) II a3

(6 V JIExpressions for 8h' rand ah 8h;q may be obtained from those above for
R vev R R vev

8
3
(6 V. q

) I d 8
3(ilV.

qJlb' t h . th 1 f h d h'8hR3 an 8h' 8h Y mere angmg e ro es 0 R an R'
vev R R vev
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The above formulee yield:

83(~Vsq ) I =
8h 3

R vev
~~~ { [2Ut2 - ¥-)2 + ~][log (m~7~) + 1] + 4Ut2_ ¥- )2

+ \. {Uf - ~) [ft2([Atl] + IAt 1
2

) - ~[TO] + v:~t] + ~at
Dl

- ~t Ut2[Atl] - ~[TO])[~tUt2IAtI2 - ~[TO] + v:~t)

+ Uf - ~ )v2UnAtl] - ~[TO])]

+ ~;iUf[Atl] - ~[TO])3}log(:~)
tl

1 2 [ 2 2 4 v 2
2 2]+ D

t
unAtl] - ~[TO]) RIAt l

2 - ~[TO] + Vl~t - D
t
UnAt1] - ~[TO])

+ a/~v:Dt {atUt
2- ~) [~Ut2 - ~)2 + 4~t unAt1] - ~ [To])2]

- UnAt1] - ~[TO]) [Ut2- ~)2 + 12~t UnAtl] - ~[TO])2]}

(
m t mt ) ] 4+ i2(9~ +9t)[log Q4 ~ + 1 + ~

+ \. {¥- [f~([Ab2] + (2md2) + ¥[BO] + v:~t] + ~ab
Dt

- ~b U~[Ab2] + ~[BO])[~bU~(2md2 + ¥[BO] + v:~t)

+ ¥-v2U~[Ab2] + ~[BO])]
2

+ :;;UnAb2] + ~[BO])3} log(:~)
bl

1 2 [ 2 24+ Db UnAb2] + ~[BO]) {;(2md2 + ~[BO] + vl~b

v 2
2

- Db U~[Ab2] + ~[BO])2J

v
2

{g2 [l g 2 2 2 g2 2]+ 2 4D t ab -3~ + -DUb [Ab2] + ~[BO])ab - b b

- U;[Ab2] + ~[BO])[~ + 3~b U~[Ab2] + ~[BO])2]} }

(A.249)



03(D.VSq ) I 3.J2v ' { }ok' ok 2 = 3271"2 stop part + sbottom part
R R vev
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(A.250)

[ 2 2 4][ (m~m~) ] 2 2stop part = !!tUt2- ~) - ~ log Q4 t2 + 1 + ~Ut2 - ~)

+ \. { R(R - ~ )(2ml)(2ml + 3iRe{At} tan,B) - ~(at + 8m;)
D t2

+ ~/t2(g~IAtI2 +g;[TO]) + gi~~ (39~V2 - [TO])

- ~t [V 2Un At1]- ¥[TO])[2U/ - ~ )UnAt2] + ¥[TO])

+ ~UnAtl] - ¥[TO])]
at [2 2 2 4 2+ 4" 2Ut [Atl] - ~[TO])Ut (2ml)iRe{At} tan,B - g~~ )

+ UnAt2] + ¥[TO])U/IAt/2- ~[TO] + g~~2)]]

+ 3:~~t UnAtl] - ~[TO])2Ut2[At2] + ¥J-[TO]) } log (:~)
t1

1[2 42+ D
t

2(R[Atl] - ~[TO])Ut2(2mdiRe{At}tan,B - g~~ )

+ UnAt2] + ¥J-[TO])Ut2I AtI2 - ~[TO] + g~~2)]

3v2
2 2- Dr UnAtl] - ~[TO])2U/[At2] + ~[TO])

8v
2

{ [1 ( 2[ ] g2 [ [2 g2 2 g2+ al - 4D
t

at D
t

It Atl - ~ TO]) Ut - ~ )Ut [At2] + ~[TO])

+ ~U/[Atl] - ~[TOJ)]
2 2]+ !!tUt2 _ ~)2

- Ut2- ~) [2Ut2- ~ )U/[At2] + ¥[TOJ)

+ ~U/[Atl] - ~[TOJ)]

- 2~t U/[Atl] - ~[TO])2U/[At2] + ~[TOJ)}

(A.250a)
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[

2 2 4] [ (mtmt) ] 2 2= ~ (fc - ~) - ~ log Q/2 + 1 + ~(f; - ~)

+ \. { ft(2md2 + kRg~(IAbI2 + 3(2md~e{Ab}tan,B - (2md2
)

Db
22 322 4+ kfCgnBO] - gt~B( g~V + [BO]) - ~(Qb - 4m~tan2,B)

- ~b [v 2(f; [Ab2]+ ~[BOJ) [(f; - ¥- )(fC[Ab2] + ~[BOJ)

+ ¥-(f;[Abl] - ~[BOJ)]

+ :b [2(f;[Ab2] + ~[BOJ)(R(2mt}~e{Ab} tan,B - gi~2)

+ (f;[Ab1] - ~[BOJ)(f;(2md2 + ~[BO] + gi~2 )]]
2

+ 3:~~b (f;[Ab1] - ~[BOJ)(f;[Ab2] + ~[BOJ)2 } log (:~)
b1

1[2 42+ - 2(R[Ab2] + 1'-[BOJ)(R(2md~e{Ab} tan,B - g~~ )
Db

2 2 4 2 ]+(R[Abl] -1'-[BOJ)(f;( 2ml)2 + 1'-[BO] + g~~ )

3v 2
2 2

- -2(R[Abl] -1'-[BoJ)(R[Ab2]+ ~[BOJ)2
Db

+ Q~ ~V:Db {Qb[~b (f;[Ab2] + ~[BOJ)[(f; - ¥-)(f;[Ab2] + ~[BOJ)

+ ¥-(f;[Ab1] - ~[BOJ)]
4 2 ]+ ~(f; -~)

2 2

- g~(f; - ~ )(f;[Ab2] + 1'-[BOJ)
4 2

- ~(f;[Ab1] - ~[BOJ)

- ~b (f;[Abl] - ~[BOJ)(f;[Ab2] + ~[BOJ)2}

(A.250b)
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The expression for a3J~/Vr) I is obtained from Eqn. (A.249) for a3J~:r) I by
R vev vev

the set of substitutions (A.126). Likewise, the expression for ::(~~~~ I is obtained
R R vev

from Eqn. (A.250) for ::\~~.~ I via the same set of substitutions. (Note that
R R vev

(A.126) also means that [Atl] ~ [Abl] and [At2] ~ [Ab2] .)

To obtain the correction to the trilinear coupling, !:l~hU, where

(A.251)

the results from the quark and squark sectors must now be combined. Eqn. (A.240)

tells us that the corrections from the mixed derivative terms comes only from the

squark sector. When Eqn. (A.238) and Eqn. (A.249) are combined we find that

all remaining logarithmic terms which depend on the arbitary mass scale Q are

proportional to the gauge couplings. This is exactly the same as the case for

the Higgs boson masses (see Section A.8 on the neutral Higgs masses for further

discussion.) The final expression for !:l~hU is:

:~\~~:;J I is given by Eqn. (A.250) on the preceeding two pages
R vev

d a3(~Vqk+~V·q)1 . . b E (A 253) th t a3(~v.q) 1 dan ahR3 IS given y qn. . on e nex page; ah ahd an
vev R R vev

83(~~1/-J;~V.q)I are obtained from these via the set of substitutions (A.126). The
R vev

squark D-term dependence has been left explicit in Eqns. (A.253) and (A.250); thus,

the result for !:l~hU neglecting D-terms is obtained by dropping terms proportional

to gil gb, or g+ in Eqns. (A.253) and (A.250), then using (A.126) as indicated above

to obtain the remaining derivative terms, and substituting the resulting expressions

into Eqn. (A.252). Note that the scalar Higgs mixing angle a must also be calculated

with D-terms neglected.
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83(~Vqk +~V sq) I =

8hR
3

vev
VZ { 2 2 2 2

~2:~ 2f:lOg(m~7t;) + [_~ft2 + g±3~gt] [lOg(m~7t;) + 3]
+ \ {Ut2- ~)[ft2([Atl] + IAt I

2) - ¥[TO] + v~~t] + ~at
Dl

- ~t (R[Atl] - ~[TO])[:tUt2IAtI2 - ~[TO] + v~~t)

+ Ut2 - ~ )v2Un Atl ]- ~[TO])]

V2a:t( 2[ ] g2[ ])3} (m~) 84 g4+ 4Dl ft At1 - ~ TO log m t - :Jt - ~
tl

1 2 [ 2 2 4 V
2

2 2]+ D
t
Ut2[Atl] - ~[TO]) ft21Atl 2 - ~[TO] + V1~t - D

t
(N[At1] - ~[TO])

+ a:/~V~Dt {atUt2- ~)GU[ - ~)2 + 4~t UnAt1] - f[TO])2]

- UnAtl] - ¥f[TO]) [Ut2 - ~)2 + 12~t (N[At1] - ~[TO])2])
2 2

+ i2(gt +gt)[IOg(m~7b;) + 1] + ~

+ \. {~[f~([Ab2] + (2mt}2) + ~[BO] + v~~:] + ~a:b
Dt

- ~b U~[Ab2] + ~[BO])[:bU~(2mt}2 + ¥[BO] + v~~t)

+ ¥-v2U~[Ab2] + ~[BO])]
2

+ ~;;UnAb2) + ~[BO))3} log (:~)
bl

1 2 [ 2 24+ Db U~[Ab2) + ~[BO)) f~(2m1)2 + ~[BO] + v1~b

V 2
2

- Db U~[Ab2] + ~[BO]?]

v
2 {!& [~ 4 2 . ~ 2]+ a:~ _ 4Db 8 a:b 12 + Db Ub [Ab2) + 8 [BO))

- Ul[Ab2] + ~[BO])[~ + 3~b (J;[Ab2) + ~[BO])2]} }

(A.253)
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Finally, the special cases where either D, = 0 and/or Db = 0 must be considered.

If D, = 0, then lines 2-9 of Eqn. (A.253) are replaced by

9V2v { 2 +4 log ( a; ) _ § +4 ...L [_~ +2 + gt +g;] [log ( a; ) + 3]
327l"2 J t 4mt 3J t I 2 J t 32 4Q4

+ !""Ut2- ~) [ft2(2md2cot2,B + ~Ut2 - ~ )2V2 + gi~2]
at

(A.254)

And Eqn, (A.250a) is replaced by

stop part = [~(N - ~)2 - ~] [log(4~4) + 3]

+ 4H~~d2 [-2fl + ~(2 +coe,B)]

+ 2
V2

[4g~Ut2 - ~)2 - giUt2- it)] (A.255)
at

If Db = 0, then lines 10-18 of Eqn, (A.253) are replaced by

+ 3I2(g~ +gt) [log(4~4) + 3] + ::Jff(2md 2 + ~;(~ +gt)]} (A.256)

And Eqn. (A.250b) is replaced by

(A.257)

part

sbottom
[~Uf - ~)2 - ~][log(4~4) + 3]

+ 4J;(2md
2[N - ~(1 +2tan2,B)]

ab b 8

2

+ 4
V

[ff(g~ +gt) - ~(g~ +39t)]
ab

The set of substitutions (A.126) may now be used to obtain the bottom/sbottom
8

3(tl.V
k+tl.V. ) I / 83(tl.V k+tl.V ) Ipart of 81' 3 q when Db = 0 from the top stop part of 81 3 .q
R ~ R ~

when D, = 0 given by the expression (A.254) above. Likewise, the stop part of

a
3
(tl.Vqk+tl.V. q

) I when D = 0 is obtained from the sbottom part of 8
3(tl.V

qk+tl.V.q
) I

8h' 3 t 8h 3
R ~ R ~

when Db = 0 as given by the expression (A.255) using (A.126). The sbottom part of

::(~~~~ I when Db = 0 is found from the stop part of ~~I~~·qJ I when o, = 0 as
R R vev R R vev

given by Eqn. (A.256) via (A.126)j and the stop part of ::(~~~~ I when o, = 0 is
R R vev

83(tl.V ) I .found from the sbottom part of 8hI8h'''i when Db = 0 as grven by Eqn. (A.257)
R R vev

via (A.126).
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Appendix B

Partial Decay Widths for

MSSM Higgs Bosons

n.i Introduction

In this appendix formulee for the partial widths of all tree-level MSSM Higgs

boson decays will be given. The majority of these formulas are taken directly from

the hand-written notes of Professor Xerxes R. Tata (though the author of course

assumes full responsibility for any errors in transcription); the formula have also

been published previously in various places. Equations for several higher-order decay

processes important for the analysis done are also presented. Most results will be

presented without any derivation. The purpose of this appendix is to provide a

complete set of the equations used in the Higgs boson decay program. In addition,

it is desirable to have all the Higgs boson decay formulae given in one place in a

notation consistent with that in the ISASUSY [127] part of ISAJET [210], a software

program extensively used for phenomenological SUSY analyses.

B.2 Higgs Boson Decays to 8M Fermions

The partial decay widths of the light Higgs boson into a pair of quarks or leptons

is given at tree-level by

3

_ 9
2

cos
2a (mu ) 2 ( 4m~) 2"

r(Ht ~ uu) = 3271" Nc sin2,B Mw mn, 1 - m'iI
t

'

with analogous formulee holding for charm and top quark decays;

(B.1)



2 . 2 ( )2 ( 4 2)~r(H ---+ dd) = LN sm 0: md _ m d
e 32 c 2(3 M mn, 1 2 ,7r COS IV mH

l

with analogous forrnulee holding for strange and bottom quark decays;
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(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

where r: = e", JL-, or r>, If neutrinos are massless, then r(H ---+ vi)) = 0 for

H = Hi, H h , and H p • In the above equations N; = 3 is the number of colors and 9

is the SU(2) gauge coupling, 9 = ~() . The scalar Higgs mixing angle, 0:, is defined
SIn w

in Section A.3 of Appendix A. All partial widths are of course set to 0 if m/f < Zm ],

The partial decay widths of the heavy Higgs boson into a pair of quarks or

leptons at tree-level then follow from changing the MSSM angle factors as indicted

in Tabll 1.2 of Chapter 1:
3

9
2

sin
2

0: (m )2 ( 4m2) 2"
r(Hh ---+ UU) = 327r N; sin2(3 M;r m«, 1 - m'k: '

(E.5)

(B.6)

The partial decay widths of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson into a pair of quarks

or leptons at tree-level are:

(E.7)

(B.B)

(E.9)
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The MSSM angle factor can agam be found from Table 1.2 of Ch. 1; note the

kinematic mass-dependent factor's exponent differs from that for the OP-even Higgs

bosons.

The running of the Yukawa couplings that enter into the H ~ qij decays are

incorporated by redefining the quark masses (mq 's) contained in the (;:;I~' )2-factor of

Eqns. (B.I), (B.2), (BA), (B.5), (B.7), and (B.8). The changes are of the following

form:
12

log (A;m/ ) 33-2·4

QCD4

log (;;1---)
QCD4

(B.IOa)

(B.IOb)

12

log(Aim~ )~
QCDS

log (;;1---)
QCDS

«: = m
q

x log (Aim; ) X

QCD4

if 2mb S mH < 2mt, then 12

log (A;m} ) 33="274
QCD4

and if mH ;::: 2mt, then
12

log (A;m} ) 33-2·4

QCD4

X

log(~)QCD4

12 12

log (Aim; ) 33-2-5 log (i\im~ ) 33-2·6

QCDS QCD6

--;-------.;:-- X

log ( i\~:~s) log ( i\~:D6 )

(B.IOc)

The corrected partial width is then of the form

(
m

r Un )2
I" = r tree X ;:"q (B.ll)

In the above equations, the four-flavor QOD scale parameter is set to

and

AQC D4 = O.177GeV

A (
25Iog(AQCD4) - log(4m~))

QCD5 = exp 23

A (25Iog(AQCD4) - log(4m~) - log(4mZ))
QCD6 = exp 21

(B.I2)

(B.I3)

(B.I4)

Note also that the numbers 4, 5, and 6 in the denominators of the exponents of

Eqns, (B.IO) are the effective number of flavors.
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Additional O(as) QCD radiative corrections are added through the following

formulee from Drees and Hikasa [211] (see Eqn. (4.5) therein ):

, [ Cra, ( 3 m ~ )]r = r x 1 + -1r- fl H + 2 log m~ (B.15)

Here CF = ~ is a color factor and for CP-even neutral Higgs bosons (Hi and Hh)

A(,8o) 3 2) 1 ( 2 4) (1+,80) ( )
fl H =~ + 8,85 (-1 + 7,80 + 16,83 3 + 34,80 - 13,80 log 1 _ ,80 ' B.16

while for the CP-odd pseudoscalar Higgs boson (Hp )

fl = A(,8o) + ~(7 _ ,82) + _1_(19 + 2,82 + 3,84) log (1 + ,80)
H ,80 8 0 16,80 0 0 1 - ,80

(B.17)

In the above

and

[
4m2] ~

,80 = 1- m~

{ (
1 - ,80) ( 1 - ,80)

A(,8o) = (1 + ,85) 4Li2 1 + ,80 + 2Liz -1 + ,80

( 1 ) (1 + ,80) (1 + ,80) }- 3 log 1 + ,80 log 1 _ ,80 - 2 log ,80 log 1 - ,80

- 3,80 logC~ ,85) - 4,80 log ,80

(B.18)

(B.19)

where Li2(x) is the dilogarithm or Spence function of z ,

L
x dt

Liz = - - log 11 - t I
a t

(B.20)

In calculating the production rate of Higgs bosons from bb-fusion (see Eqn.

(3.2)), the partial decay width employed, r'(H ---t bb), does not include this addi

tional factor. This makes I" roughly 10% smaller than the full r used in Higgs boson

decays, as shown in Fig. B.1c) and Fig. B.1d) on the next page. Also, no QCD

corrections at all are included for Higgs boson decays to first generation quarks,

H ---t uu and H ---t dd; for such small quark masses the formulee will yield invalid

results, and these partial widths are insignificant anyway. Inter-flavor mixing via

the CKM matrix is also neglected in all Higgs boson decays to quarks.
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Figure B.1: QCD corrections to r(H -+ bb) a) comparison to Fig. 2.3 in HHG
b) r / rnoQCD c) and d) I" / I': AQC D4 = 0.177, rru, = 5 GeV,
rn, = 150GeV in a) and m, = 165GeV in b)-d).

The question of how to treat the QCD corrections is important SInce these

corrections do significantly reduce the H -+ bb partial decay width, as is discussed

in the Higgs Hunter's Guide (HHG) [64]. Figure B.1a above may be compared to

Figure 2.3 in HHG. See also [212] for O(a;) corrections (not included in program).
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a. = 2

25 log (t?-)
QCD4

The strong coupling constant used in the Higgs

mined from the following set of equations :

If mH < 2mb, then
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decay partial widths is deter-

(B.21a)

1271"

a. = 25log (A;n1 ) - 2log(~b)
QCD4

and if mH ~ 2mt, then

(B.21b)

a. = 2

25log(t?-)
QCD4

1271"

2log(~) - 2log(~)
(B.21c)

On the other hand, a special value for the strong coupling constant at the ZO mass

based on experimental results [213,214] is input in determining the neutralino and

chargino masses (see Ch. 1):

a.(Mzo) = 0.118 (B.22)

This is not consistent with the formulee above; however, this should not seriously

affect any of the results or conclusions. Another caveat that should be noted about

the value in Eqn. (B.22) is that the renormalization scheme dependence may not

have been taken into account correctly in the LEP analyses. Maxwell [215,216]

argues that a more formalized treatment of this problem favors a lower value for

a.(Mzo) of roughly 0.105 to 0.110 .

For the charged Higgs,

(B.23)

where A( a, b, c) = a2 +b2 +c2
- 2ab - 2bc - 2ac and N c = 3. If A< 0 in any equation,

then the partial width is set to zero. Analogous equations hold for r(H+ --t f+Vt),

f = e, p" or T, except here N; = 1.
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For the heavier quarks (including 8 and c) QCD running masses [217] are employed

using Eqns. (B.10), for instance,

(B.24)

(See also [218] for electroweak corrections not included in program.)

Higgs Boson Tree-Level Decays to

Gauge Bosons
The partial decay widths of the heavy Higgs boson into a pair of on mass-shell

weak gauge bosons are given at tree-level by:

ti« ZOZO) - g2cos2(a + f3)Mar [3 _mkh + mkh JAt(1Mia Mia)
h - on shell - 32 4LJ M2 4M4 '2 ' 2

7rCOS [JwmHh ZO ZO mHh mHh

(B.25)

icu, -W+W-) = g2cos2(a+f3)M&[3_ mkh + mih JAt ( 1 M& Ma,)
h on shell 16 M2 4M4 '2 ' 2

7rmHh W W mHh mHh

(B.26)

The light Higgs boson is not massive enought to decay into two on mass-shell

weak gauge bosons and the pseudoscalar Higgs boson does not directly couple to

gauge boson pairs. Again, this is as is summarized in Table 1.2 of Chapter 1. A

coupling between the pseudoscalar Higgs and the gauge bosons can be generated a

one-loop order; however, for the vast majority of the possible choices for the MSSM

input parameters, the resulting partial decay width is quite small (see Chapter 4

and [65]), and can be neglected. Couplings between the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons

and a pair of photons or gluons, which are absent at tree-level, are also generated

through one-loop diagrams. This will be described in the next section.

If the mass of the Higgs boson is in the vicinity of 2Mzo or 2Mw , then decays

into one on mass-shell gauge boson and one off mass-shell gauge boson can become

significant. An expression for this is found in Keung and Marciano [66],
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for mn, ?: Mzo we have

where E = Mzo, and rzo is the experimentally-determined total width of the ZO
mHh

(see Ch. 2). An analgous formula holds for the partial decay width of a light Higgs

boson into one on mass-shell ZO and one off mass-shell Zoo This decay is now

possible since radiative corrections can push the light Higgs boson mass above Mzo.

The expression for qHi ---t ZoZo*) (if mtt, ?: Mzo) is the same as Eqn. (B.27)

above except that

(B.28)

If mhh ?: 2Mzo, then to avoid double counting the on mass-shell result should be

subtracted off,

Similarly, for mHh ?: Mw we have

(B.30)

where now E = ~,and r w is the experimentally-determined total width of the W+
mHh

( taken to be 2.076 GeV from the latest Tevatron value [219]). Again, the expression

for r(Hi ---t W+W-*, W+*W-) (if m», ?: Mw ) is found from Eqn. (B.30) above

via the set of substitutions (B.28), and again if mHh ?: 2Mw , then the on mass shell

result must be subtracted from Eqn. (B.30) as was done in Eqn. (B.29).

It should be noted that the integral is highly peaked about x = 1 and so for the

decays to W's (which are of particular interest since decays of the Hi to W+W-*

can significantly reduce the sought-after Hi ---t " decay mode) the integral was
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split up into up to three regions:

if 2E < 0.998 and 1 + (02 > 1.001, then from 2E to 0.998, from 0.998 to 1.001,

and from 1.001 to 1 + E2
;

if 2E < 0.998 and 1 + E2
::; 1.001, then from 2E to 0.998, and from 0.998 to 1 + E2

;

if 2E 2: 0.998 and 1 + E2 > 1.001, then from 2E to 1.001, and from 1.001 to 1 + E2
;

and if 2E 2: 0.998, 1 + E2
::; 1.001, or 2E ~ 1.001, 1 + E2 > 1.001, then just from 2E

to 1 + E
2•

Integrations are done using a Gaussian integration routine using 6, 12, 24, or 48

points (result from using a given number of points is tested against that using the

the next smaller number of points until sufficient agreement is obtained).

B.4 Higgs Boson Loop Decays to

Gauge Bosons

The H ---t 9 9 partial decay widths are given by the formula

(B.31 )

where the label i runs over the various loops contributing to the width and a:s(mH )

is given by Eqns. (B.21). For the light and heavy Higgs bosons this includes up-type

and down-type squark loops in addition to up-type and down-type quark loops (as

shown in Figure 3.1). For the pseudoscalar Higgs, squark loops do not contribute. If

intraflavor squark mixing is neglected, this can easily be seen from the fact that the

Hp-qL-qR coupling of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson does not allow for three-vertex

squark loops like that shown in Fig. 3.1b). It is also relatively easy to demonstrate

that such three-vertex squark loops are still impossible even with intraflavor squark

mixmg.
The zi factors are given by:

III = R:Fl~i Tq )

I ij RHF,H()M~
H = q 0 Tij -82m-q

(for quarks)

(for squarks)

(B.32a)

(B.32b)
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The squark loop contributions are seen to be suppressed if the squark mass is large.

The quark loop angle factors are given by:

{ cos o for H = Hi sino for H = Hisin/3 cos/3

RH = _sina Hh R
H

- {
cos a: Hh (B.33)

U,c,t c;~;
d,s,b - cos/3

n, tanj3 Hp

For the squark loops the angle factors are given by (recall mq;: ::; mq; ):

R!!. = Rlf. cos () - - Rlf.. sin ()-
ql qL q qR q

R!!. = Rlf. sin ()q + Rlf.. cos ()q
q2 qL qR

(B.34)

Here ()q is the intra-flavor squark mixing angle which will be described more thor

oughly in the next section on Higgs boson to sfermion decays, and Rlf. and Rlf..
qL qL

are the angle factors for the supersymmetric partners of the left- and right-handed

quark states, respectively, which in turn are given by

2m 2

for H = Hi(1- ltan2()w)sin(j3 - a) _ ~(c?sa)
3 M w sm/3

R!!--={ -(1 - ltan2() ) cos(j3 - a) _ 2n;~(-~ina) Hh (B.35a)
UL,cL,tL 3 w M w sm/3

0 s,
{ (-1 - ~lan2Bw) sin(iJ - a) ~(sina) for H = HiM w cos/3

Rlf. - - = -(-1 - ltan2()w) cos(j3 - a) ~(cosa) Hh (B.35b)
dL,SL,bL 3 M w cos/3

0 Hp

for H = Hi

Hh

Hp

for H = Hi

Hh

s,

(B.35c)

(B.35d)

Note that the last bracketed quantity on each line is just the corresponding R: from

Eqns, (B.33).
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The F functions are given by

(B.36a)

(B.36b)

(B.37)

for 7 2: 1
(B.38)

for 7 < 1

(B.39)

[64J

4m2

where 7j = -2-
1

mH

(Note: Refs. [50,90J use the variable A rather than 7 as used here and in Ref.

where 7 = 4A, and /(A) of Ref. [50J is -2 x /(7) as written here. )

The H ~ 7, partial decay widths are computed in a manner similar to that

used to obtain the H ~ 99 formulee, except now there are more loop contributions

that must be taken into account. In addition to quark and squark loops, there are

also lepton, slepton, W-boson, charged Higgs, and chargino loops as illustrated in

Fig. B.2 below.
y y

w±

y
w-

y

/~
- / I

ii,l// I
// I

Hl,Hh -: I Hl,Hh
.....................< I ..........•;"

........ I
........ I

........ I
.... I

-,~

.......
......

.....
........

H'"'" ......... 'Y
VVV\./\.I\.,

w±

y

Figure B.2: One-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to H ~ 7, decays.
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The H ~ II partial decay widths are given by the formula [50,64,90]

(for the W-bosons) (BAle)

(for the charged Higgs bosons) (BAld)

where O:em = 1/128. The Ik factors are given by:

(for quarks and leptons)

(for squarks and sleptons)

(for charginos)

(BAO)

(BA1a)

(BA1b)

(BAle)

(Note that the squark and slepton formula is misprinted in Appendix C Eqn.

(CA) of HHG[64] - first edition.) Here N; = 3 for quarks and squarks and N; = 1

for leptons and sleptons; and ef is the fermion electric charge in units of the absolute

value of the electric charge of the electron. The quark loop angle factors are again

given by Eqns. (B.33), and the electron, muon, and tau-lepton loops have the same

angle factors as the down-type quarks. Since the loop contribution is proportional

to the electric charge of the fermion or sfermion in the loop, there is no contribution

from neutrinos or sneutrinos. The sfermion loop contributions are again suppressed

if the sfermion mass is large. For the squark and slepton loops the angle factors are

analogous to those of Eqns. (B.34) - an intra-flavor slepton mixing angle, OJ can

be defined in an analogous way to Oq (again recall m]; :::; mj; ):

RTf.. = Rlf. cos Of" - R!:!... sin Of"
ft It. fn

(BA2)
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The supersymmetric partners of the left- and right-handed quarks and leptons

have angle factors which may be written as:

{ -(t - ejsin'Owl sin(tJ - a) m
2

cos a: for H = He+ Mfo (sin/3)

Rlf. - - = _(_1 - efsin2B
w ) cos(/3 - a) -

2 •

(BA3)~(-sIna) HhUL,CL,tL 2 M Zo sinf3

0 Hp!-(-~-ejsin'S.) sin(tJ - a) + m
2

sino for H = Heiif-Cos f3 )

Rlf. - -
~o

= -(-~ - efsin2B
w ) cos(/3 - a) + d-(cosa) Hh (BA4)

df' "f' bf, M z o cosf3
eL,J.lL,TL

0 Hp

RIf.. - -
dB' 'E' bE'
eR,I'R,TR

~ {
2

-e sin2B sin((.I - a) +l'l1Q_(c?sa)f w fJ y::;rr SInf3Zo
• 2 ( ) m

2
(- sina)-efsIn Bw cos /3 - a + iff- sin/3

Zo

o

-efsin2Bw sin(/3 - a) +
-efsin2Bw cos(/3 - a) +

o

for H = He

Hh

u,
for H = He

Hh

s,

(BA5)

(BA6)

The angle factors for the W-boson loops are given by:

{

sin(a + /3)

R{,[, = cos(a + /3~ (BA7)

The angle factors for the charged Higgs boson loops are given by:

{

• ( + (.I) + sin(/3-a)cos2f3
SIn a fJ 2cos2l1w

RH = (+ (.I) _ cos(f3-a)cos2/3
H eh cos a fJ 2cos2l1w

o
(BA8)

And lastly, for the charginos, the angle factors are (recall m~ ~ mW; ):

{

2[s; cos a + Qjj sin a]

R~i = 2[s, sin a + Qjj cos a]

2[- s« cos /3 - Qjj sin /3]

(BA9)
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with Sii and Qii defined in terms of the matrices U and V needed to diagonalize

the chargino mass matrix

These matrix elements are in turn given by

UI I = sin 'YL Ul2 = - cos 'YL

(B.50)

(B.51)

and Uu = (_1)0m sin 'YR UI 2 = -( -1 )Om cos 'YR

U2I = (-1)oP8ycoS'YR U2 2 = (-1)OP8y sin'YR
(B.52)

where the angles 'YL and 'YR and the quantities 8x , 8y, 8m , and 8p are defined in the

section of this appendix dealing with Higgs boson decays to pairs of charginos.

The F functions are given by

FO
H (r) = r(1 - r /(r))

Ff(r) = -2r[77H + (1 - r77H)!(r)]
2

FI
H(r) = 2 +3r +3r(2 - r)/(r)

(B.53a)

(B.53b)

(B.53c)

where l1H , /(r), and r are given by Eqn. (B.37), Eqn. (B.38), and Eqn. (B.39),

respectively.

The H ---7 Z°'Y partial decay widths are generally comparable to or smaller than

the H ---7 I'Y partial decay widths. Then the ZO must decay leptonically to offer any

good chance of detection; since the percentage of the time ZO decays into e+e" or

p+ p,- is only about 6-7%, this makes the Z°'Y decay channel less useful than the 'Y'Y

decay channel. Since the H ---t Z°'Y decays also give only a negligible contribution to

the total decay widths of the Higgs bosons, it is acceptable to simply neglect these

decays completely.
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The partial decay widths of the neutral Higgs bosons into a pair of squarks or

sleptons are given by

(B.54)

(assuming mH ~ mj; +mjj' else set decay width equal to 0) where i,j = 1,2; Nc = 3

for squarks and N; = 1 for sleptons; and

A-= = A_-=-cos20j + A_=sin20j - 2A-=cosBj sin OJ
iIiI It.h. fRfR ILfR

A-= = A_-=-sin20j + A_=cos20j + 2A-=cosB j sin OJ
hh hh kk ILk

A-= = A--=-cosOjsinBj - A-=cosBjsinBj + A-=cos2Bj
iIh It.It. fRfR hfR

A-= = A-=
hiI iIh

(B.55a)

(B.55b)

(B.55c)

(B.55d)

9 m 2
1(1 - 1tan20 )gM sin((3 - a) _ :!..:..:..:!J..(C?Sct)
2 3 w W Mw sm,B

_1(1 - !tan20 )gMw cos((3 - a) _ gm~ (- ~jnct)
2 3 w Mw sm,B

o
(B.56a)

A--=-= {VLVL

HI + ~tan20w)gMW sin((3 - a)

-HI + ~tan2Bw)gMW COS((3 - a)

HI +tan2B
w)gMW sin((3 - a)

-HI + tan 2B
w)gMW COS((3 - a)

o

gmJ (sinct)
Mw cos(3

2
gm! (COS ct)
Mw cos(3

o
(B.56b)

(B.56c)
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2 2 • gm~ ( cos a)3t an ()wgMW sm((3 - a) - Mw sinl3

2t 2() M ((3 ) gm~(-Sina)- - an 9 w cos - a - -.-3 w 1\1\1' sml3

o
(B.56d)

1 2() M . ((3 ) gm~ (sina)-3t an wg W SIn - a - Mw cosl3

1 2() M ((3 ) gm~ (COS a)-3tan wg WCOS - a - -Mw cosl3

o
(B.56e)

(2 . A ) gmgml sin a + q cos a 2Mw sin 13

(2 A . ) gmg
ml cos a - q SIn a 2Mw sin 13

(2m l - cot(3Aq)i::;,~

(2 A . ) gmt
ml cos a + f sin a 2Mw cos 13

( 2 . A ) gmt- ml sin a + f cos a 2Mwcos13

(2m l - tan (3Af ) :;:;~'

A-=- = A-=- = 0
"n"n vL "n

(B.56f)

(B.56g)

(B.56h)

The sfermion mixing angles used in Eqns, (B.55) and Eqns. (B.34) and (B.42)

of Section B.4 are defined by

- -12 = h sin () j + IR cos () j ,

(B.57)

- -where hand IR are the supersymmetric partners of the left- and right-handed SM

fermions (quarks or leptons), respectively, and 11 and h are the lighter and heavier

mass eigenstates, respectively. From Eqns. (A.118)-(A.121) of Appendix A the
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following formulee may be derived:

For u, c, and i squarks,

tanOq = {-(m~ - m~-;) - ~(g2 - ~)(V,2 _ v2)

- [((m~L - m~) + Hg2- ~)(v'2 - v2))

If 2ml cotf3 + Aq = 0, then set Oq = ~.

- -
For d, s, and b squarks and e, il, and f sleptons,

I

+ 4m~(2ml cotf3 + Aq / ] 2"}

(B.58)

I

+ 4m}(2ml tanf3 + Af )2]2"}

(B.59)

( )

2

C_= (2 2)_ . I I m- m-Ir (H+ -. -J) - r (H- -J -.) - f, f j N \- 1 -ql .:»: (B 60)~ q,% - ~ ql q, - 16 C /\2 , 2 '2 •
7rmHch mHch mHch

If 2ml tanf3 + Af = 0, then set OJ = ~.

The sneutrinos have no mixing angles ( or alternatively one can say that 0;; = 0)

since there are no lJR'S.

The partial decay widths of the charged Higgs bosons into squarks,

r (H+ ~ qjqj') , where q is an up-type quark and q' is a down-type quark, are given

by:

(assuming mHch ;:::: mJ; +mJ!' else set decay width equal to 0) where i,j = 1,2;
J

N; = 3 for squarks and Nc = 1 for sleptons; and for the squarks

(B.61a)



c:« = C_=-sinOjsinOl' + C_=cosOjCosOl'
hf~ hf£ fRf~

- C- = sin OJ cos 01' + C- =- cos OJ sin 0jf
hf~ fRf£

C_= = C_=-cosOjsinBjf - C_=sinO jCosOjf
It f~ hf£ fRf~

+C_= cos OJ cos 01' - C_=- sin OJ sin 0jf
hf!? fRf£

C_= = C_=-sinO jCosOl' - C- =cosOjsinOl't.s; hf£ fRf~

- C_= sin OJ sin 0jf + C- =- cos OJ cos 01'
hf!? fR/£
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(B.61b)

(B.61c)

(B.61d)

(B.62a)

(B.62b)

(B.62c)

(B.62d)

For the sleptons, using the assumption that m v = 0 (or at least that neutrino

masses are negligibly small),

(B.63)

which follow immediately from setting ( in Eqn. (B.61) ) Oil = 0 and Vi = ilL with

no V2 = iiR state. The C..;=. coefficients also simplify, and are given by
vi

(B.64a)

(B.64b)

(B.64c)
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Before giving expressions for the partial decay widths of the Higgs bosons into

charginos and neutralinos, it will first be necessary to determine some parameters

of the physical state combinations of the gauginos and higgsinos. The expressions

given below are from Ref. [220], and have been corrected for a sign error in that

paper. Beginning with the charged sector given by Eqns. (1.4)-(1.6) of Chapter

1, two distinct angles, "YL and "YR, can be defined (with 0 ~ "YL,"YR ~ 180°) such

that rotation of the left-handed components of the fields bY"YL and rotation of the

right-handed components ofthe fields "YR will diagonalize Mcharge' These angles are

obtained from

tan "YL = l/:L , tan "YR = Ijy_ , (B.65)

where

and

[(2ml)2 - /-£~ - 2M~ cos 2,8] - (

:1:- = - 2V2Mw (/-£2sin,8 + 2m} cos,8) ,

[(2md2 -/-£~ +2M~ cos 2,8] - (
y- = - ,

2V2Mw (/-£2cos,8 +2m} sin,8)

(B.66)

(B.67)

with /-£2 as given in Eqns. (1.9) and

(2 = [(2m d 2 - /-£~r + 4M~ [M~cos22,8 + (2md2+ /-£~ + 2(2md/-£2 sin 2,8]

(B.68)

The masses of the charginos eigenstates are then given by

m W1 = OXOy[COS"YR(/-£2 cos "YL + gv'sin"YL) - sin"YR(-gvcos"YL - 2m} sin "YL)] ,

m
W2

=sin"YR(/12sin"YL-gv'cos'YL) + cos"YR(-gvsin"YL+2mlcos"YL)]. (B.69)

Here Ox = sgn(:I:-) and Oy = sgn(y_). From the eigenvalues of MchargeM~harge' the

squares of these masses can also be obtained:

(B.70)
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The masses given by Eqns. (B.69) may be negative in which case the spinor ISW

rather than W is used as the field with positive mass when computing couplings.

The mass eigenstates for the left- and right-handed components of the charginos are

-OxSin/L] [:]

COS/L X L
(B.71)

and [
( -1 )9

pW2
] = [Oy cos IR -OcyosSi:RIR] [X~] R '

( -1 )9m WI R sin IR I

(B.72)

where {
0 if m

W 1
> 0

Om = 1 and
ifmw1 < 0 {

0 ifmW- > 0
0 - 2
p- .

1 If m~V2 < 0
(B.73)

(B.74)

The neutral sector 4 X 4 mass matrix as given by Eqn. (1.8) is difficult to

diagonalize analytically but can be solved numerically to give the neutralino mass

eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a given set of input parameters. The unmixed

gaugino and higgsino states are then defined as related to the mass eigenstates by

the relations h-a (1) (2) (3) (4) 9 -
VI VI VI VI (-i / s ) 1 ZI

(1) (2) (3) (4) (_,;"Vs)92 Z2V2 V2 V2 V2 "I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (_,;"Vs)93 Z
3V 3 V 3 V 3 V 3 "I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (_';"Vs)94 Z4
V 4 V 4 V 4 V 4 "I

where the coefficients vfi) are numerically calculated and OJ = 0 if the Zj mass

eigenvalue is positive and OJ = 1 if the Zi mass eigenstate is negative (i = 1,2,3,4).

The factor (-i!s)9i in Eqn. (B.74) ensures the positive mass fields are self-conjugate

Majorana fields. In the remainder of this section, and in all other sections and

chapters of this work, m
Wi

and m Zi are taken to be positive, i.e., they are taken to

be the absolute values of the eigenvalues resulting from diagonalizing the charged

and neutral sector mass matrices, Eqns. (1.6) and (1.8).

Radiative corrections to the chargino and neutralino masses are not included in

the program. These are small in general (;S 2-6%) [221-223], but can be larger for

the lightest neutralino in certain restricted regions of parameter space (which are in

or bordering upon the LEP excluded region) [223].
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Using the above definitions, the partial decay widths of the Higgs bosons into

charginos and neutralinos can now be presented. For the decays of the light Higgs

boson, Hi, into charginos the partial decay widths are given by

(B.75)

(B.76)

(B.77)

where, again, ).(a, b, c) = a2 +b2 +c2
- 2ab - 2bc - 2ac. Analogous formulee hold for

the heavy Higgs boson, Hh , and the pseudoscalar Higgs boson, Hp :

(B.78)

(B.79)

(B.80)

(B.81)
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(B.82)

(B.83)

If mH < mW; + m Wj' then the above partial decay widths, r(H ---* WiWj ) , are set

to zero. The functions Sf, Sf, and Sf (which are found in Ref. [116]) are given by:

S: = ~(-l)Om[sinacos'YLsin'YR + cosasin'YLcos'YR] ,

S~ = H -1 )Om [cos a cos 'YL sin 'YR - sin a sin 'YL cos 'YR] ,

Sf = H-1)Om[sin,Bcos'YLsin'YR + cos,Bsin'YLCOS'YR]

The functions S:2' Sf2' and Sf2 are given by:

(B.84a)

(B.84b)

(B.84c)

S:2 = H -(-1 )OmOx sin a sin 'YL sin 'YR + (-1 )OmOx cos (HOS 'YL cos 'YR

- (-l)OpOycosasin'YLsin'YR + (-l)OPOysinacos'YLcos'YR] , (B.85a)

S~2 = H-(-l)OmOxcosasin'YLsin'YR -- (-l)OmOxsinacos'YLcos'YR

+ (-l)OpOy sin a sin'YL sin'YR + (-l)OPBycosacos'YLcos'YR], (B.85b)

Sf2 = H-(-l)OmOxsin,Bsin'YLsin'YR + (-l)OmBxcos,Bcos'YLcos'YR

+ (-l)OPOy cos,Bsin 'YL sin 'YR - (-l)OpBy sin,B COS'YL cos 'YR] . (B.85c)
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pi2 = H(-l/mBxsinasinILsin,R - (-1)Ii1'7lBxcosacos1Lcos1R

- (-l)opBy cos a sin,L sin IR + (-l)lipBy sin a COS,Lcos IR] , (B.86a)

P1
h
2 = H( -l)OmBx cos a sin IL sin IR + (-l)limBx sin a cos IL cos IR

+ (-l)OpBysinasin ILsin
'R

+ (-1)IiPBycosacos1Lcos1R] , (B.86b)

P!2 = H( -l)OmBx sin,Bsin IL sin IR - (-l) limOx cos,Bcos IL cos 'YR

+(-l)OpBy cos,8 sin "tt. sin IR - (-1 )lip By sin,8 cos 'YL cos IR] . (B.86c)

And the functions Si, S~, and S~ are given by:

s~ = t(-l)Op+lBxBy[sinasin,LcosIR + cosacos'YLsin'YR] ,

S~ = H-1)Op+lBxBy[cosasin,Lcos'YR - sin aCOS'YL sin'YR] ,

S~= -t(-l)OPBxBy[sin,8sin'YLcosIR + cos,Bcos'YLsin'YR] .

For the decays of the light Higgs boson, Hi, into neutralinos we have

(B.87a)

(B.87b)

(B.87c)

(B.88)

where f:::, .. _ { 1
I] - 1

"2

ifi=l=j

if i = j
(B.89)

Again, analogous formulee hold for Hi; and Hp :

(B.90)
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tiu, -t z.z.; = 87rt::::H(X& +X]ir [m~p - (m Zi + (_1)Oi+Oi mZ) 2]
p

(B.91)

Again, if mH < m Zi + m Zi ' then the partial decay width f(H -t ZiZj) is set to

zero. The functions X&, X&, and XfJ are given by

x: = _l(_l)Oi+l!i (v(i) sin a - v(i) cos a) (gv(j) - g'v(j))
'J 2 2 1 3 <\,

xj = -H-l)l!i+Oi(v~i)cosa+v}i)sina)(gv~j) -g'dj)) ,

XfJ = H-l)l!i+l!i(v~i)sin,B-v}i)cos,B)(gv~j) -g'v~j)) .

(B.92a)

(B.92b)

(B.92c)

The partial decay widths for charged Higgs decays into a chargino and a neu

tralino are given by

(B.93)

where 'R.1j = ![(-l)l!mA~j)cos,B - (-l)l!iA~j)sin,8], (B.94a)

'R.2j = ![(-1)OP8yA~j)cos,B - (-1)l!i8xA~j)sin,B], (B.94b)

and Slj = t[(-l)OmA~j)cos,B + (-l)l!iA~j)sin,B] ,

S2j = ![(-llp8yA~j)cos,B + (-1)Oi8xA~j)sin,8] .

The functions A~,j) are given by

A (j) = _...L (gv(j) +g'v(j)) sin-v - gv(j) cos '""1 V'i 3 4 ,R 1 ,R ,

A (j) = ...L (gv (j) +g'v(j)) cos -v - gv (j) sin rv2 V'i 3 4 ,R 1 ,R ,

A~j) = - ~ (gv~j) + g'v~j)) sin IL + gv~j) cos IL ,

A~j) = ~ (gv~j) +g'vi j))
cos IL + gv~j) sin IL .

(B.95a)

(B.95b)

(B.96a)

(B.96b)

(B.96c)

(B.96d)
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Higgs Boson Decays to Other Higgs Bosons

(B.97)

It is possible for a heavy Higgs boson, Hh , to decay into a pair of charged Higgs

bosons, H±'s, a pair of pseudoscalar Higgs bosons, Hp's, or a pair of light Higgs

bosons, Hi's, if such a decay is kinematically allowed. The three Higgs vertex

factors which are needed to calculate these partial decay widths may be expected

to have significant radiative corrections. For the decay of a heavy Higgs boson into

a pair of light Higgs bosons, both the tree-level Hh-Hl-Hl vertex factor, es, and

the radiative correction due to the third generation of quarks and squarks (top and

bottom quarks and stop and sbottom squarks), l:lehu, in Appendix A in Sections

A.IO and A.ll, respectively (see Eqns (A.237) and Eqn. (A.252) therein). The

complete partial decay width is then given by

e~LL ( 4mJ-I ) ~r(Hh ~ HlHl) = 8 1- -2-[
1imHh »»,

where (B.98)

(The partial decay width is of course set to zero if mtt; < 2mHc) The other two

decays of the heavy Higgs boson mentioned above are kinematically inaccessible

for most choices of the MSSM input parameters, and the few regions where they

are allowed are either ruled out by LEP constraints or will be in the not-too-distant

future. With this in mind, the radiative corrections to the three Higgs vertex factors

involved in these decays have not been calculated in as much detail as has the

Hh-Hl-Hl vertex: only corrections from top quarks and (unmixed) stop squarks

were incorporated (corrections from bottom quarks and sbottom squarks are not

included). These partial decay widths are given by

(B.99)

where (B.100)

with ct ree ( gMzo) ((3 ) (3r..hpp = - () cos - a cos 2
4cos w

(B.IOl)
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and

(B.I02)

(set partial decay width to zero if mn; < 2mHp ) j

(B.I03)

where (B.I04)

with ctree _ M. [ ((3 ) _ cos((3 - a) cos 2(3]
l"hcc - 9 11 cos +a 2LJ2cos Uw

(B.I05)

and tl~hcc = -gMw 3~::I~~;i:~~(3 log [ (1 +::}) (1 + ::})] (B.I06)

(set partial decay width to zero if mn; < 2mHch ) '

With the inclusion of the radiative corrections, it becomes possible for the the

light Higgs boson to be considerably heavier than the pseudoscalar Higgs boson.

This can make the decay Hi -:, HpHp kinematically allowable in some limited regions

of the MSSM parameter space, generally where the psudoscalar Higgs boson mass

is quite low. The partial decay width for this decay is given by

(B.I07)

where (B.I0S)

with ctree (gMzo). ((3 ) 2(3
l"ipp = 4 cos fiw sin - a cos (B.I09)

and tl c = ( gMzo ) 3g
2
cos

2
fiwm i cosacos

2(31
[( mh)( ml-n)]

l"ipp 4 LJ 16 2M4 . 3(3 og 1 + 2 1 + 2cos U w 7l" wsm m t m t

(B.110)

(set partial decay width to zero if mn, < 2mHp ) '
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Lastly, there are the decays of one type of Higgs boson into another type

of Higgs boson plus a gauge boson. At tree-level there are two such processes,

H p - u.z» and H± - HiW±. Radiative corrections to a vertex with two Higgs

bosons and one gauge boson (or with two gauge bosons and one Higgs boson, such

as Hh - ZOz», W+W-) are not expected to be large and are not included here.

The partial decay widths for these processes are given by

(B.llI)

which is set to zero if mtt; < mHl + Mzo, and

which is set to zero if m«; < mu, + Mw.
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Epilogue

"It's just," he burst out at last, "that if we don't go soon,

we might get caught in the middle of it again. And there's

nothing that depresses me more than seeing a planet being

destroyed. Except possibly still being on it when it happens.

Or, " he added in an undertone, "hanging around cricket

matches." [224]
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